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PALAVRAS-CHAVE:	 cultura	material,	 consumos	 artísticos,	 arte	 da	 expansão,	Afonso	de	
Albuquerque	
	




Índia	 teve	 um	 papel	 fundamental	 enquanto	 receptor	 e	 distribuidor	 de	 presentes	
diplomáticos,	mas	 são	 também	 inteligíveis	 nos	 textos	 coevos	 apontamentos	 sobre	 as	
suas	estratégias	pessoais	de	usufruto	e	exibição	de	objectos	artísticos.	O	texto	explora	
como	 eram	 tomadas	 as	 decisões	 quanto	 à	 cultura	material	 num	momento	 de	 trocas	




durante	 os	 anos	 finais	 do	 século	 XV	 e	 os	 primeiros	 do	 XVI.	 Esta	 síntese	 serve	 para	
mapear	a	conjuntura	em	que	as	situações	descritas	no	segundo	capítulo	tiveram	lugar.	
O	 segundo	 capítulo,	 mais	 extenso	 do	 que	 o	 precedente,	 produz	 uma	 leitura	
crítica	das	estratégias	de	consumo	(aquisição,	manutenção,	exibição,	e	transferência	de	
posse)	 de	 objectos	 por	 Afonso	 de	 Albuquerque.	 Divide-se	 em	 três	 tendências	
fundamentais	que,	de	acordo	com	o	que	é	proposto,	formataram	o	interesse	português	
por	 objectos	 asiáticos:	 os	 saques,	 as	 ofertas	 diplomáticas,	 e	 o	 consumo	 de	 corte.	 Na	
parte	 final	 do	 capítulo	 esboça-se	 uma	 proposta	 de	 interpretação	 de	 como	 foram	









in	Asia	since	1506)	of	 the	 future	 ‘Estado	da	 Índia’	had	a	central	 role	as	a	 receiver	and	
distributor	of	diplomatic	gifts,	but	contemporary	documents	hint	at	a	personal	strategy	
in	 the	 use	 of	 art.	 This	 text	 explores	 how	 decisions	 were	 made	 in	 a	 moment	 of	




during	 the	 late	 15th	 and	 early	 16th	 centuries.	 This	 summary	 serves	 as	 a	 basis	 to	
understand	the	stage	where	the	episodes	described	in	chapter	II	took	place.		
Chapter	 II,	 far	more	extensive	 than	 the	 former,	 consists	 in	 a	 critical	 reading	of	
the	 consumption	 strategies	 (acquisition,	 maintenance,	 display,	 and	 transfer)	 used	 by	
Afonso	 de	 Albuquerque.	 It	 is	 divided	 into	 three	 fundamental	 tendencies	 which,	 it	 is	
argued,	 shaped	 the	Portuguese	 interest	 for	Asiatica:	 looting,	diplomatic	gift-exchange,	
and	 courtly	 consumption.	 The	 final	 part	 of	 the	 chapter	 provides	 some	 suggestions	on	
























































–	 and	 would	 maintain	 diplomatic	 relations	 with	 potentates	 as	 diverse	 as	 Safavid	
Persia,	 the	 Sultanate	 of	 Gujarat,	 the	 Kingdom	 of	 Siam,	 and	 the	 Hindu	 empire	 of	




Historians	 of	 the	 European	 Renaissance	 have	 argued	 that	 material	 culture	




place	 in	 Asia,	where	 the	 Portuguese	 interacted	with	 several	 foreign	 and	 unknown	
cultures.		












arrive	 in	 India	having	 travelled	 round	 the	Cape	of	Good	Hope.	He	met	 the	 ruler	of	




	In	1515	another	Asian	sovereign,	 the	Persian	Shah	 Ismail,	 received	from	
Afonso	 de	 Albuquerque	 a	 large	 gift	 of	 armament	 (including	 armour,	 firearms,	 and	
ceremonial	 cold	weapons),	 garments	 and	 fabrics,	 jewellery,	 coins,	 and	 samples	 of	







the	 official	 terms	 of	 engagement	 with	material	 culture	 during	 the	 government	 of	
Afonso	de	Albuquerque.	Based	on	this	query,	I	will	narrow	the	field	of	investigation	
to	the	domain	of	Albuquerque’s	practices	of	consumption.	This	will	provide	a	basic	
understanding	 of	 the	 relations	 established	 between	 materiality	 (whichever	 its	
geopolitical	origins)	and	its	stately	functions.	An	underlying	conviction	that	material	
culture	contributed	to	the	shaping	of	a	period’s	values	and	practices,	rather	than	just	
representing	 existing	 values	 and	 ideals,	 will	 be	 present.
6
	These	 questions	 will	 also	
lead	 to	 the	 issue	 of	 the	 coeval	 reception	 of	 an	 Asian	 materiality	 in	 Lisbon	 and	




I	 will	 argue	 that	 the	 stately	 needs	 and	 events	 were	 paramount	 to	 the	
development	 of	 new	 practices	 of	 consumption	 in	 the	 geography	 in	 which	
Albuquerque	was	acting.	I	will	further	argue	that	these	practices	of	consumption	had	
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	VELHO	1969,	p.	49:	“...tinha	o	capitão	estas	coisas	para	mandar	a	el-rei:	a	saber:	doze	lambéis;	quatro	
capuzes	 de	 grã	 e	 seis	 chapéus;	 e	 quatro	 ramais	 de	 coral;	 e	 um	 fardo	 de	 bacias,	 em	que	havia	 seis	
bacias;	e	uma	caixa	de	açúcar;	e	quatro	barris	cheios,	dois	de	azeite	e	dois	de	mel”	
5













will	 make	 use	 of	 Global	 History	 understood	 as	 “a	 methodology	 that	 tries	 to	
understand	 the	 nature	 of	 connections	 and	 that	 tries	 to	 think	 about	 impact	 and	
appropriation	of	ideas	across	cultural	boundaries”8.	It	will	also	attempt	to	ascertain	
what	 transformations	 took	 place	 within	 the	 local	 when	 it	 was	 confronted	 with	
foreign	materialities	–	 sometimes	 foreign	 in	 their	 shape,	 techniques	and	materials,	
other	times	in	function.		
The	 questions	 posed	 determine	 the	 sources	 and	 the	 methods	 to	 be	 used.	
Although	not	a	single	object	 is	known	to	have	survived	from	those	manipulated	by	
Albuquerque,	 written	 coeval	 documents	 abound	 offering	 evidence	 of	 both	 the	
material	 attributes	 of	 the	 objects,	 the	 contemporary	 shifting	 perceptions	 of	 their	
value,	 and	 the	 systems	 of	 consumption	 in	 which	 they	 were	 used.
9
	Therefore,	 this	
thesis	 relies	 on	 three	 kinds	 of	 written	 sources:	 letters	 sent	 by	 Afonso	 de	
Albuquerque	 to	D.	Manuel	between	1506	and	1515,	extant	official	documentation	
produced	between	1498	and	1515,	and	sixteenth-century	Portuguese	chronicles.	All	














	Although	 more	 documents	 are	 certainly	 to	 be	 found	 in	 libraries	 and	 archives,	 research	 for	
unpublished	 documentation	 could	 not	 be	 compatible	 with	 the	 limited	 time	 available	 for	 the	
completion	of	this	thesis.	The	great	amount	of	published	data	extant	from	the	years	of	Albuquerque’s	
government	–	 contrasting	with	 the	 following	 years	until	mid-sixteenth	 century	–	 is	 likely	 related	 to	
vicissitudes	 of	 preservation,	 not	 production.	 Important	 compilations	 of	 primary	 sources	 were	
published	in	the	nineteenth	century	and	have	since	been	used	as	integral	sources	of	information.	
 4	






were	 dominated	 by	 a	 synthesis	 between	 patriotic	 aims	 and	 chivalric	 ideals.
12
	The	
major	 sixteenth-century	 narratives	 about	 Portugal	 gravitate	 around	 two	 central	
themes,	 often	 intertwined:	 the	 Asian	 expansion
13




Although	 written	 years	 after	 the	 events	 recalled,	 the	 chronicles	 rely	 on	
eyewitness	 accounts	 and	 produced	 judgments	 on	 Asia	 based	 on	 apparent	
dissimilarities	 with	 Europe.	 However,	 inevitably,	 they	 differ	 in	 many	 fundamental	
aspects,	as	their	authors	had	diverse	backgrounds	and	wrote	in	disparate	times.	The	
purposes	 served	by	 the	 texts	were	also	diverse	and	 they	should	 therefore	be	 read	
bearing	in	mind	their	contextual	differences.		
To	 filter	 the	 chronicles	 in	 the	moments	 they	 present	 divergent	 information	
one	 should	 start	 by	 understanding	 the	 enquiry	 methods	 used	 by	 their	 authors.	
Correia	and	Castanheda	travelled	to	the	Indian	Ocean	and	there	they	obtained	more	
up-to-date	 information	 than	 was	 possible	 in	 contemporary	 Lisbon.	 For	 the	




between	 1512	 and	 the	 governor’s	 death	 in	 1515,	 and	 belonged	 to	 the	 group	 of	
partisans	 that	 supported	 Albuquerque	 against	 his	 political	 opponents.	 It	 is	 not	
surprising	 that	 most	 of	 Correia’s	 writings	 provide	 detailed	 information	 and	 are	
favourable	to	Albuquerque’s	memory.	
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who	 lived	 in	 India	 between	 1529	 and	 1539,	 praises	 Albuquerque’s	 charisma	 and	
military	 capacity
19
.	 Barros,	 on	 the	 contrary,	 does	 not	 omit	 a	 veiled	 criticism	 to	
Albuquerque’s	 corruptive	personality	–	 after	 all,	 the	governor	had	 sent	 to	another	




Despite	 never	 having	 been	 outside	 of	 Europe,	 Afonso’s	 son,	 Brás	 de	
Albuquerque	–	whom	after	the	death	of	his	father	obtained	permission	to	change	his	
name	 to	Afonso	–	wrote	about	 the	adventures	of	his	 father	 in	 the	 Indian	Ocean.21	
This	 biographical	 narrative,	 published	 under	 the	 title	 Commentarios	 do	 Grande	
Afonso	 Dalboquerque	 [Comentários],	 was	 based	 on	 privileged	 information	 Brás	




be	 aware	 of	 its	 motivations,	 as	 the	 narrative	 is	 unashamedly	 laudatory	 of	 the	
governor’s	 Indian	 policies	 and	 feats.	 The	 first	 edition	 was	 published	 in	 1557	 as	 a	
reaction	to	Castanheda’s	História	(1552)	and	Barros’	Ásia	–	segunda	década	(1553),	
where	Albuquerque’s	 deeds	were	diluted	 in	 the	 general	 history	 of	 the	Portuguese	
expansion	 in	Asia.	A	second	enlarged	edition	of	 the	Comentários	 followed	 in	1576,	
persisting	as	the	definitive	version.	






















These	 bibliographic	 references	 are	 relevant	 as	 Correia’s	 narrative	 was	
published	only	in	the	nineteenth	century	and	–	unlike	the	collections	of	documents	




into	 account,	 other	 than	 the	 bias	 of	 the	 authors,	 to	 make	 sense	 of	 their	
dissimilarities.	 As	 some	 chroniclers	 borrow	 information	 from	 the	 same	 source	 (for	
instance	Rui	de	Pina,	 frequently	mentioned	by	Correia)	 the	narratives	of	 the	 same	
episode	 sharing	 a	 greater	 number	 of	 aspects	 cannot	 be	 guaranteed	 to	 be	 more	





Europe	 and	 Asia;	 on	 the	 administration	 of	 the	material	 wealth;	 and	 often	 on	 the	
protagonists	involved	in	all	these	activities.		
As	no	term	 is	neutral	 the	reader	should	always	take	 into	consideration	why	
these	 authors	 were	 often	 willing	 enough	 to	 employ	 new	 words	 to	 describe	 their	
environment.	 This	 is	 particularly	 significant	 in	 mentions	 to	 objects	 until	 then	
experienced	as	foreign,	such	as	when	the	Portuguese	texts	describe	the	meaning	of	
unusual	 words	 for	 the	 epoch.
24
	Moreover,	 one	 can	 notice	 in	 their	 descriptions	 of	
material	 artefacts	 how	 the	 adjectives	 predominate	 over	 other	 more	 objective	
attributes,	 likely	 denoting	 the	 description	 of	 familiar	 forms	 but	 emphasizing	 the	
richness	 of	 the	 Asian	 materials.	 In	 fact,	 the	 most	 common	 aspect	 that	 drew	 the	
















At	 the	 same	 time,	 the	main	 vulnerability	 in	 the	 usage	 of	 the	 chronicles	 as	
sources	concerns	the	allure	of	generalisation	when	comparing	distant	periods.	One	
should	bear	 in	mind	that	the	material	environment	 in	the	first	years	of	Portuguese	
presence	 in	 Asia	 was	 necessarily	 different	 from	 that	 of	 mid-sixteenth	 century,	 as	
production	and	consumption	norms	were	not	yet	established.		
For	these	reasons,	Lendas,26	História,27	Ásia,28	and	Comentários,29	because	of	
their	 scope	 and	 sources,	 will	 be	 the	 most	 cited	 narratives.	 The	 corpus	 published	




	 This	 thesis	 is	 divided	 into	 two	 chapters.	 Chapter	 I	 sets	 the	 historical	
background,	 serving	 as	 the	 outline	 of	 the	 political	 and	 social	 circumstances	 of	 the	
Portuguese	presence	 in	 the	 Indian	Ocean	 from	Vasco	da	Gama’s	arrival	 in	1498	 to	
Afonso	de	Albuquerque’s	death	in	late	1515.	The	chapter	begins	with	a	survey	on	the	
entrenched	idea	of	a	Manueline	Imperial	project	and	follows	with	an	account	of	the	




Chapter	 II	 discusses	 the	 development	 of	 the	 modes	 of	 material	 culture	
consumption	 in	 the	 Indian	 Ocean	 during	 the	 government	 of	 Albuquerque.	 It	 is	
subdivided	into	three	sections	of	diverse	intentions.	It	starts	[II.1]	with	an	inquiry	on	
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the	 Portuguese	 interest	 in	 Asian	 material	 culture	 as	 an	 attempt	 to	 diagnose	 in	
contemporary	sources	the	first	reactions	of	the	Portuguese	to	the	new	object-scape	
in	 which	 they	 found	 themselves.	 It	 will	 also	 discuss	 the	 diverse	 regimes	 of	 value	
under	which	the	material	culture	performed	in	such	geopolitical	setting.	





maturation	 of	 Portuguese	 perceptions	 of	 Asian	 material	 culture.	 Subsequently	 it	
examines	 how	 diplomatic	 gift	 exchange	 evolved	 from	 the	 first	 time	 Albuquerque	





of	 the	Asian	objects	 sent	by	 the	governor.	 It	will	be	argued	that	Albuquerque	sent	
Asian	 artefacts	 as	 a	 memorialistic	 strategy,	 as	 a	 means	 to	 demonstrate	 the	
legitimacy	 of	 his	 enterprise,	 and	 to	 obtain	 a	 greater	 investment	 in	 Asia	 from	 D.	
Manuel.	The	section	then	moves	to	briefly	examine	the	impact	of	these	artefacts	in	































The	 title	 for	 this	 section	 borrows	 the	 expression	 used	 by	 Sanjay	


















	In	 THOMAZ,	 1990	 and	 THOMAZ,	 1994.	 All	 mentions	 to	 the	 historiographical	 formulation	 of	 the	
Manueline	imperial	project	follow	these	key	essays.	
33
	This	 chapter	 is	 based	 on	 the	 aforementioned	 THOMAZ	 1990	 and	 THOMAZ	 1994,	 along	 with	 AUBIN	














	Challenging	 previous	 assumptions	 about	 the	 origins	 of	 the	 Portuguese	
interest	 in	 Asia,	 Thomaz	 formulated	 the	 hypothesis	 of	 a	 foundational	 imperial	
project	imbued	with	messianic	themes.	Despite	conveying	the	impression	of	it	being	
the	 consequence	 of	 the	 Portuguese	 Atlantic	 expansion	 –	 itself	 another	 recurrent	
discussion	 within	 Portuguese	 historiography 38 	–	 the	 Indian	 Ocean	 expansion	
comprehended	 a	 much	 wider	 political	 and	 religious	 geography	 that	 was	 not	 fully	
understood	from	the	start.	
D.	Manuel’s	expansionist	project	was	in	part	inherited	from	the	initiatives	of	















of	 	 ‘Holy	War’	 (for	 it	was	 justified	by	 faith	and	considered	 to	be	God’s	desire),	 the	
tradition	of	the	Reconquista	(for	it	provided	a	precedent	of	cultural	eccletism	in	the	
pluralist	 Portuguese	 society)	 and	 ‘millenarism’	 (according	 to	 Thomaz	 this	 was	 the	
most	 original	 component	 of	 manueline	 imperialism).
42
	As	 a	 result,	 the	 project	
represented	“a	sort	of	great	synthesis	of	all	 late-medieval	crusade	projects,	myths,	





























	the	 Christian	 reconquest	 of	 Jerusalem
46











the	 return	 of	 the	 expedition
50
	–	Rei	 de	 Portugal	 e	 dos	 Algarves	 d’aquém	 e	 d’além	








the	 captain-general	 was	 received	 by	 an	 Asian	 sovereign	 much	 richer	 than	 it	 was	
thought	possible	–	prompted	the	understanding	that	an	all-encompassing	diplomatic	
protocol	 in	 Asia	would	 not	 be	 viable.
54
	Later,	 after	 the	 return	 of	 Pedro	Álvares	 de	
Cabral	to	Lisbon	(1501)	a	significant	part	of	the	members	of	the	council	of	the	king	
adhered	to	the	opinion	that	the	Asian	project	should	be	abandoned.	Thomaz	argues	
that	 it	was	 the	messianic	 spirit	what	motivated	D.	Manuel	 to	keep	with	 the	 Indian	







































the	 king	 and	 his	 council.	 This	 annual	 strategy	 issued	 from	 Lisbon	 soon	 was	
understood	 as	 inadequate;	 the	 extremely	 slow	 pace	 of	 communications	 between	











governor	 -	 or	 viceroy
59











	 The	 year	 1505	 marks	 the	 onset	 of	 the	 Portuguese	 presence	 in	 the	 Indian	
Ocean	as	an	autonomous	political	entity	with	the	creation	of	a	captaincy	general	of	
























the	 above-mentioned	 Regimento.	 The	 priorities	 included,	 on	 the	 one	 hand,	 the	
loading	of	ships	with	spices	and	other	mercantile	goods;	on	the	other,	it	comprised	
territorial	 concerns	 such	as	 the	erection	of	 a	 fortress	near	 the	opening	of	 the	Red	
Sea	 and	 the	 expansion	 of	 the	 Portuguese	 positions	 along	 the	 coast	 of	 the	 Indian	
Ocean
63
	to	 be	 used	 as	 resting	 points	 to	 support	 defense	 and	 trade.	 In	 only	 a	 few	
years	Almeida	built	a	 fortress	on	 the	 island	of	Angediva	 (1505),	 in	Cananor	 (1505),	
and	inKollam	(Coulão,	1505).	He	also		rebuilt	in	stone	the	wooden	fortress	of	Cochin	









purposes.	 The	 ‘militarist’	 party,	 vowing	 for	 the	 imperial	 dominance	 and	 active	
suzerainty,	 and	 the	 ‘commercialists’,	 with	 an	 interest	 in	 the	 low	 cost	 and	 security	
provided	 by	 commercial	 activities.
67
	The	 existence	 of	 a	 disunity	 of	 intentions	 is	
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	AUBIN	 2005,	 p.	 325-331;	 THOMAZ	 1994,	 p.	 207.	 Although	 the	 term	 Estado	 da	 Índia	 only	 became	








de	Albuquerque;	 it	was	named	by	Afonso	Castelo	Manuel,	 using	 the	name	of	 the	Portuguese	 king,	
although	 Francisco	 de	 Albuquerque	 would	 have	 preferred	 the	 (quite	 immodest)	 name	 Castelo	







If	 inside	 the	 European	 context	 the	 geographic	 expansion	 was	 justified	 in	
religious	 terms,	 the	 dynamic	 reality	 the	 navigators	 faced	 in	 Asia	 –	with	 its	 diverse	
spiritual,	 social	 and	 human	 realities	 –	 demanded	 a	 much	 wider	 approach.	 The	
navigators	 came	 across	 structured	 commercial	 networks	 stretching	 from	 the	 East-
African	coast	to	Japan.	In	contrast	with	the	South	Atlantic	that	to	a	great	extent	had	
















Duarte	Galvão	and	D.	Martinho	de	Castelo	Branco.	 It	 is	also	known	that	 these	two	
men	were	close	to	D.	Manuel,	acting	one	as	his	clerk	(Galvão)	and	the	other,	among	





Francisco,	 who	 disappeared	 in	 the	 return	 journey,	 Afonso	 made	 it	 safely	 back	 to	
Lisbon	 in	 September	 1504	 bearing	 the	 reputation	 of	 the	 builder	 of	 the	 first	
Portuguese	fortress	in	Asia,	the	Castelo	Manuel	in	Cochin.72		












In	 April	 1506	 Albuquerque	 departed	 for	 the	 second	 (and	 last)	 time	 from	
Lisbon,	again	 sharing	 the	authority	with	another	captain,	Tristão	da	Cunha,	named	
captain-general	 (capitão-mor). 73 	A	 total	 of	 fourteen	 ships	 sailed	 under	 their	
command	with	a	crew	of	c.	1300	men	drafted	from	the	city’s	prision.	Albuquerque	
controlled	directly	five	of	those	ships	from	the	flagship	Cirne.	74	
Although	 apparently	 being	 under	 the	 authority	 of	 the	 captain-general,	
Albuquerque	had	a	more	 far-reaching	endeavour.	 In	 secrecy,	 he	had	been	given	 a	








































of	 Hormuz,	 having	 in	 mind	 the	 further	 subjugation	 of	 the	 Persian	 Gulf.	 Before	
reaching	 Hormuz	 –	 the	 capital	 city	 of	 the	 homonymous	 kingdom	 –	 Albuquerque	
managed	to	subdue	the	western	cities	of	the	Gulf	of	Oman,	either	by	physical	assault	
or	 through	 diplomatic	 measures.	 Between	 September	 and	 December	 1507	 he	
subjected	 Hormuz	 to	 the	 Portuguese	 authority	 and	 later	 as	 a	 consequence	
interacted	–	via	a	local	messenger	–	for	the	first	time	with	a	Persian	ambassador.	
From	this	brief	overview,	how	can	we	summarize	the	Portuguese	interest	in	





several	 parts	 of	 the	 world.	 However,	 to	 be	 effective,	 all	 this	 required	 the	
construction	of	visible	signs	through	his	deliberate	association	to	both	symbolic	and	




Major	 political	 and	 social	 changes	 took	 place	 in	 the	 coasts	 of	 the	 Indian	
Ocean	 after	 Afonso	 de	 Albuquerque	 became	 governor	 of	 Portuguese	 Asia	 in	
December	 1509.
78
	Three	 interconnected,	 medium	 and	 long	 haul	 routes	 of	





second	 also	 included	 India,	 joined	 by	 Java,	 Sumatra,	 Burma,	 Thailand	 and	 the	 old	
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	Not	without	the	disagreement	of	several	of	 the	Portuguese	captains	who	favored	D.	Francisco	de	







It	 is	broadly	agreed	 that	Albuquerque’s	 government	 corresponded	with	 the	
activation	 of	 the	 imperial	 military	 plan.	 In	 fact,	 as	 early	 as	 1510	 the	 governor	
engaged	with	Deccan’s	 inland	 kingdoms	 via	 diplomats	 and	 clergymen,	 to	 set	 forth	
the	 foundations	 for	 strategic	 friendship.80	This	 was	 accomplished	 via	 a	 concerted	















avenge	 the	 death	 of	 D.	 Fernando	 Coutinho	 and	 other	 Portuguese	 noblemen,	who	
had	 died	 during	 a	 failed	 attack	 to	 Calicut.	 Albuquerque	 understood	 that	 having	 a	
common	enemy	was	enough	reason	to	conceive	an	alliance.	The	chosen	ambassador	
was	friar	Luís	do	Salvador	who	had	previously	visited	Vijayanagara,	in	1500	(arrived	
there	 in	 1504),	 with	 a	 similar	 mission.	 This	 first	 diplomatic	 episode	 will	 open	 the	
following	chapter	on	diplomatic	gift	exchange.	
During	 the	 ‘long	 decade’	 the	 diffuse	 Asian	 geopolitical	 stage	 was	 not	 yet	
entirely	 comprehended	 by	 the	 Portuguese.	 There	 is	 a	 considerable	 debate	 on	 the	
motivations	and	aptness	revealed	by	Albuquerque	to	pursuit	the	rapid	reorientations	
of	the	Indian	policies	when	necessary.	Nevertheless,	the	role	of	local	mediators	and	
                                                
80
	On	friendship	[amizade]	as	the	foundation	of	Portuguese	diplomacy	see	HALIKOWSKI-SMITH	2006,	 in	
particular	 p.	 109.	 For	 studies	 on	 the	 sixteenth-century	 Portuguese	 diplomatic	 activity	 in	 Asia	 see	
































During	 that	 first	 occupation	 of	 Goa	 in	 the	 early	 months	 of	 1510	 two	







was	 to	be	accompanied	by	an	 interpreter	 and	a	 servant.	He	 carried	a	 letter	 and	a	
message	 to	 Shah	 Ismail,	 Khâja	Atâ
93
	and	 to	 the	 King	 of	Hormuz.	As	 had	happened	














	The	ambiguous	 term	used	by	 the	Portuguese	 for	Ottoman	Turks	 and	other	Muslims	of	uncertain	
provenance,	as	explained	in	ÖZBARAN	2001.	
90

















Rui	Gomes	 de	 Carvalhosa	was	 poisoned	 in	Hormuz	 and	 the	 embassy	 never	
reached	 its	 destination	 –	 the	 small	 retinue	 meant	 there	 was	 no	 one	 qualified	 to	
replace	 him.	 It	 is	 easily	 recognised	 that,	 although	much	 happened	 unforeseeably,	
Albuquerque’s	 prompt	 adaptation	 to	 the	 new	 conditions	 was	 vital	 to	 a	 positive	
outcome,	 in	 view	of	 the	plan’s	 long-term	goal.	 If	 Albuquerque’s	 1508	 approach	 to	
the	 Persian	 ambassador	 in	 Hormuz	 must	 not	 have	 been	 favourable	 to	 the	
Portuguese	 good	 recognition,	 the	 1510	 actions	 began	 with	 the	 refreshing	 of	















did	 not	 take	 diplomatic	 initiative.	 The	 great	 diplomatic	 missions	 dispatched	 by	
Albuquerque	were,	in	fact,	answers	to	Asian	emissaries	he	received.	 
While	 Vijayanagara	 ambassadors	 were	 in	 Goa,	 the	 Portuguese	 captain	
Gonçalo	Mendes	de	Vasconcelos	attempted	to	flee	the	port	without	the	consent	of	
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	DISNEY	2009,	p.	133:	In	sum,	“Albuquerque	projected	severing	the	spice	route	from	India	to	Egypt,	









purpose,	 he	 had	 been	 restricted	 by	Albuquerque	 to	 remain	 under	 his	 supervision,	
claiming	 he	 needed	 his	 support	 to	 regain	 Goa.	 But	 pressured	 by	 his	 merchant	
patrons	 Vasconcelos	 set	 sail	 to	Malacca	 in	December	 1510.	He	 never	 reached	 the	
Ocean,	since	Albuquerque	promptly	understood	his	intentions	and	blocked	the	river	
mouth.	 This	 event	 motivated	 a	 series	 of	 severe	 punishments	 to	 Vasconcelos,	 his	





1511	 expedition	 intended	 to	 the	 Red	 Sea	 but	 shifted	 to	Malacca.	 The	 reasons	 he	
presented	 for	 the	diversion	of	 the	 course	were	 related	 to	 the	 vengeance	of	Diogo	
Lopes	 de	 Sequeira’s	 1509	 attack	 and	 the	 rescue	 of	 the	 nineteen	 Portuguese	men	
















approached	 Albuquerque	 with	 offers	 of	 assistance	 in	 order	 to	 obtain	 security	 for	
themselves.	Albuquerque	did	not	accept	any	assistance	from	them	except	the	barcas	
(boats)	of	 their	 junks	 to	be	used	 for	disembarking	 the	Portuguese	men.	When	 the	
merchants	asked	for	his	permission	to	go	away	to	China,	Albuquerque	asked	them	to	
stay	 for	 a	 few	 more	 days	 to	 see	 for	 themselves	 the	 outcome	 of	 the	 attack	 to	
Malacca.	His	 purpose	was	 that	 they	 could	 carry	 the	news	 to	 their	 sovereign	 (their	














Eventually	 the	 Chinese	 merchants	 obtained	 permission	 to	 leave	 the	 port	
during	the	monsoon	season.	Albuquerque	allowed	them	to	purchase	pepper	from	a	
Malaccan	 muslim,	 provisioned	 them,	 and	 offered	 “some	 things	 he	 had	 from	




the	 Malaysian	 sultanates	 and	 the	 loot	 from	 the	 city	 of	 Malacca	 provided	
Albuquerque	with	an	extraordinary	amount	of	material	wealth.		





Leão	 in	the	Enxobregas,	and	Simão	Martins	 in	a	 large	 junk	 laden	with	merchandise	
“which	had	been	 taken	 in	 the	 sacking	of	 the	 city”.
105
	In	 the	 junk	 travelled	 thirteen	
Portuguese	men,	 fifty	 men	 from	 Cochin	 to	 protect	 the	 goods,	 and	 sixty	 Javanese	
carpenters	 from	 the	 dockyard	 with	 their	 wives	 and	 childrendestined	 to	 serve	 the	
Portuguese	king	at	Cochin	in	repairing	ships.	The	losses	in	the	Flor	de	la	mar	wreck	
and	 the	 disappearance	 of	 the	 junk	 will	 be	 examined	 further	 in	 the	 following	
chapters.	





irem,	 por	 quanto	 o	 tempo	 da	 sua	moção	 era	 chegado	 (...)	 e	 elle	 por	 lhes	 fazer	 mercê	 lha	 deo,	 e	
mandou	dar	a	todos	os	mantimentos,	de	que	tivessem	necessidade	pera	sua	viagem,	e	fez-lhes	mercê	




















Portuguese	 troops	 fighting	 again	 the	 Bijapuri.
107
	A	 series	 of	 battles	 in	 Banastarim	
ensued	 and	 only	 after	 several	 days	 of	 confrontation	 to	 expel	 the	 rumes	 could	 the	




received	was	a	messenger	 from	the	Adil	 Shah	of	Bijapur,	asking	 for	 friendship	and	
the	 opening	 of	 the	 port	 of	 Dabul	 where	 many	 of	 his	 ships	 had	 been	 blocked.	
Albuquerque	 accepted	 some	 of	 the	 Bijapuri	 proposals,	 and	 	 assigned	 a	 retinue	 to	





	Subsequently,	 Albuquerque	 received	 the	 ambassador	 from	 the	 sultan	 of	
Gujarat	fearing	he	would	discover	the	Portuguese	plan	to	enter	the	straits	of	the	Red	
Sea	 before	 Albuquerque	 could	 set	 sail	 to	 Aden.	 A	 second	 Gujarati	 ambassador	
arrived	 soon	 after,	 asking	 for	 peace,	 with	 whom	 Tristão	 Déga	 was	 sent	 as	 an	
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	ALBUQUERQUE	 1973,	 III,	 p.	 224:	 “...e	 o	 dia	 que	 chegou	 desembarcou	 logo,	 e	 da	 ribeira,	 donde	 o	







	ALBUQUERQUE	 1973,	 III,	 pp.	 265-266:	 “...porque	 havia	 dias	 que	 em	 Goa	 andavam	 alguns	
Embaixadores	dos	Reys	da	India,	entendeo	logo	Afonso	Dalboquerque	em	seus	despachos,	e	mandou	
ao	Secretario	que	 lhe	 trouxesse	 todos	os	papeis,	e	 cartas	do	Hidalcão;	e	depois	de	os	ver,	mandou	
chamar	 o	 seu	 Embaixador,	 e	 disse-lhe	 que	 se	 o	 Hidalcão	 queria	 ter	 paz,	 e	 amizade	 com	 ElRey	 de	
Portugal	 seu	 Senhor,	 que	 elle	 era	 disso	muito	 contente;	mas	 que	 os	 apontamentos	 que	 trazia	 não	
eram	conformes	 ao	que	 lhe	o	Hidalcão	 tinha	por	muitas	 vezes	 escrito,	 e	que	pera	 se	declarar	 este	
negocio	com	elle,	determinava	de	mandar	hum	Embaixador	em	sua	companhia.	(...)	despachado	este	







	Albuquerque	 had	 specific	 instructions	 from	 D.	 Manuel	 to	
make	peace	with	Gujarat	and	desired	 to	get	permission	 from	the	sultan	 to	build	a	





the	 development	 of	 a	 new	 gift-giving	 policy,	 specific	 to	 the	 geography	 in	 which	
Albuquerque	was	acting.	
	Around	the	same	time	Albuquerque	received	news	that	an	ambassador	from	





men	 sent	 there	 by	 land	 by	 D.	 João	 II.
114
	The	 ambassador	was	 promptly	 sent	 from	







	The	 control	 of	 the	 Red	 Sea	 was	 a	 fundamental	 stage	 for	 the	
completion	 of	 the	 imperial	 plan;	 it	 was	 also	 the	 first	 and	 most	 significant	 of	
Albuquerque’s	failures.	His	opponents	often	invoke	the	collapse	of	the	stairs	used	by	
the	Portuguese	 to	 reach	 the	 top	of	 the	 city	wall	 as	 a	metaphor	 for	Albuquerque’s	
logistic	 incapacities.	 	 Despite	 the	 flop,	 the	 governor	 turned	 the	 incursion	 into	 a	
prospecting	 trip	 and	 gathered	 new	 information	 on	 the	 geography	 of	 the	 Red	 Sea,	
which	he	subsequently	sent	to	Portugal.		
Every	Portuguese	chronicler	records	an	event	that	took	place	in	July,	when	all	
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	ALBUQUERQUE	1973,	III,	pp.	267-268:	“E	depois	de	ter	visto	os	apontamentos,	e	condições,	com	que	
ElRey	D.	Manuel	mandava	 que	 se	 fizesse	 a	 paz,	 determinou	de	mandar	 em	 sua	 companhia	 Tristão	














the	 members	 of	 the	 fleet	 experienced	 a	 collective	 apparition	 in	 the	 sky.	 A	 cross	
made	of	light,	placed	above	the	coast	of	Ethiopia,	was	later	explored	by	Albuquerque	
as	 the	 divine	 validation	 of	 the	 Portuguese	 enterprise.
117
	In	 that	 same	 year	 the	
directions	and	the	support	received	from	D.	Manuel	had	been	scarce,	and	the	urgent	
need	to	define	a	sustainable	policy	for	the	Portuguese	presence	in	India	was	obvious.	
During	 his	 campaign	 in	 the	 Red	 Sea,	 Albuquerque	 updated	 his	 conception	 of	 the	
world,	already	expanded	by	the	Southeast-Asian	exploration:	from	then	on,	defining	
a	policy	compatible	with	extensive	areas	was	 imperative.	His	grasping	of	the	‘value	




	To	 achieve	 this	 he	 needed	 to	 show	 the	 wealth	 of	 India	 in	
metropolitan	Portugal	and	multiply	 the	pacified	positions	under	Portuguese	rule	 in	
the	Indian	coast.		
When	 Albuquerque	 returned	 from	 the	 Red	 Sea	 in	 August	 1513	 he	 was	
informed	of	 three	diplomatic	missions	dispatched	by	Persia	 to	 the	 king	of	Hormuz	
and	 the	 sultans	 of	 Gujarat	 and	 Bijapur.	 This	 seems	 to	 have	 marked	 the	 moment	
when,	being	 informed	 in	detail	 of	 the	 content	of	 the	gifts	 they	 carried	with	 them,	
something	 changed	 in	 his	 gift-giving	 policies,	 as	will	 be	 examined	 in	 the	 following	
chapter.
119
	The	 second	 half	 of	 1513	 set	 off	 a	moment	 of	 intense	 acceleration	 and	
complexification	of	the	relations	with	foreign	sovereigns	in	India.		
In	 contrast,	 1514	 was	 one	 of	 the	 calmest	 years	 of	 Albuquerque’s	
administration.	The	governor	remained	in	Goa	for	the	greater	part	of	the	year.	It	 is	
from	this	period	that	we	have	more	information	on	the	living	structures	in	the	city,	
mostly	 recorded	 by	 Gaspar	 Correia.	 In	 that	 same	 year	 the	 governor	 sent	 Pero	 de	
Albuquerque	 to	 Hormuz	with	 instructions	 to	 collect	 the	 tribute	 (páreas)	 from	 the	
king	as	he	considered	Portuguese	suzerainty	to	be	in	place	since	his	1508	incursion.	
A	misunderstanding	had	occurred	concerning	the	tribute	the	Portuguese	wanted	to	












connection	 of	 the	 king	 of	 Hormuz	 as	 a	 subordinate	 of	 D.	 Manuel.	 However,	 the	





he	 finally	met	Miguel	 Ferreira,	 the	Portuguese	 ambassador	he	had	 sent	 two	 years	
previously	 to	 Persia.	 He	 organized	 a	 reception	 to	 the	 Persian	 envoy	 who	 had	
accompanied	 him	 and	 dispatched	 another	 Portuguese	 man,	 Fernão	 Gomes	 de	
Lemos,	to	serve	as	ambassador	to	Shah	Ismail.		
Albuquerque	 subdued	 the	 city	 to	 the	 Portuguese	 authority	 in	 April	 after	
murdering	 Rais	 Hâmed	 (Rexamed),	 the	 regent	 of	 the	 kingdom.	 By	 the	 end	 of	 the	
year,	after	suffering	for	long	moments	of	pain,	he	ordered	his	fleet	back	to	Goa.	He	
died	in	his	ship	in	front	of	the	city	in	16	December	1515.	He	was	buried	in	the	church	
of	Nossa	Senhora	da	Serra,	 in	Goa,	but	his	 remains	were	 transferred	by	his	 son	 in	
1555	to	the	family’s	mausoleum	in	Nossa	Senhora	da	Graça,	in	Lisbon.		
	




	Historiography	 has	 attempted	 to	 justify	 the	 pretence	 shifts	 in	 the	
project	with	the	continuous	update	of	the	geographic	dimensions	of	Asia,	but	this	is	
easily	understood	as	an	oversimplification.	There	never	was	a	continuous	religious,	
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overseas	 expansion	 and	 due	 to	 the	 availability	 of	 those	 objects	 in	 Lisbon.	 In	 fact,	






the	 substance	 –	 and	 the	 high	 quality	 of	 the	manufacture	 produced	 from	 the	 best	
materials.
124
	While	 European	manufactures	 were	 the	 favoured	 collectible	 item	 for	




The	 earlier	 moments	 of	 reported	 Portuguese	 interest	 for	 Asian	 material	
culture	 can	 be	 inferred	 in	 a	 small	 number	 of	 mentions	 produced	 under	 various	
circumstances.
125
	The	 common	 aspect	 of	 early	 sixteenth-century	 Portuguese	












	Not	 concerning	 the	medieval	Schatzkammern	objects,	which	 included	 ‘rarities’	 arrived	 in	Europe	
via	trade	routes	connecting	South	and	East	Asia	to	Cairo	and	Alexandria,	by	means	of	the	Red	Sea	or	
the	Silk	Route.	These	 included	European	 jewels,	 rich	 Indian	 textiles,	Chinese	porcelain,	 ivories,	 rock	





amethysts,	 turquoises,	 chrysolites,	 saphires,	 chrysoberyls	 (cat’s	 eyes),	 in	 RESENDE	1973,	 p.	 64:	 “Tem	
 28	
It	is	widely	proclaimed	that	the	Portuguese	interest	for	Asian	material	culture	





itself	 the	 first	 manifestation	 of	 interest.	 It	 was	 within	 the	 Asian	 stage	 that	 the	
Portuguese	power	of	choosing	had	the	 favourable	circumstances	 to	materialise	 for	
the	first	time.	This	selection	process	surely	had	an	influence	on	what	would	later	be	






as	 a	 state	 of	 curiosity,	was	 thereby	 created	by	 two	 findings:	 the	discovery	 of	 new	







run,	 the	manifestation	 of	 an	 interest	 is	 based	 on	 a	 physical	 and	more	 immediate	
discernment.	
The	 first	 conceptual	 reactions	 of	 the	 navigators	 to	 the	 Indian	 material	
environment	 were	 attempts	 to	 frame	 what	 they	 saw	 within	 their	 (European	 and	
Christian)	worldview.
130
	What	 they	experienced	was	 justified	by	 their	expectations,	




                                                                                                                                      






















in	 the	 desire	 of	 the	 Portuguese	 king	 to	 know	 more	 about	 what	 he	 could	 not	
personally	experience.	Curiosity	was	one	of	the	fundamental	aspects	of	D.	Manuel’s	
instructions	to	his	overseas	governor	and	captains,	as	his	documents	clearly	state	the	
demand	 for	paintings	and	drawings,	detailed	written	 reports	 from	several	 sources,	
and	 requests	 for	 uncommon	 objects	 to	 be	 sent.	 Although	 none	 of	 them	 survive,	
Albuquerque	often	mentions	in	his	letters	to	D.	Manuel	the	attachment	of	drawings	
he	ordered	to	be	made,	likely	compiled	as	record	of	the	terrain	for	potential	future	




material	 culture	 put	 forward	 by	 Portuguese	 traditional	 historiography	 is	 an	
insufficient	 argument	 to	 understand	 early	 sixteenth-century	 practices	 of	
consumption.	 This	 is	 very	 clear	 during	 Albuquerque’s	 term	 as	 governor	 of	
Portuguese	 India	 as,	 for	 instance,	 he	 did	 not	want	 to	 use	 Chinese	 porcelain	 in	 his	
ships	 because	 they	 broke	 easily.	 Instead	 he	 ordered	 from	 Portugal	 a	 much	 more	






small	 bells.	Here	 the	 captain-general	 prayed,	 and	us	 together	with	him.	 (…)	And	many	other	 saints	
were	painted	on	the	walls	of	the	church,	wearing	crowns,	and	the	painting	was	in	a	different	manner,	
because	the	teeth	were	so	big	they	came	out	of	their	mouths	by	an	inch,	and	each	saint	had	four	and	
five	 arms”	 [“nos	 levaram	 a	 uma	 grande	 igreja,	 em	 a	 qual	 estavam	 estas	 coisas	 seguidas:	
primeiramente,	o	corpo	da	igreja	é	da	grandura	dum	mosteiro,	toda	lavrada	de	cantaria,	telhada	de	
ladrilho.	 E	 tinha	 à	 porta	 principal	 um	padrão	 de	 arame,	 da	 altura	 de	 um	mastro,	 e	 em	 cima	 deste	
padrão	está	uma	ave,	que	parece	galo;	e	outro	padrão,	da	altura	de	um	homem,	e	muito	grosso.	E	em	
o	meio	do	corpo	da	 igreja	está	um	coruchéu,	 todo	de	cantaria;	e	tinha	uma	porta	 larga	quanto	um	
















same	 material	 culture	 had	 been	 produced	 and	 used.	 That	 is	 the	 main	 argument	
supporting	 the	 misunderstanding	 and	 misperception	 of	 Asian	 products,	 and	 what	




The	 Portuguese	 interest	 in	 Asian	 material	 culture	 was	 regulated	 by	 the	
Portuguese	 evaluative	 tradition:	 textiles	 and	 pearls	 were	 the	 most	 desired	 items	
(and	were	also	the	most	expensive	articles	in	Portuguese	inventories),	followed	by	a	















	This	 interest	 for	 Asiatica	 could	 be	 manifest	 in	 two	 ways:	 the	












	One	 of	 the	most	 recent	 synthesis	 on	 the	 history	 of	 consumption	 states	 in	 its	 introduction	 that	
“what	 counts	 as	 consumption	 depends	 on	 the	 observer”	 (TRENTMANN	 2012,	 p.	 3).
	
This	 statement	




in	Portugal	of	Asian	material	 culture.	As	was	stated	 in	 the	previous	 section,	 in	 this	




	 The	 present	 study	 of	 consumption	 has	 at	 its	 essence	 the	 interpretation	 of	
Afonso	 de	 Albuquerque’s	 engagement	 with	 material	 culture	 –	 his	 practices	 of	
consumption	 –	 encompassing	 the	 procedures	 of	 acquisition,	 use,	 and	 transfer	 of	
objects	inside	Asia	and	from	Asia	to	Portugal.	This	is	all	the	more	important	since	we	
know	more	of	the	consumption	practices	of	some	kinds	of	objects	than	we	do	about	
their	 materiality.	 Therefore,	 this	 chapter	 puts	 forward	 highly	 visible	 modes	 of	






for	 new	 objects	 inside	 Asia,	 which	 would	 only	 be	 embraced	 in	 the	 later	 years	 of	




It	 should	 be	 noted	 from	 the	 beginning	 that	 although	 these	 modes	 of	
consumption	are	here	examined	 in	 independent	diachronic	approaches,	 they	were	
part	of	the	same	historical	process	and	thus	often	develop	inside	the	same	temporal	
frame.	Even	if	each	category	is	impervious	to	another,	the	material	culture	is	not.	
                                                                                                                                      
the	 social	 life	 of	 finished	 goods	 –	 the	 only	 available	 to	 Afonso	 de	 Albuquerque.	 The	 study	 of	 art	
consumption	takes	into	account	not	necessarily	the	interpretation	of	the	objects	per	se,	but	of	what	is	
made	out	of	them;	 in	Michael	Yonan’s	words,	the	social	accessibility	of	the	objects.	(YONAN	2011,	p.	
236;	 although	 the	 author	 focuses	 on	 the	 study	 of	 collecting,	which	 is	 part	 of	 the	 broader	 study	 of	
consumption).	
 32	
Diverse	 objects	 sustained	 the	 activities	 of	 consumption.	 The	 material	
heterogeneity	comprehended	objects	such	as	precious	materials	(metals	and	gems),	
raw	tradable	goods,	and	manufactures	(textiles	and	vestments,	weapons,	jewellery,	





made	 clear	 when	 regarding	 this	 approach:	 the	 contextual	 documentation	 that	
supports	 this	 thesis	 is	often	vague	 in	 its	attempts	 to	distinguish	between	everyday	
and	 exceptional	 objects.
137
	Recurrent	 adjectives	 such	 as	 rico	 (rich)	 pertain	 to	 the	
tacit	opulence	of	 the	objects,	and	 it	was	expected	that	 the	reader	would	associate	
the	implicit	monetary	value	to	the	quality	of	being	desirable.	However,	other	words	
as	 the	 lindezas	 (beauties)	 mentioned	 by	 Castanheda	 concern	 the	 contemporary	
perception	 of	 those	 objects,	 which	 may	 or	 may	 not	 have	 been	 costly.	 These	










customization	of	 pre-assembled	 items	 (and	who	decided	on	 them)	was	 left	 out	 of	
the	written	records.	
Some	plausible	modes	of	consumption	were	left	out	of	this	investigation.	The	
most	 obvious	 are	 those	 of	 religious	 implements	 –	 which	 surely	 occurred	 under	
Albuquerque’s	 consulate
140
	–	 and	 systematic	 collecting	 practices	 –	 which	 do	 not	
























	The	 first	 contact	 most	 of	 the	 sixteenth-century	 Europeans	 had	 with	 Asian	
material	 culture	 in	 the	 Indian	 Ocean	 took	 the	 form	 of	 loot,	 whether	 it	 occurred	











cultures	–	 for	 instance,	 the	option	 for	objects	of	 intrinsic	value	 (which	stresses	 the	
material	worth	or	the	uniqueness	of	the	artifact)	and	the	capture	of	slaves	–	others	
tell	 us	 more	 about	 what	 was	 valued	 by	 the	 Portuguese	 than	 by	 the	 looted	 and	
spoiled	 countries.	 This	 section	 aims	 to	 examine	how	 the	progressive	 acquaintance	
with	a	foreign	object-scape	translated	into	the	patterns	of	spoil-selection.	
During	 the	 government	 of	 Afonso	 de	 Albuquerque,	 officially	 sanctioned	
looting	 of	 cities	 did	 not	 persist	 for	 long.	 The	 diplomatic	 initiatives	 soon	 were	















		 During	his	 first	 journey	to	the	 Indian	Ocean	between	1503	and	1504,	under	
the	 command	 of	 his	 cousin	 Francisco	 de	 Albuquerque,	 Afonso	 apparently	 did	 not	
seize	any	loot.	His	first	cases	of	plunder	in	the	Indian	Ocean	were	performed	in	the	






Swahili	 trading	 post	 of	 Lulangane
146
	where	 he	 obtained	 “many	 cloths,	 silver,	 and	
gold”.
147
	Two	 very	 destructive	 ravages	 followed	 in	 Oja	 (Angoja)
148
	and	 Brava,	




captain	 to	 himself,	 his	 captains,	 and	 other	 noblemen.
149
	At	 least	 since	 1505	
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		 Albuquerque	 would	 later	 complain	 about	 his	 income	 because	 peace	 in	 the	 seas	 meant	 less	
revenue	 for	 his	 treasury	 from	 looting,	 see	 CAA,	 I,	 pp.	 402-403:	 “...e	 as	 despesas	 e	 guastos	 dessa	
pobreza	minha,	 que	 por	 bem	 de	meu	 carguo	 nam	 posso	 leixar	 de	 fazer,	 que	 sam	mayores	 que	 o	
proveito	de	quá	nem	o	ordenado	que	me	sua	alteza	daa,	porque	algua	cousa	que	me	sostinha	nessas	
joyas	 e	 partes	 das	 presas,	 já	 hi	 nam	ha	 nada	 disto	 na	 India,	 porque	 se	 nam	 toma	 nao	 nem	barco,	
todalas	cousas	tenho	assosseguadas,	chãs	e	mui	mansas.”	
145
	ALBUQUERQUE	 1973,	 I,	 p.	 209-210.	 When	 the	 Portuguese	 pilots,	 seamen	 and	 gunners	 asked	
Albuquerque	for	part	of	the	15.000	xerafins	tribute	in	Hormuz,	in	1508,	he	replied	that	“they	should	
remind	 themselves	 that	 contrary	 to	 the	 king's	 instructions,	 he	had	 given	 them	permission	 to	make	
free	booty	 in	all	 the	 towns	he	had	captured	 in	 the	African	coast,	whereby	 they	had	obtained	great	
spoils	and	had	become	very	rich”.	
146








	ALBUQUERQUE	1973,	 I,	 p.	 58:	 “...foi-se	o	Capitão	mór	 com	 todos	aos	paços	do	Rey,	que	eram	mui	




plunder	 between	 the	 crown,	 the	 captains,	 and	 the	 seamen.
150
	The	 regimento	
consigned	to	 the	viceroy	D.	Francisco	de	Almeida	 is	 in	a	great	part	concerned	with	
the	 presas,	 that	 is,	 the	 prizes	 obtained	 from	 corsair	 activity	 –	 maritime	 assaults	
sanctioned	 by	 the	 king	 –	 or	 from	 the	 spoils	 of	 subdued	 cities.	 This	was	 “a	 part	 of	








jewel	worth	 up	 to	 500	 cruzados.	 From	 the	 remainder,	 the	 king	 received	 20%	 (1/5	
named	the	quinto),	the	treasury	53,3%	(two	thirds	of	what	was	left	after	the	quinto	




The	 king’s	 fifth	 was	 an	 established	 rule	 applied	 to	 both	 corsair	 ventures	
performed	 on	 royal	 ships	 and	 to	 private	 corsair	 ventures	 (the	 alevantados).153	









	D.	Manuel	 equally	 demanded	 his	 quinto	 (20%);	 from	 the	 remainder,	

















duvida	 de	 quaaes	 presas	 se	 entendera	 as	 partes	 que	 vos	 damos,	 e	 asy	 aos	 capitaães	 e	 jeente	
 36	
the	viceroy	could	take	25%	had	he	been	present	to	perform	or	oversee	the	plunder.	
When	 the	gove2rnor	was	not	present,	 the	captain	of	 the	 fleet	who	performed	the	
conquest	could	take	20%	of	the	total	(after	the	deduction	of	the	quinto),	while	the	
remaining	amount	should	be	divided	between	the	captains	and	seamen.		




help	 explain	 the	 scarcity	 of	 detailed	 information	 about	 looted	 ships	 and	 their	
contents,	as	apparently	most	of	 them	were	not	 regularly	 reported.	As	we	will	 see,	
many	letters	were	sent	to	Lisbon	complaining	about	the	irregularities	performed	by	
captains	and	factors,	and	even	the	governor	in	such	situation.	
Both	 the	 corsair	 ventures	 and	 the	 plunder	 of	 cities	 occurred	 as	 a	
consequence	 of	 episodes	 of	 extreme	 physical	 and	 psychological	 violence,	 often	
manifest	 in	 the	 written	 reports.	 As	 the	 symbolic	 military	 gains	 were	 more	




parted	 from	 Tristão	 da	 Cunha	 and	 organized	 his	 own	 fleet	 to	 carry	 out	 what	 he	
claimed	to	be	D.	Manuel’s	directives.	Albuquerque’s	fleet	entered	the	Gulf	of	Oman	
up	to	the	Strait	of	Hormuz,	having	in	mind	the	subjugation	of	the	Persian	Gulf.		
Before	 reaching	 Hormuz,	 the	 principal	 city	 of	 the	 homonymous	 kingdom,	
Albuquerque	managed	to	subdue	the	western	cities	of	the	Gulf	of	Oman,	either	by	
physical	 assault	 or	 through	diplomatic	 coercive	measures.	 The	 assailed	 and	 looted	
cities	 were	 Qurayat	 (Curiate),	 Muscat	 (Mascate),	 and	 Khawr	 Fakkân	 (Orfacão).	
                                                                                                                                      
darmada,	 como	antes	 fica	decrarado,	e	 se	 se	entendera	soomente	no	do	mar,	vos	decraramos	que	
nos	praz	que	as	 ajaes	 vos	e	 todos	asy	do	que	 se	 tomar	na	 teerra	 como	no	mar,	 gardada	a	 regra	e	
ordenança	do	que	se	hade	tirar	pera	nos	do	noso	quinto,	e	de	todo	o	mais	que	nos	aveemos	daveer,	
porque	 da	 parte	 que	 vos	 damos,	 tirado	 o	 noso,	 como	 atras	 fica	 decrarado,	 se	 faram	 as	 dytas	
partylas…”	
 37	













the	mentioned	prizes	are	always	 salable	 commodities	 (mercadorias)	 and	weapons,	
and	 rarely	 there	 seems	 to	have	been	an	explicit	 interest	 in	movable	 furnishings	or	
precious	articles.	
	 A	 rare	 sign	 of	 clear	 appreciation	 for	 a	 precious	 article	 on	 the	 part	 of	
Albuquerque	can	be	traced	in	an	incident	that	happened	during	the	pillage	of	Khawr	
Fakkân	(Orfacão).	While	the	Portuguese	were	violently	cutting	ears	and	noses	from	





that	 they	 were	 able	 to	 conquer	 the	 whole	 world,	 for	 having	 read	 the	 life	 of	
Alexander	who	had	conquered	that	country	he	had	not	found	that	such	hero’s	army	
had	any	superiority	over	 that	of	 the	Portuguese”.	This	mention	 to	having	 read	 the	
life	of	Alexander	astonished	Albuquerque,	who	then	“asked	him	where	he	had	read	
it,	 for	 he	 himself	 was	 well	 read	 and	well	 inclined	 to	 imitate	 Alexander’s	 actions”.	









	ALBUQUERQUE	 1973,	 I,	 pp.	 107-108:	 “Os	 nossos	 começáram	 a	 saquear	 em	 oito	 dias,	 que	 ali	
estiveram,	e	não	acháram	cousa	de	que	podessem	lançar	mão:	e	hum	dia,	entrando	hum	soldado	em	
huma	casa,	levando	huma	chuça	nas	mãos,	foi	dar	por	desastre	com	ella	em	huma	parede	do	frontal	
da	 casa,	 e	 fez	 hum	 buraco,	 por	 onde	 entrou	 dentro,	 e	 ali	 achou	 muitas	 mercadorias,	 porque	 os	
mouros	daquelle	lugar,	com	receo	que	tinham	da	gente	do	sertão,	que	os	vinha	roubar,	faziam	huma	
casa	dentro	nas	 suas,	 sem	nenhum	portal,	 nem	 janela,	 e	 tinham-nas	 cheas	de	muitas	mercadorias.	




Persian,	 bound	 in	 crimson	 velvet,	 according	 to	 their	 fashion,	 and	 gave	 it	 to	
Albuquerque,	who	indeed	prized	it	more	than	anything	else	he	could	have	given	him,	
and	 accepted	 it,	 as	 it	were,	 as	 a	 good	omen	 respecting	 the	 determination	 he	 had	
formed	 of	 conquering	 Ormuz.	 He	 then	 gave	 orders	 that	 the	 Moor	 should	 be	
presented	with	 a	 scarlet	 robe	and	 some	other	Portuguese	 things,	whereat	he	was	





The	 arts	 of	 the	 book	 in	 Safavid	 Iran	 underwent	 significant	 developments	
during	 the	 fifteenth	 century	 after	 the	 reopening	 of	 the	 diplomatic	 contacts	 with	
Ming	 China.
162
	The	 most	 common	 Persian	 bookbinding	 consisted	 in	 lacquer	
decoration	 in	 which	 the	 traditional	 leather	 covering	 was	 replaced	 by	 a	 layer	 of	
painted	 and	 varnished	 decoration,	 often	 with	 gold	 decoration	 over	 the	 black	
ground.
163
	This	 technique	 had	 already	 been	 perfected	 in	 the	 last	 three	 decades	 of	
the	fifteenth	century,	so	that	it	is	interesting	that	the	Eskandar	Nameh	was	bound	in	
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	ALBUQUERQUE	1973,	I,	pp.	133-134:	“...e	antre	estes	Mouros,	que	neste	lugar	foram	cativos,	tomou	






lhe	 deu	 larga	 enformação	 dellas,	 e	 contou-lhe	muitas	 cousas	 antiguas	 daquelle	 Reyno,	 porque	 era	
muito	 velho,	 e	 muito	 lido	 :	 e	 louvou	 muito	 o	 esforço	 dos	 Portugueses,	 e	 disse-lhe	 que	
verdadeiramente	não	lhe	podia	negar	que	eram	pera	conquistar	todo	o	Mundo;	porque	lendo	elle	a	




que	 Afonso	 Dalboquerque	 mais	 estimou	 que	 quantas	 cousas	 lhe	 podéra	 dar,	 e	 ouve-o	 por	 bom	















	 When	 the	 Portuguese	 reached	 Hormuz	 they	 no	 longer	 had	 a	 need	 for	
weapons	as	their	warfare	superiority	was	established.	During	the	attack	they	looted	
gilt	 swords,	 knifes,	 and	 silk-brocaded	 vestments,	which	 they	 considered	 as	 objects	
belonging	 to	 noble	 people.
165






















in	 the	 summer	 of	 1510.
170
	The	 Portuguese	 found	 firearms	 that	 must	 have	 been	
brought	from	the	Middle	East	or	that	were	 locally	produced,	as	the	greater	part	of	






guarnecidas	de	ouro,	e	prata,	e	agomias,	e	 vestidos	de	borcado,	e	de	 seda,	 tudo	despojo	de	gente	


















the	Muslims	 fighting	 for	 Adil	 Khan	 were	 Turkish	 and	 Rumes.171	Moments	 of	 rapid	
development	 of	 armament	 technology	 soon	 followed,	 resulting	 from	 the	







In	 January	 1510	 Albuquerque	 sent	 captain	 Francisco	 Pantoja	 to	 Socotra	 to	
fetch	the	governor’s	nephew,	D.	Afonso	de	Noronha,	captain	of	 the	fortress	of	 the	
island.	During	the	cross	over	the	ocean,	Pantoja	captured	the	great	merchant	vessel	
of	 the	 sultan	 of	 Gujarat,	 Mahmud	 Shah	 I,	 the	 nau	 Meri.	 The	 ship	 of	 600	 or	 800	
tonéis174	was	 destined	 to	 Mecca,	 having	 on	 board	Muslim	 pilgrims	 and	 riches	 for	
trade	 in	 the	Red	Sea	under	 the	Muslim	captain	Ali	Khan	 (Alecão),	 a	 relative	of	 the	
sultan	of	Gujarat.	When	Pantoja	reached	Socotra	the	newly	arrived	captain-general	
of	the	Persian	and	Arabian	Sea	(capitão-mor	do	mar	da	Arábia	e	Pérsia175),	Duarte	de	
Lemos,	 demanded	 him	 to	 hand	 over	 and	 unload	 the	 ship,	 claiming	 his	 right	 to	
Albuquerque’s	 share	 as	 the	 prey	 had	 taken	 place	 in	 his	 captaincy.	 Lemos	
subsequently	sailed	with	the	nau	Meri	and	Pantoja	to	Cannanore,	where	they	arrived	
in	September	1510.		






was	 one	 of	 the	 first	 men	 to	 disappear	 in	 the	 sea.	 An	 emissary	 from	 the	 Gujarati	
sultan	arrived	soon	afterwards	and	 informed	 the	Portuguese	governor	of	 the	 forty	





















including	 the	quinto	were	 distributed,	much	 to	 the	 displeasure	 of	 the	 captains.178	








One	 of	 the	most	 valuable	 assets	 provided	 by	 corsair	 activity	 was	 the	wide	
range	of	people	carried	by	captured	ships.	The	Arabian	Sea,	beyond	being	the	setting	
of	 numerous	 commercial	 routes,	 had	 already	 at	 the	 time	 a	 long	 history	 of	 being	
crossed	 by	 pilgrim	 ships	 on	 their	 way	 to	 Mecca.	 This	 movement	 was	 a	 regular	
practice,	as	the	Hajj	–	the	pilgrimage	to	Mecca	–	was	one	of	the	five	pillars	of	Islam	
and	 should	 be	 accomplished	 at	 least	 one	 time	 in	 the	 lives	 of	 both	 Sunni	 and	 Shia	
Muslims.		
As	 a	 result,	 among	 the	 people	 captured	 often	 were	 found	 (cultural	 and	
linguistic)	interpreters	of	invaluable	assistance.	It	was	in	one	of	these	ships	that	were	












	CORREIA	 1860,	 p.	 125:	 [queixa-se	 Pantoja	 de	 Duarte	 de	 Lemos	 ao	 governador,	 porque	 não	 dera	
parte	das	presas	ao	feitor	de	Cananor	como	era	devido]	“…que	inda	da	nao	nom	era	tirado	a	quarta	














On	his	way	 to	Malacca	Albuquerque	 fought	Naodabedega,	 the	 captain	of	 a	
pangajaoa	–	a	kind	of	rowing	boat	–	from	Pegu.	From	him	he	took	“a	bracelet	with	a	
bone,	said	to	come	from	a	beast	from	the	kingdom	of	Siam,	called	Cabis;	and	when	












	 Albuquerque	 arrived	 in	Malacca	 in	 July	 1511	 and	without	 delay	 demanded	
that	the	Portuguese	men	held	captive	by	the	sultan	since	the	1509	be	handed	over	
to	him.	While	he	demanded	this	as	 the	prerequisite	 for	 the	non-destruction	of	 the	
city,	 Mahmud	 Shah	 required	 a	 pact	 of	 non-aggression	 before	 the	 transfer	 of	 the	
captives	should	be	made.	As	an	agreement	was	not	reached,	Malacca	was	subject	to	


































	This	 contrasts	 with	 Correia’s	 claim	 that	 the	 total	 sum	 of	 the	
















city	 streets	 filled	with	 precious	 things.	 The	men	 came	 upon	 “so	many	 things	 that	
they	could	simply	select	and	embark	(...)	and	the	minor	things	were	abandoned	and	
wasted	 on	 the	 streets	 because	 they	 did	 not	 want	 them”.
195
	Among	 the	 preferred	
articles	were	 fragrant	 substances	 and	 cloths:	 benzoin,	musk	 (bottled	 and	 in	pods),	
caskets	with	damask,	satin,	 taffeta,	and	white	silk	cloths,	camphor,	aguila,	“houses	
full	 of	 sandalwood”,	 and	 rich	 porcelains.
196
	The	 articles	 were	 conveniently	 carried	
together	as	the	odoriferous	woods	contributed	to	the	preservation	of	the	cloths.		
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beijoym,	 almisquere	 em	 jarras,	 caixões	 cheos	 de	 peças	 de	 damascos,	 cetys,	 tafetás,	 seda	 branca,	
 44	
Some	men	also	found	buried	gold	bars	and	bottles	filled	with	powdered	gold	
and	 Chinese	 seed	 pearls	 after	 which	 they	 dug	 out	 the	 city.	 Inside	 a	 buried	 room	
under	 the	 sultan’s	 palace	 they	 found	 “many	 riches	 of	 gold	 and	 silver	 things”.
197
	




To	 these	 articles	 found	 inside	 the	 palace	 one	 can	 add	 the	 king’s	 dais	
(estrado),	 a	 golden	 chair	 and	 “many	 carpets	 and	 silk	 curtains	with	 gold	 brocade”,	




Close	 to	 the	 palace	was	 also	 burned	 an	 impressively	 “large	wooden	 house	
that	 stood	 over	 a	 car	with	 thirty	wheels,	 each	 as	 big	 as	 a	quarto”	 [a	 type	 of	 lead	
cannon	ball]	that	had	been	“ordered	by	the	king	of	Malacca	so	that	the	king	of	Pão	
[the	 Sultan	 of	 Pahong]	 could	 walk	 around	 the	 city	 before	 the	 marriage	 to	 his	
daughter”.
200
	The	 car	 measured	 30	 palmos	 [c.	 6,6	 metres]	 on	 each	 side	 and	 was	












e	 barras,	 e	 aljofar	 da	 China,	 com	 que	 todos	 tornarão	 a	 dar	mór	 revolta,	 e	 a	 cavar	 casas,	 em	 que	
acharão	 grandes	 riquezas	 d'estas	 cousas	 em	 que	 se	 acupavão,	 e	 todo	 mais	 quebravão	 ...	 o	
Governador	mandou	Pero	d'Alpoym,	e	Ruy	d'Araujo,	e	Antonio	Fernandes,	o	preto,	e	 João	Mendes	























came	 from	 the	 prince’s	 camp	 situated	 outside	 the	 city.	 The	 prince	 had	 moved	
temporarily	 to	 the	 outskirts	 of	 the	 city	 with	 the	 intent	 to	 counterattack	 but	 was	
eventually	 expelled	 by	 the	 Portuguese.
204
	All	 narratives	 agree	 that	 the	 seven	








and	 peacetime	 stately	 ostentation.	 The	 distinction	 was	 a	 curiosity	 for	 sixteenth-





the	 armament	 captured	 (and	 fought	 against)	 in	 Malacca,	 since	 such	 foreign	
weaponry	 presented	 a	 series	 of	 difficulties	 to	 the	 Portuguese.	 One	 of	 the	 most	
harmful	weapons	were	the	blowguns	with	poisoned	darts	which	killed	all	men	they	
                                                                                                                                      


















	See	 DRUCE	 1919	 for	 an	 examination	 on	 the	 theme	 of	 the	 elephant	 and	 castle	 as	 a	 subject	 for	













	However,	 local	 techniques	 surely	 had	 an	 influence	 on	 later	
Portuguese	 firearm	production.	According	 to	Brás	de	Albuquerque,	during	 the	 first	













equipped	 with	 castles	 and	 “plenty	 of	 artillery	 and	 arms	 of	 every	 kind	 which	 the	
Gujarati	 had	 brought	 to	 him	 from	 Cambay”,
211
	in	 addition	 to	 the	 matchlocks	
(espingardões).212	When	 the	 sultan	 retreated,	 Albuquerque	 ordered	 the	 men	 to	
carry	 off	 with	 them	 fifty	 large	 bombards	 (bombardas	 grossas)	 that	 had	 been	
captured	 in	 stockades	 upon	 the	 bridge.
213
	It	 was	 customary	 that	 when	 armies	
retreated	 cannon	 were	 often	 abandoned	 to	 the	 enemy,	 which	 provided	 a	 great	











Portugal;	Espingardões,	zarvatanas	de	peçonha,	arcos,	frechas,	 laudeis	de	 laminas,	 lanças	da	Jaoa,	e	
outra	diversidade	de	armas,	foi	cousa	de	espanto	o	que	se	tomou,	a	fóra	muitas	mercadorias	de	toda	
a	 sorte.”	 ALBUQUERQUE	1973,	 III,	 p.	 145:	 	 “…em	Malaca	 havia	 oito	mil,	 e	 póde-se	 isto	 crer	 por	 duas	

















	The	 knowledge	 gathered	 by	 the	 incorporation	 of	 new	 firearm	
technologies	surely	had	an	 impact	on	 later	Portuguese	offensive	capacities,	even	 if	









In	 late	 1511,	 having	 already	 built	 a	 fortress	 (A	 Famosa)	 and	 a	 factory,	 and	










Cochin	 meant	 to	 guard	 the	 products	 and	 sixty	 Javanese	 carpenters	 from	 the	
dockyard	with	their	wives	and	children,	taken	to	serve	the	Portuguese	at	Cochin	 in	




	ALBUQUERQUE	1973,	 III,	 p.	 127:	 “…	 e	 nesta	 detença,	 que	 se	 fez	 em	 esperarem	 pelas	 aguas	 vivas,	










Martinz	 em	 hum	 Junco	 grande,	 o	 qual	 hia	 carregado	 de	muitas	 mercadorias,	 que	 se	 tomáram	 no	
despojo	da	Cidade,	e	levava	Simão	Martinz	em	o	Junco	treze	Portugueses,	e	cincoenta	Malabares	de	
Cochim	pera	guarda	delle,	e	sessenta	Jaos	carpinteiros	da	ribeira,	muito	bons	officiaes,	que	Affonso	
Dalboquerque	 levava	 com	 suas	mulheres,	 e	 filhos	 pera	 servirem	 ElRey	 de	 Portugal	 em	 Cochim	 no	
concerto	das	náos,	por	haver	muita	falta	delles	na	India...”	
 48	




As	 is	 well	 known,	 Albuquerque’s	 Flor	 de	 la	 mar	 grounded	 in	 the	 Strait	 of	
Malacca,	in	the	so-called	Baixos	de	Capacia221	said	to	be	overlooking	the	kingdom	of	
Daru	 (Reyno	de	Darú).	 The	governor	 saved	himself	on	board	of	 an	 improvised	 raft	
hung	 by	 a	 cord	 attached	 to	 his	 belt,	 wearing	 nothing	 but	 a	 dun	 jacket	 and	
breeches.
222
	Brás’	 and	 Correia’s	 accounts	 narrate	 that	 Albuquerque,	 after	 reaching	
the	 Trindade,	 ordered	 a	 raft	 to	 be	 prepared	 with	 boards	 placed	 on	 timbers,	 and	




	 Probably	 more	 pertinent	 to	 the	 research	 of	 the	 lost	 objects	 is	 the	




























	ALBUQUERQUE	1973,	 III,	 pp.	 215-216:	 “Estando	 os	 nossos	 fazendo	 a	 jangada,	 o	 junco,	 em	que	 hia	
Simão	Martinz,	veio	na	volta	da	terra,	muito	perto	donde	estavam	aquelles	pedaços	de	Flor	de	la	mar	
com	a	nossa	gente,	e	víram	bem	o	trabalho	em	que	estavam,	e	dali	se	tornou	outra	vez	na	volta	do	




	ALBUQUERQUE	1973,	 III,	p.	218:	"Nesta	náo	Flor	de	 la	mar,	e	no	 junco,	que	se	alevantou	contra	os	
nossos,	se	perdeo	o	mais	rico	despojo	que	nunca	se	vio”	
 49	




	 Nevertheless,	 sources	 somewhat	 disagree	 on	what	 was	 lost	 in	 the	wrecks.	
According	 to	 Comentários,	 Albuquerque	 carried	 in	 his	 flagship	 some	 objects	
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	ALBUQUERQUE	1973,	 III,	 pp.	 218-219:	 “...Perdêram-se	os	 castelos	de	madeira	 emparamentados	de	
brocado,	que	o	Rey	de	Malaca	 trazia	em	riba	de	seus	Alifantes,	e	andores	mui	 ricos	de	sua	pessoa,	
todos	 forrados	 de	 ouro,	 cousa	muito	 pera	 ver,	 e	muitas	 joias	 de	 ouro,	 e	 pedraria,	 que	 trazia	 pera	












sepulturas	 antigas	 dos	 Reys	 de	Malaca,	 e	 trazia-os	 pera	 pôr	 na	 sua	 em	Goa	por	memoria	 daquelle	
 50	
These	 “very	 beautiful	 and	 of	 very	 fine	 work”	 metal	 lions,	 their	 original	
placement,	 and	 their	 intended	 destination	 were	 described	 in	 various	 ways.	 Góis	







major	 token	of	all	his	 triumphs	 in	 the	capture	of	 that	city,	and	 [Albuquerque]	used	to	






their	 placement	 but	 not	 on	 their	 intended	purpose.	 Brás	 states	 they	were	 six	 and	
had	 been	 found	 “on	 certain	 ancient	 tombs	 of	 the	 kings	 of	 Malacca”	 and	 Correia	
claims	having	heard	from	Albuquerque	that	the	four	lions	had	been	used	as	censers	
and	 stood	 under	 the	 sultan’s	 bed.	 Correia	 further	 states	 they	 were	 estimated	 at	
40.000	cruzados	each.233	
It	 is	not	likely	the	lions	were	ever	bound	for	the	king,	as	the	governor	put	a	
substantial	 effort	 in	 recuperating	 them	 after	 the	 wreck	 and	 bemoaned	 their	 loss	
associating	 it	 with	 his	 memory. Evidence	 of	 their	 esteem	 is	 further	 revealed	 by	
Barros,	 who	 states	 that	 later	 Albuquerque	 wrote	 from	 India	 to	 Jorge	 Botelho	
ordering	him	to	find	divers	from	the	land	–	accustomed	to	dive	for	seed	pearls	–	who	




	Payments	 were	 made	 to	 divers	 but	 no	 mention	 to	 any	 salvado	 was	





































stealing	 during	 a	 general	 disturbance	 –	 were	 peculiar	 instances	 of	 rapid	
appropriation	of	Asian	products.	 In	these	cases	the	priorities	seem	to	have	been	of	
two	kinds:	military,	by	seizing	 fire	weapons	and	related	armament	 (which	had	 two	
perks	by	 simultaneously	providing	 the	Portuguese	with	greater	military	power	and	
depriving	 the	 defeated	 of	 potential	 to	 counterattack);	 and	 precious	 treasurable	
articles.		
                                                                                                                                      
hua	 caravella:	 encomendando	 lhe	muyto	 que	 viesse	 áquelle	 lugar,	 &	 visse	 se	 per	 algum	módo	 de	
mergulho	 com	 gente	 da	 terra	 costumáda	 pescar	 aljôfre	 lhe	 podiam	 tirar	 aquelles	 liões,	 &	 que	








a	 de	 Portugal;	 Espingardões,	 zarvatanas	 de	 peçonha,	 arcos,	 frechas,	 laudeis	 de	 laminas,	 lanças	 da	
Jaoa,	e	outra	diversidade	de	armas,	foi	cousa	de	espanto	o	que	se	tomou,	a	fóra	muitas	mercadorias	
de	 toda	 a	 sorte.	 Tudo	 isto,	 e	 o	 mais	 que	 deixo	 por	 não	 ser	 proluxo,	 mandou	 AA	 repartir	 polos	
Capitães,	e	por	toda	a	gente	da	Armada,	sem	tomar	pera	si	mais	que	seis	liões	grandes	de	metal,	que	











Spices	 were	 not	 favoured	 loot	 material	 as	 they	 demanded	 a	 much	 higher	
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even	 if	 he	 accused	 other	 men	 in	 India	 of	 doing	 the	 same.	 For	 instance,	 in	 December	 1513	 the	




without	 charge.	 According	 to	 Gaspar	 Correia,	 Albuquerque	 “went	 to	 the	 port	 of	 Batkul	 (Baticalá)	
where	many	ships	were	loading	with	cartazes,	and	saw	a	ship	with	the	Portuguese	flag.	After	asking	
whose	ship	that	was,	he	heard	it	belonged	to	a	rich	chatim	from	Batkul	who	was	loading	it	to	Hormuz.	
The	 governor	 spoke	 with	 his	 interpreter,	 so	 that	 he	 found	 a	 way	 to	 obtain	 from	 the	 chatim	 five	
thousand	rubies	of	those	large	pouches	of	twenty	units	[corja].	These	are	small	rubies	that	are	to	be	
set	around	bigger	gems	and	these	large	pouches	[marca	grande]	are	worth	30	to	40	cruzados,	and	for	
the	 five	 thousand	 units	 the	 governor	wanted	 to	 send	 to	 the	 queen,	who	 had	 asked	 for	 them,	 the	
governor	would	 need	 250	 corjas,	 which	were	 valued	 at	 15.000	pardaus.	And	 to	 have	 them	 at	 the	
expenses	of	 the	chatim,	 and	without	work,	he	agreed	secretly	with	his	 Jew	 to	do	as	 follows…”	The	




the	 Portuguese	 governor	 was	 to	 burn	 his	 ship	 and	 cut	 his	 hands	 immediately	 –	 he	 even	 had	 the	
merchant	 lay	 his	 hands	over	 a	 stool	while	waiting	 for	 the	 cleaver	 –	 had	not	 the	 Jewish	 interpreter	












                                                                                                                                      
merchant’s	hands	and	ship.	Later	on	the	interpreter	recommended	the	merchant	to	get	6.000	rubies	
of	those	measured	in	large	pouches,	because	Albuquerque	would	like	to	buy	some	of	the	best	to	offer	




pera	 Ormuz.	 O	 Governador	 fallou	 com	 o	 seu	 judeu,	 o	 lingoa,	 que	 tivesse	modo	 como	 ouvesse	 do	





















lingoa	disse	que	 lá	polos	outros	 chatins	buscasse	 trezentas	 corjas	de	 rubis	de	marca	grande,	que	o	
Governador	avia	mester	pera	mandar	pera	Portugal.	Com	que	se	foy	a	aterra,	e	nom	tardou	muyto	
que	 tornou	 com	os	 rubis,	 e	 outros	 de	mór	 preço	 que	 apresentou	 ao	Governador,	 que	mandou	 ao	
lingoa	que	os	guardasse	e	 lhos	pagasse	 logo.	O	que	o	 lingoa	 levou	o	chatim	á	proa	da	galé,	e	sobre	
huma	tavoa	lhe	pôs	muytos	xarafns,	que	tomasse	quanto	custarão	os	rubis;	o	que	nada	quis	tomar	o	
chatim,	 inda	 que	 o	 lingoa	 o	 muyto	 apresiou,	 e	 s’embarcou	 e	 foy	 pera	 terra,	 onde	 o	 Governador	
mandou	 ao	 feitor	 d’armada,	 que	 estava	 em	 terra,	 que	 presente	 ElRey	 chamasse	 o	 chatim,	 e	 lhe	
pagasse	os	rubis,	que	erão	dezoito	mil	pardaos;	mas	o	chatim	nom	quis	tomar	pagamento,	dizendo	











...porque	 Afonso	 Dalboquerque,	 em	 quanto	 governou	 a	




In	 the	 geography	 in	 which	 Afonso	 de	 Albuquerque	 acted,	 gift-giving	was	 a	
diplomatic	convention	practiced	by	all	states.	Both	Hindu	and	Islamic	nations	had	a	








The	 foremost	 theorist	 of	 the	 gift	 is	 undoubtedly	Marcel	Mauss	 who	 in	 his	




and	 gift-giving	 practices	 have	 been	 under	 the	 scrutiny	 of	 both	medieval	 and	 early	
modern	 historians	 of	 the	 European	 tradition.
250
	Since	 then	 the	 debate	 between	
formalists	and	substantivists	taking	place	in	the	field	of	economic	anthropology	has	





In	 the	present	study,	gifting	 is	 regarded	as	“a	special	 form	of	 transaction	 in	
which	 goods	 were	 transferred	 from	 donor	 to	 receiver	 with	 the	 consent	 of	 the	
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	SUBRAHMANYAM	 2012a,	 p.	 xiv;	 the	 fundamental	 issue	 of	 incommensurability	 in	 the	 encounters	
between	 different	 (cultural	 and	 religious)	 groups	 was	 studied	 by	 Sanjay	 Subrahmanyam.	 His	













	See	 CUTLER	 2001	 for	 this	 summary	 and	 DAVIS	 2000	 for	 an	 example	 of	 the	 fusion	 of	 these	 two	
tendencies	in	a	historicized	approach.	 
 55	
former,	 but	 for	 social	 prestige	 and	not	 for	material	 or	 tangible	 profit.”
252
	The	 gifts	








were	 also	 a	 privileged	 mode	 of	 consumption	 of	 material	 culture,	 as	 they	 made	
objects	available	that	otherwise	are	not	likely	to	have	been	known	in	far-off	courts.		
It	 is	 sometimes	 difficult	 to	 understand	 what	 Portuguese	 sources	 mean	 by	
‘diplomatic	 encounter’	 or	 ‘ambassador’	 and	 consequently	 what	 constituted	 in	 the	
early	 sixteenth	 century	 a	 ‘diplomatic	 gift’.	Whereas	 in	 the	 first	 years	 the	 contact	
between	 Indian	 potentates	 and	 Albuquerque	 (on	 behalf	 of	 king	 D.	 Manuel)	 was	
established	 via	 emissaries	 (mensageiros)	 carrying	 letters	 or	 oral	 messages	 who	
occasionally	received	a	gift	of	cloths,	in	more	complex	diplomatic	missions	–	as	those	
sent	 to	 Vijayanagar,	 Safavid	 Persia,	 Hormuz	 or	 Gujarat,	 among	 others	 –	 we	 can	
identify	a	diverse	strategy.	
Additionally,	 in	 sixteenth-century	 Portuguese	 political	 vocabulary	 three	
orders	 of	 gifts	 can	 be	 discerned:	 refresco,	mercê,	 and	presente.	 These	 terms	were	
employed	not	necessarily	 in	relation	to	the	materiality	of	the	gift	but	rather	to	the	
circumstances	 and	 the	 perceived	 relevance	 of	 the	 recipient.	 Refresco	 stands	 for	
refreshments,	consisting	of	food	or	drinks	presented	to	the	fleets	at	the	first	moment	
of	a	reception.	The	same	food	could	be	referred	to	as	a	mercê	if	the	offer	was	made	
on	 land,	 so	 far	 as	 the	 shortage	 of	 food	 supplies	 of	 the	 recipient	 was	 not	 being	




in	 terms	 of	 monetary	 and	 symbolic	 value,	 innovation,	 representativeness,	 and	 in	













by	 the	 Portuguese	 to	 perishable	 goods	 (such	 as	 spices)	 or	 goods	 that	 demanded	
special	 and	 expensive	 maintenance	 (animals,	 especially	 large	 ones).	 As	 will	 be	
explained,	 diplomatic	 gifting	 could	 include	 specifically	 requested	 items,	 not	
exclusively	spontaneous	or	conventional	choices.	
Another	 aspect	 that	 characterized	 Portuguese-Asian	 contacts	 during	
Albuquerque’s	government	was	the	early	perception	of	diverse	layers	of	diplomacy.	
In	 terms	 of	 gift	 exchange	 a	 clear	 discernment	 between	 sovereigns,	 governors,	
ambassadors,	 and	 messengers	 was	 soon	 established,	 even	 if	 the	 latter	 were	 all	
official	 representatives	 of	 a	 state.	 Despite	 being	 gifted	 smaller	 presents	 than	 a	
sovereign,	 Portuguese	 men	 soon	 grasped	 the	 benefits	 of	 visiting	 rich	 courts	 and	




Therefore,	 ‘diplomatic	 gifts’	 are	 understood	 in	 this	 chapter	 as	 the	material	
culture	 exchanged	 in	 diplomatic	 missions	 between	 Albuquerque	 –	 as	 a	
representative	of	D.	Manuel	–	and	Asian	potentates.	These	involved	articles	selected	
by	 the	 governor	 himself	 and	 sent	 through	 embassies	 he	 arranged	 as	 well	 as,	
conversely,	articles	he	received	from	foreign	ambassadors.		
FIRST	INSTANCES	
Although	 the	 Portuguese	 were	 the	 foreign	 power	 intruding	 in	 the	 Indian	
Ocean	 they	 rarely	 took	 diplomatic	 initiative.
255
	After	 Vasco	 da	 Gama’s	 failed	
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	In	a	1514	 letter	 to	D.	Manuel	Albuquerque	boasted	of	 the	ambassadors	and	kings	 that	 took	 the	






tripartite	 scheme	of	 Christians,	Moors,	 and	Gentiles.	During	 the	 next	 decate	 the	 geopolitical	 vision	
 57	
but	 it	was	 soon	 understood	 not	 to	 be	 enough.	 The	 fundamental	 issues	 at	 stake	 –	
such	 as	 the	 securing	 of	 friendship	 (amizade)	with	 the	 Indian	 potentates,	 the	mass	
conversions	to	Christianity,	and	the	establishment	of	trading	posts	in	strategic	points	






he	 should	 never	 give	 any	 gifts.
258








In	 the	 last	months	 of	 1507	 and	 early	 1508	Albuquerque	 raided	 the	Gulf	 of	
Oman	and	conquered	Hormuz	against	the	will	of	his	subordinates.	Although	he	was	
not	 yet	 governor	 of	 Portuguese	 India,	 he	 availed	 himself	 of	 the	 authority	 of	 D.	
Manuel’s	patent	 letter	he	carried	and	 later	accomplished	one	 the	most	precocious	
cases	of	extension	of	the	Estado	da	Índia	by	diplomatic	measures.		






devised	 in	 conformity	 to	 each	 of	 the	 diverse	 cultures	 encountered	 in	 Asia	 was	 far	 from	 being	
consummated.	As	was	 thoroughly	examined	by	Dejanirah	Couto,	 at	 the	 time	of	 the	government	of	
Albuquerque	the	Portuguese	were	not	familiar	even	with	the	Persian	Shia	court	etiquette,	influenced	
by	Kizilbash	ideologies	and	the	nomad	ways	of	the	Turkmen	shamanistic	culture	(COUTO	2009,	p.	289).	










por	 se	 evytarr	 vos	 defemdemos	 e	 mandamos	 que	 nam	 dees	 nenhumas	 dadyvas,	 asy	 do	 de	 nosa	
fazenda	como	da	vosa	a	neemhuums	reys	nem	senhores,	sallvo	quando	tam	proveytosas	e	necesaryas	
vos	parecesem	por	noso	serviço	que	se	nam	devesem	escusar,	e	quando	neste	caso	de	necesidade	o	








The	 first	 cities	 in	 the	 Indian	 Ocean	 submitted	 to	 Albuquerque	 through	
statesmanship	were	Qalhat	(Calaiate)	and	Sohar	(Soar),	in	the	Gulf	of	Oman.	As	was	
customary,	 both	 cities	 gifted	 the	 fleet	 with	 refreshments,	 which	 seems	 to	 have	
disoriented	 Albuquerque.
261
	According	 to	 him,	 the	 submission	 of	 these	 cities	





In	 Qalhat,	 the	 captain	 declined	 receiving	 the	 present	 saying	 he	 would	 not	





and	ordered	payment	 to	be	made	 for	all	 that	was	brought	 to	him.	The	 inhabitants	
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	CORREIA	1859,	p.	794:	“O	Capitão	mór	folgou	com	o	presente	porque	era	cousa	de	mantimento,	e	




































with	 letters	 engraved	 upon	 it,	 and	 its	 binding	 of	 gold,	 with	 three	 gold	 seals	 hanging	









flag	 to	 be	 placed	 on	 his	 palace.	 As	 the	 Portuguese	 were	 not	 prepared	 for	 that	












boril,	 e	 suas	 brochas	 de	 ouro	 com	 sellos	 de	 ouro	 dependurados	por	 cadeas,	 a	 saber,	 hum	do	Rey,	
outro	de	Cogeatar	seu	Governador,	e	outro	da	Cidade.	A	outra	carta	quis	o	Rey	que	fosse	em	Parse,	























Days	 after	 the	 handover	 of	 the	 flag	 Albuquerque	 asked	 the	 king	 for	 an	
interview	in	the	cerame.273	The	place	was	described	as	being	“covered	with	carpets,	






foreigners	 in	 detail	 not	 giving	 any	 equivalent	 information	 about	 the	 Portuguese,	


























huma	 adaga	 guarnecida	 de	 ouro,	 e	 hum	 cavalo	 mui	 bem	 aparelhado,	 e	 duas	 peças	 de	 brocado	
pedrado;	e	aos	Capitães	e	Fidalgos	deu	a	cada	hum	sua	peça	de	seda”;	CASTANHEDA	1552,	II,	LXIV,	pp.	












Manuel.	Displaying	 the	bellicose	personality	he	was	 famous	 for,	Albuquerque	 then	
proceeded	 to	 collect	 from	 his	 ships	 cannonballs,	matchlock	 bullets,	 and	 grenades,	
and	told	him	that	he	might	send	all	those	to	the	captain	of	the	Shah	Ismail,	“for	that	




The	 practice	 of	 offering	 bullets	 and	 cannonballs	 to	 an	 adversary	 was	 also	
practiced	by	the	Bahmani	sultanate	against	the	Adil	Shah	of	Bijapur,	which	hints	at	it	
being	 a	 war	 convention.
278
	Although	 this	 clear	 strategy	 of	 intimidation	 cannot	 be	
considered	 diplomatic	 gifting	 it	 should	 be	 stressed	 for	 its	 unusual	 character.	 The	
offering	 and	 selling	 of	 weaponry	 to	 Muslim	 states	 was	 severely	 vetoed	 by	 Papal	
bull
279
	and	 was	 one	 of	 the	 main	 concerns	 expressed	 in	 the	 1505	 regimento.280	
Damião	de	Góis	provides	the	only	mention	to	a	waiver	that	had	been	obtained	by	D.	









espingardas,	 e	 bombas	 de	 fogo:	 e	 que	 dissesse	 ao	 Rey,	 que	mandasse	 tudo	 aquillo	 ao	 Capitão	 do	
Xeque	 Ismael,	porque	aquella	era	a	moeda,	em	que	ElRey	de	Portugal	mandava	aos	 seus	Capitães,	
que	lhe	pagassem	as	pareas	daquelle	Reyno,	que	estava	de	seu	senhorio	e	mando”;	CASTANHEDA	1552,	
II,	 LXV,	 p.	 129:	 “...mãdou	 ho	 capitão	 mór	 tomar	 algûs	 pelouros	 de	 bõbardas,	 assi	 grossas	 como	

















pera	 assim	 o	 fazer	 quando	 necessario	 fosse,	 aos	 Reis,	 senhores	 seus	 aliados,	 &	 confederados,	 por	
para	isso	ter	dispensaçam	do	Papa.” 
 62	
After	 this	 episode	 in	 which	 Albuquerque	 saw	 his	 power	 disputed	 from	
abroad,	sources	reveal	for	the	first	time	an	intention	from	Albuquerque	to	gratify	a	
foreigner	with	gifts:	Rexnordim,	Khaja	Ata,	and	three	other	mouros	principais.	Upon	
their	 return	 from	 the	 delivery	 of	 the	 projectiles	 to	 the	 Safavid	 ambassador,	
Albuquerque	offered	them	“pieces	of	silver	and	red	scarlet,	and	vermilion,	and	many	



















beginning	of	 the	sixteenth	century	was	busy	 fighting	 the	Deccan	Sultanates	 for	 the	
Raichur	region	–	between	the	rivers	Krishna	and	Tungabhadra	–	and	for	the	control	
of	 the	 diamond	mines	 of	 Golconda.
284
	Portuguese	 contacts	 with	 Vijayanagara	 -	 or	
Karnataka,	named	Bisnaga	in	Portuguese	sources	–	were	inaugurated	by	an	unofficial	
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1503	 he	 made	 his	 way	 to	 the	 capital	 city	 of	 Vijayanagara,	 in	 the	 interior	 of	 the	
peninsula.	Fr.	Luís	do	Salvador	arrived	in	the	court	at	the	time	of	a	dynastic	struggle	









The	 proposal	 reached	 Lisbon	 but	 nothing	 came	 of	 it,	 as	 sending	 a	 Portuguese	
princess	 to	 a	 ‘pagan’	 (gentio)	 court	 in	 distant	 India	 was	 unfathomable.	 In	 1505,	
bearing	a	letter	and	a	gift	of	cloths	and	bracelets,	fr.	Luís	do	Salvador	returned	to	the	










empire	 replacing	 it	with	 the	 goal	 of	 personal	 profit.	 In	 1506	 he	 did	 not	 send	 Pêro	
Fernandes	 Tinoco,	 the	 appointed	 factor	 of	 the	 ‘small	 stuffs’,	 selected	 by	 D.	
Manuel,
289






















In	 1510,	 soon	 after	 being	 instated	 as	 governor,	 Albuquerque	 prepared	 his	
first	 official	 diplomatic	 envoy,	 headed	 to	 Vijayanagara.
291
	He	 aimed	 to	 forge	 an	
alliance	with	 the	Hindu	 empire	 to	 avenge	 the	 death	 of	D.	 Fernando	Coutinho	 and	
other	 Portuguese	 noblemen,	 who	 had	 died	 in	 January	 in	 Calicut.	 Albuquerque	
understood	 that	 having	 a	 common	 enemy	 was	 enough	 reason	 to	 conceive	 of	 an	
alliance.	 	 The	 ambassador	 chosen	was	 again	 fr.	 Luís	 do	 Salvador	who	 had	 already	
been	to	Vijayanagara	at	the	service	of	D.	Francisco	de	Almeida	and	who	returned	to	
India	in	the	1507	fleet	captained	by	Jorge	de	Mello	Pereira.			










After	 the	 departure	 of	 fr.	 Luís	 to	 Vijayanagara	 in	 January	 1510,	 two	 ships	
from	 Diogo	 Lopes	 de	 Sequeira's	 fleet	 arrived	 in	 Cochin	 coming	 from	 Malacca.	


































Goa	and	of	 the	possibility	of	an	easy	 takeover	of	 the	 territory.	Subsequently,	after	







The	 mention	 of	 a	 ‘custom	 of	 the	 country’	 to	 which	 Albuquerque,	 as	
representative	 of	 the	 Portuguese	 sovereign,	 chooses	 to	 abide	 is	 of	 paramount	
interest	to	the	process	of	development	of	a	new	policy	of	gift-giving	specific	to	the	
new	geography	in	which	he	was	acting.	
During	 the	 first	 occupation	 of	 Goa	 in	 the	 early	 months	 of	 1510	 two	
ambassadors	–	one	from	Shah	Ismail	and	another	from	the	king	of	Hormuz	–	came	to	
the	city	bearing	messages	and	gifts	for	the	sabaio.298	When	they	found	him	dead,	the	














	ALBUQUERQUE	 1973,	 II,	 pp.	 130-131:	 “Afonso	 Dalboquerque	 mandou	 a	 todos	 os	 principaes	 dos	
Gentios,	 e	 Mouros,	 que	 se	 ajuntassem,	 e	 o	 fossem	 receber,	 os	 quaes	 o	 trouxeram	 com	 muitas	
trombetas,	 e	 tangeres	 ao	 seu	modo;	 e	 depois	 de	 lhe	 fazerem	 sua	 cortesia,	 segundo	 o	 costume	 da	
terra,	disse-lhes	Afonso	Dalboquerque,	que	elle	fazia	Timoja	Aguazil	mór	do	Reyno	de	Goa	em	nome	




















to	 Shah	 Ismail	 and	 to	 the	 king	 of	 Hormuz	 with	 whom	 he	 was	 to	 meet.	 As	 had	
happened	 before	 with	 the	 envoy	 to	 Vijayanagara,	 Albuquerque	 gave	 Gomes	 an	
instrucção	on	what	should	be	done	and	said	 (and	avoided)	by	him	and	his	men.303	









Índia.	 The	 first	 to	 arrive	 were	 the	 emissaries	 from	 the	 Zamorin	 (Samudri	 raja)	 of	
Calicut,	offering	friendship	and	a	place	for	the	construction	of	a	Portuguese	fortress.	
A	curious	observation	is	mentioned	by	Brás	de	Albuquerque,	stating	that		
“…in	 order	 to	 give	 a	 greater	 air	 of	 authority	 to	 this	 business,	 Albuquerque	 ordered	
Francisco	Pantoja,	then	the	chief	alcaide	of	the	fortress,	to	proceed	to	the	ambassadors	
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	Published	 in	 CAA,	 II,	 pp.	 79-83	 and	ALBUQUERQUE	1973,	 II,	 pp.	 140-145.	 Curiously,	 one	 of	 articles	
states	that	the	ambassador	should	attempt	to	convince	the	Shah	to	send	some	of	the	finest	jewels	or	
things	unseen	from	his	 land	to	D.	Manuel	(“Trabalhay	camto	poderdes	por	xeque	ysmaell	mandar	a	
elRey	 nosso	 senhor	 algumas	 yoas	 booas	 ou	 cousas	 novas	 della	 dessa	 terra	 que	 em	 portugall	 nom	
tesesses	vystas”).	See	JESUS	2010.	
 67	





The	 intention	 to	 ‘give	 a	 greater	 air	 of	 authority’	 to	 the	 event	 through	 the	
creation	of	an	ordered	distance	between	himself	and	the	 foreign	ambassadors	 is	a	
precocious	 phenomena	 in	 the	 Portuguese	 diplomatic	 activities	 in	 India.	 The	
complexification	of	the	conversation	protocol	was	from	then	onwards	understood	as	
a	useful	mechanism	for	the	Portuguese	to	be	taken	as	a	serious	political	presence.	




from	 fr.	 Luís,	who	 informed	Albuquerque	of	 an	 alliance	being	 forged	between	 the	
Hindu	 kingdom	and	 the	Adil	 Shah	of	Bijapur	 against	 the	Portuguese.	A	wide-blade	





an	 alliance	between	Portugal	 and	Bijapur	 –	 and	 the	 consequent	market	 control	 of	
the	 Persian	 horses	 by	 the	 Deccani	 sultanate	 –	 alarmed	 the	 king	 of	 Vijayanagara	








	 When	Albuquerque	 arrived	 in	 the	port	 of	Malacca	he	began	 to	 correspond	



















As	 neither	 party	was	willing	 to	 concede	 on	 each	 other’s	 demands	 the	 Portuguese	
orchestrated	an	attack.	In	the	presence	of	a	Malaysian	envoy,	Albuquerque	made	a	
curious	 use	 of	material	 culture	 as	 a	 token	 for	 a	 larger	 threat.	 He	 used	 a	 ring	 as	 a	
symbol	of	the	personal	riches	of	the	sultan,	and	transferred	it	from	one	finger	to	the	
other,	demonstrating	 the	ease	with	which	he	could	 loose	 it,	 since	“as	a	 sign	 [of	all	
these	things	being	in	position,	Afonso	de	Albuquerque]	gave	him	a	sign,	by	shifting	a	




		 It	 was	 during	 the	 arrangements	 for	 the	 first	 attack	 to	 Malacca	 that	 the	




Albuquerque	 offered	 them	 “some	 things	 he	 had	 from	 Portugal”,	 pleading	 in	




The	 chosen	 ambassador	 was	 Duarte	 Fernandes,	 who	 had	 been	 among	 the	
men	 held	 in	 Malacca	 since	 1509	 and	 had	 rapidly	 gathered	 knowledge	 about	 the	
culture	of	 the	 region,	 even	managing	 to	 speak	 a	 local	 language.	 In	 addition	 to	 the	














irem,	 por	 quanto	 o	 tempo	 da	 sua	moção	 era	 chegado	 (...)	 e	 elle	 por	 lhes	 fazer	 mercê	 lha	 deo,	 e	
mandou	dar	a	todos	os	mantimentos,	de	que	tivessem	necessidade	pera	sua	viagem,	e	fez-lhes	mercê	
de	 algumas	 cousas,	 que	 ainda	 tinha	 de	 Portugal,	 e	 pedio-lhes	 (pois	 se	 queriam	 ir)	 que	 fizessem	 o	
caminho	por	Sião,	porque	queria	mandar	em	sua	companhia	hum	messageiro	com	cartas	pera	o	Rey”	
312












Fernandes	was	 then	 taken	up	 the	 river	 to	 the	city,	and	was	 received	 in	 the	palace	












After	Duarte	 Fernandes	 had	 entered	 the	hall	 he	made	his	 obeisance	 to	 the	
king	after	the	Hindu	manner,	went	up	to	him	and	gave	him	Albuquerque's	letter	and	
the	 sword,	which	 the	king	 received	with	words	of	 acknowledgement.
315
	The	envoy	


































The	 Portuguese	 reception	 to	 the	 Siamese	 ambassador	 in	 Malacca	 was	
probably	not	as	complex	as	that	of	the	Ayutthayan.	The	ambassador	seems	to	have	






mission	 “should	 not	 be	 so	 simple,	 and	 should	 include	 gifts,	 which	 was	 customary	
among	 these	 people”.	A	 second	 Portuguese	man,	 Simão	 de	Miranda	 de	 Azevedo,	





with,	 for	 he	was	 a	man	 of	 war	 and	 his	 weapons	 and	 allegiance	were	 the	 best	 he	
could	offer.		
Brás’	 version	 states	 that	 Miranda	 de	 Azevedo	 parted	 together	 with	 the	
Siamese	ambassador	carrying		
“…some	 cuirasses	 lined	 with	 crimson	 velvet;	 a	 long	 corselet	 with	 a	 complete	 suit	 of	
arms;	 a	 helmet	 with	 the	 chin-piece	 very	 richly	 garnished;	 a	 buckler	 of	 buff	 with	 its	
cordings	very	richly	made	and	set	in	brocaded	guige	(a	sling/strap	by	which	the	shield	is	




washing,	 decorated	 with	 animals;	 two	 double-handed	 vases	 of	 the	 same	 pattern;	 a	
small	kettle	of	fine	workmanship;	two	cups	decorated	with	animals	all	of	silver;	a	cross-

















lhe	 mandou	 em	 nome	 delRey	 de	 Portugal,	 a	 saber,	 humas	 couraças	 de	 veludo	 cramesim;	 hum	
cosselete	comprido	de	todas	as	peças;	hum	capacete,	e	barbote	mui	bem	guarnecido;		huma	adarga	
danta	 com	 seus	 cordões	muito	 ricos,	metida	 em	 huma	 funda	 de	 brocado;	 tres	 pannos	 darmas	 de	
veludo,	e	cetins	de	cores	entretalhados,	e	borlados	de	ouro,	que	foram	do	Rey	de	Malaca,	com	que	







to	 the	 conversion	 of	 the	 looted	 cloths	 from	 the	 Malaccan	 “wooden	 house”	 into	
diplomatic	 gifts,	 which	 may	 indicate	 an	 apprehension	 of	 what	 was	 valued	 in	 the	
receiving	country,	as	 is	 further	corroborated	by	the	mention	to	the	great	value	cof	
the	coral	branches.	A	second	remark	should	be	made	to	the	offering	of	Portuguese	
armament	 promptly	 bought	 from	 Portuguese	 captains.
321
	Also	 striking	 is	 that	 this	
present	to	the	Siamese	king	was	the	first	diplomatic	gift	bestowed	by	Albuquerque	
without	the	advice	or	provision	from	D.	Manuel.		
In	Malacca	 Albuquerque	 acquired	 considerable	 experience	 of	 gift	 receiving	
and	giving.	After	the	first	Siamese	ambassador	others	came	to	visit	the	governor	to	




packages	of	high	quality	 incense	 (lenhonoé)	and	 two	packages	of	“a	paste	which	 is	
made	 of	 the	 dragon	 blood	 which	 serves	 as	 a	 varnish	 for	 painted	 articles”	
(azulacre). 323 		 Both	 of	 these	 were	 things	 from	 his	 lands.	 Albuquerque	 showed	
gratitude	for	his	gift	and	gave	“some	pieces”	as	a	compensation	for	the	present.324	
From	Java	came	to	Malacca	an	ambassador	with	a	present	of	a	dozen	lances	
“with	 their	 slings	of	wood	 fastened	 into	 the	 iron”,	 a	 long	piece	of	 cloth	 “whereon	
was	painted	a	representation	of	the	manner	in	which	the	king	goes	to	battle,	with	his	
carriages,	 horses,	 and	 elephants	 armed	with	 their	wooden	 castles,	 and	 a	 figure	 of	
                                                                                                                                      













	ALBUQUERQUE	 1973,	 III,	 pp.	 180-181:	 “Afonso	 Dalboquerque	 lhe	 mandou	 agradecer	 muito	 o	
presente	(…)	e	mandou-lhe	algumas	peças	em	recompensa	do	seu	presente”	
 72	
the	 king	 therein	 painted,	 riding	 in	 certain	 wooden	 palaces	 placed	 above	 the	





which	had	been	 captured	 in	Malacca	 “for	 in	 that	 country	 [Java]	 they	were	held	 in	




Utemutaraja,	 a	 rich	 Javanese	 merchant,	 offered	 Albuquerque	 a	 present	 of	




Striving	 to	 keep	 him	 on	 his	 side,	 Albuquerque	 sent	 him	 some	 gifts,	 although	 their	
contents	were	not	recorded	in	Portuguese	texts.	







	It	 is	after	 the	Siamese	embassy	 that	 the	practice	of	 counter-
gifting	seems	to	have	become	the	norm.	
	
















secretamente	 pedir-lhe	 seguro	 pera	 si,	 e	 pera	 toda	 aquela	 povoação	 [Dupe]	 em	 que	 elle	 vivia”;	













	 After	 the	 return	 to	 the	Malabar	 coast,	 Albuquerque	 occupied	 himself	 with	
the	 recapture	 of	 Goa	 and	 Benastarim.	 But	 soon	 the	 area	 was	 secured	 from	 the	
Bijapuri,	 and	 Albuquerque	 could	 devote	 himself	 to	 the	 dispatch	 of	 the	 foreign	
ambassadors	who	had	arrived	in	the	meantime.		










discover	his	plan	 to	enter	 the	straits	of	 the	Red	Sea	before	Albuquerque	could	 set	
sail	 to	 Adem.	 A	 second	 Gujarati	 ambassador	 arrived	 soon	 after,	 who	 would	 be	
dispatched	 with	 a	 Portuguese	 envoy.	 The	 chosen	 ambassador	 was	 Tristão	 Déga,	
together	with	 João	Gomes	as	his	 scrivener	 and	a	 “present	of	 things	 from	Portugal	
and	 India”.
331




ambassador	 was	 offered	 a	 gold	 chain	 weighting	 40	 cruzados.333	Albuquerque	 had	





Embaixador,	 e	 disse-lhe	 que	 se	 o	 Hidalcão	 queria	 ter	 paz,	 e	 amizade	 com	 ElRey	 de	 Portugal	 seu	
Senhor,	que	elle	era	disso	muito	contente;	mas	que	os	apontamentos	que	trazia	não	eram	conformes	
ao	que	 lhe	o	Hidalcão	tinha	por	muitas	vezes	escrito,	e	que	pera	se	declarar	este	negocio	com	elle,	






ElRey	D.	Manuel	mandava	 que	 se	 fizesse	 a	 paz,	 determinou	de	mandar	 em	 sua	 companhia	 Tristão	
Déga	 por	 Embaixador	 ao	 Rey,	 e	 João	 Gomez	 por	 seu	 Escrivão,	 com	 hum	 presente	 de	 cousas	 de	
Portugal,	e	da	India;	e	a	Instrução	que	levava	era	pedir-lhe	fortaleza	em	Diu”	
332
	CAA,	 I,	 p.	 202:	 “e	mamdey	 lhe	 ho	 presente	 que	 vosa	 alteza	mamdava	 a	 timoja,	 e	 alguas	 outras	
cousas	que	pude	aver”	
333






Diu.	Albuquerque	ordered	he	 should	be	 taken	 round	 to	 inspect	 the	city’s	arsenals,	





happened	when	an	ambassador	 from	 the	 ruler	of	Binkapur	 (Reino	de	Vengapor)	 –	






province	 of	 Vijayanagara	 known	 for	 its	 skills	 in	making	 horse	 tack,	 and	 this	was	 a	
predominantly	commercial	contact.	The	local	ambassador	was	dispatched	with	a	gift	




	 In	December	1512	news	arrived	 in	Goa	that	 in	Dabul	there	was	retained	an	
ambassador	 from	“Prester	 John,	 king	of	Abyssinia”	 (Prestes	 João	Rey	dos	Abexins).	
Albuquerque	was	 very	 pleased	with	 this	 news,	 as	 he	 had	 received	 orders	 from	D.	
Manuel	to	gather	information	on	Prester	John,	his	country,	and	the	Portuguese	men	
sent	 there	by	 land	by	 the	 former	king,	D.	 João	 II.
337
	The	ambassador	was	promptly	
sent	 from	 Dabul	 to	 Goa,	 where	 Albuquerque	 commanded	 all	 the	 fidalgos	 and	







de	Malaca,	 e	 feito	 de	 Benestarij,	 e	 trouxe-lhe	 de	 presente	 sessenta	 cubertas	 de	 cavallo	 com	 suas	












captains	 to	 proceed	 to	meet	 him	 in	 their	 boats,	 while	 the	 governor	 expected	 the	









	 By	 his	 request	 the	 ambassador	 was	 sent	 to	 Portugal	 to	 meet	 D.	 Manuel.	





(patolas),	 one	 painted	 cloth	 fom	 Vijayanagara,	 one	 Baju340	with	 gold	 threads	 (um	









go	 with	 greater	 ceremony	 and	 reverence	 before	 the	 king”	 D.	 Manuel.
342
	In	 fact,	




















Albuquerque	 often	 intervened	 in	 the	 diplomatic	 articles	 he	 was	 given	 before	
dispatching	them	to	Portugal.	This	 is	made	clear	 in	a	 letter	he	wrote	to	D.	Manuel,	
stating	that	
“If	the	cup	the	king	of	Siam	sent	to	you	is	broken,	 I	will	order	another	one	for	you,	so	
that	 the	 service	 and	 gift	 arrives	 in	one	piece;	 if	 the	 king	of	Cambay	 sends	 you	a	 gold	













a	 long	 survey	mission.	 The	 fleet	arrived	 in	Diu	where	 they	were	 received	by	Malik	
Ayaz	with	 gifts:	 refreshments,	 a	 gold	 dagger	 and	wide-blade	 sword	 (terçado)	with	
their	gold	girdles	to	Albuquerque,	and	daggers	with	silver	sheaths	and	gold	handles,	
and	 mother	 of	 pearl	 caskets,
345




	 The	 second	 half	 of	 1513,	 following	 his	 return	 from	 the	 Red	 Sea,	 set	 off	 a	
moment	 of	 intense	 acceleration	 and	 complexification	of	 the	 relations	with	 foreign	
sovereigns	 in	 India.	 In	 terms	 of	 diplomatic	 relations,	 the	 year	 was	marked	 by	 the	
relations	with	 Safavid	Persia.	 The	Portuguese	 apprenticeship	of	 Indian	practices	of	





semdo	achada,	mamdo	 lhe	 fazer	hua	caixa	douro;	 se	as	cartas	do	preste	 joham	vem	em	hum	pano	
emcerado,	mamdo	 lhe	 fazer	hua	 cayxa	douro	pera	elas,	 porque	 todas	estas	 cousas	Redumdam	em	
voso	estado	e	em	voso	serviço,	e	nam	sam	falsas,	mas	verdadeiras	e	cheas	de	comprimentos”	
344





de	 vacas,	 carneiros,	 galinhas,	 arros,	 manteiga,	 açucar,	 hortaliça,	 água	 e	 lenha,	 e	 para	 a	 nau	 do	
governador	duas	fustas,	e	 lhe	mandou	uma	adaga	e	treçado	com	suas	cintas	tudo	d’ouro,	e	pera	os	
capitães	adaga	de	bainhas	de	prata	e	conteiras	e	punho	douro,	e	cofres	de	madrepérola,	e	assim	para	






senders	 –	 but	 also	 on	 research	 and	 observation.	 One	 of	 the	 most	 scrutinized	
characters	was	Shah	Ismail,	the	Safavid	emperor,	who	used	to	send	ambassadors	all	
throughout	 India	 in	 the	 attempt	 to	 persuade	 Sunni	 Muslims	 and	 Hindus	 alike	 to	
convert	to	the	faith	of	Shia	Islam.	In	1513,	while	Albuquerque	explored	the	Red	Sea,	





	 After	 finding	 the	 sabaio	dead	and	Goa	 in	 the	hands	of	 the	Portuguese,	 the	




to	 Albuquerque	 upon	 his	 return,	 and	 sent	 a	 messenger	 to	 meet	 the	 governor	 in	
Canannore.
349
	The	 following	 offerings	 made	 in	 Calbergate	 to	 the	 Adil	 Shah	 were	
witnessed	by	Diogo	Fernandes,	adail	of	Goa,	who	had	been	sent	by	Albuquerque	to	











for	 the	 sultans	 of	 Gujarat	 and	 Bijapur	 encouraging	 them	 to	 make	 war	 upon	 the	












	ALBUQUERQUE	 1973,	 IV,	 p.	 96:	 “O	 Embaixador,	 que	 hia	 pera	 o	 Hidalcão,	 chegou	 á	 Cidade	 de	
Calbergate,	 onde	 elle	 estava,	 e	 levou-lhe	 certos	 cavallos	 de	 presente,	 com	 cubertas	muito	 ricas,	 e	
pannos	 de	 brocado,	 e	 seda	 da	 Persia,	 e	 algumas	 peças	 de	 ouro,	 e	 prata,	 e	 esmeraldas,	 e	 huma	
porcelana	de	Turquesa	meaã	(e	dizi	Diogo	Fernandes	Adail	de	Goa,	que	Afonso	Dalboquerque	lá	tinha	










Albuquerque	was	met	 in	 Canannore	 by	 the	messenger	 sent	 by	 the	 Persian	
ambassador	 during	 the	 month	 of	 September	 1513.	 The	 envoy	 asked	 for	 a	 safe	
conduct	 so	 that	 he	 might	 pass	 on	 to	 Hormuz,	 and	 also	 asked	 for	 a	 Portuguese	
ambassador	 to	be	 sent	with	him	 to	meet	 the	Shah	 Ismail.
353
	Because	Albuquerque	
wanted	 the	 Persians	 to	 see	 by	 themselves	 the	 Portuguese	 fortresses	 in	 India,	 he	
asked	the	messenger	to	meet	him	later	in	Cochin,	so	that	he	had	the	time	to	prepare	
his	 own	 envoy.	 Albuquerque	 then	 gave	 a	 present	 (fez	mercê	 –	which	 could	mean	
both	a	sum	of	money	or	objects)	to	the	messenger	of	the	Persian	ambassador	who,	
according	 to	Brás,	 “was	 so	pleased	 that	he	had	Albuquerque’s	portrait	made	 from	
life	 to	 be	 shown	 to	 the	 Shah”.
354




Albuquerque	 set	 sail	 to	 Cochin	 in	December	 and	 from	 there	 he	 dispatched	
Miguel	Ferreira,	a	man	of	“good	temperament	and	demeanor”,	with	four	horses	and	
the	same	instrucção	that	had	been	given	to	Rui	Gomes	three	years	earlier.356	Ferreira	
was	 given	 1.000	 gold	 pardaus	 to	 dress	 himself	 and	 his	 four	 men	 and	 for	 travel	
expenses.	According	 to	Gaspar	Correia,	 Ferreira	acquired	 rich	 silk	 vestments	and	a	
                                                
352
	ALBUQUERQUE	1973,	 IV,	p.	87:	 “chegado	a	Cananor,	dahi	 a	poucos	dias	 lhe	veio	 recado	de	Fernão	
Martinz	Evangelho,	que	estava	em	Diu,	em	que	lhe	dizia,	que	áquelle	porto	era	chegada	huma	gelua	
do	 estreito,	 na	 qual	 vinha	 hum	messageiro	 do	 Cadi	 do	 Cairo,	 que	 trazia	 vestiduras	 pera	 o	 Rey	 de	








tambem	 queria	 que	 visse	 as	muitas	 náos,	 que	 aquelle	 anno	 vinham	 carregadas	 pera	 Portugal,	 e	 a	
grandeza	dellas,	 e	 toda	a	outra	Armada,	que	 se	estava	 concertando,	 e	o	 grande	 trafego	da	 ribeira.	




	ALBUQUERQUE	1973,	 IV,	 p.	 94:	 “e	 fez	mercê	 ao	 seu	messageiro,	 de	que	 foi	muito	 contente;	 e	 elle	








set	 of	 a	 gold	 enameled	 sword	 and	 dagger	 for	 himself.
357
	He	 did	 not	 carry	 any	
diplomatic	gift,	as	Albuquerque	himself	had	not	received	any	from	the	Shah.	
Ferreira	left	Cochin	to	Dabul	where	he	met	the	Persian	ambassador	together	
with	an	ambassador	 from	 the	Adil	 Shah	also	 travelling	 to	Persia.	 The	ambassadors	
embarked	 and	 sailed	 to	 Hormuz,	 and	 then	 Tabriz	 (Tauriz),	 where	 they	 met	 Shah	
Ismail.
358
	Inside	 the	palace,	 the	 Shah	 called	 for	 the	Portuguese	ambassador	before	
the	 Bijapuri,	 revealing	 his	 interest	 in	 Albuquerque’s	 deeds.	 Miguel	 Ferreira	 had	
become	very	 ill	on	 the	way	and	 the	Shah	commanded	his	personal	 chief	physician	







When	 Ferreira	 was	 dismissed	 from	 the	 Persian	 court	 he	 was	 again	
accompanied	 by	 another	 Persian	 ambassador	 carrying	 a	 present	 to	 Albuquerque.	
They	would	only	meet	the	Portuguese	governor	in	1515,	in	Hormuz.	
	 Also	during	the	last	months	of	1513,	knowing	the	alguazil	of	Canannore	had	




	In	 that	way	he	 introduced	him	 into	 an	obligation	network	 that	 not	
even	the	Portuguese	were	aware	in	previous	years.	
GUJARAT	(1513)	
                                                
357
	CORREIA	1860,	pp.	357-358:	“Miguel	Ferreira	se	concertou	de	ricos	vestidos	de	seda,	e	rica	espada	e	





	ALBUQUERQUE	1973,	 IV,	 p.	 100:	 “mandou	ao	 seu	 Fysico	mór	que	o	 fosse	 ver,	 e	 trabalhasse	muito	
polo	dar	são;	porque	não	no	fazendo	assi,	lhe	havia	de	mandar	cortar	a	cabeça"	
360
	ALBUQUERQUE	1973,	 IV,	p.	 101:	 “...e	o	messageiro,	que	 fora	 ter	 com	Afonso	Dalboquerque,	que	a	
esta	prática	estava	presente,	lhe	mostrou	o	seu	retrato	que	levava”	
361
	ALBUQUERQUE	1973,	 IV,	 pp.	 91-92:	 “sabendo	que	o	Alguazil	 de	Cananor	 fazia	 algumas	 cousas	mal	













former	 time	 presented	 to	 him”.
362
	Both	 Albuquerque	 and	 Malik	 Ayaz	 had	 been	
pressing	the	sultan	for	the	influence	over	Diu,	and	since	Muzzafar	Shah	II	seemed	to	




As	 a	 reaction,	 Albuquerque	 prepared	 two	 ambassadors	 to	 Gujarat,	 Diogo	










black	 velvet	 [circa	 6,6	metres],	 one	 piece	 of	 Persian	 green	 brocade,	 two	pieces	 of	
Chinese	 brocade,	 a	 basin	 and	 pitcher	 to	 wash	 hands	 “all	 very	 well	 gilded”,
366
	one	











	CORREIA	 1860,	 p.	 368:	 “Diogo	 Fernandes	 era	 homem	 abastado	 e	 grandioso;	 fez	 muitos	 ricos	
vestidos,	e	coisas	de	seu	serviço	de	cama	e	mesa,	e	prata	para	sua	mesa,	e	tenda	para	pousar”	The	
usage	of	 the	 tent	 is	 further	 described	 in	 CORREIA	1860,	 II,	 p.369:	 “para	mostrar	 suas	 grandezas	 não	
queria	 pousar	 nas	 casas,	 e	 fóra	 no	 campo	 mandava	 armar	 sua	 tenda,	 que	 era	 do	 Reyno,	 de	 três	
esteos,	que	era	de	lonas,	que	ele	mandou	forrar	por	fora	de	panos	brancos	e	de	cores	entretalhados,	
e	por	dentro	forrada	de	panos	de	seda	do	estreito;	que	tinha	dentro	repartimentos	de	cama	e	sala,	e	
apartamento	 pera	 a	 gente;	 na	 qual	 podiam	 caber	 quinhentas	 pessoas;	 em	 que	 na	 sala	 estavam	
cadeiras	 rasas,	 e	 escabelos	 cobertos	 com	 alcatifas,	 e	 sua	 camara	 alcatifada,	 e	 leito	 dourado,	 com	
paramentos	e	colchas	de	seda,	e	almofadas	de	cetins	do	reino,	de	cores”	
366














as	 gifts	 to	 whomever	 he	 chose.
369
	This	 excerpt	 –	 from	 the	 man	 who	 was	
Albuquerque’s	clerk	at	 the	time	–	 informs	us	that	D.	Manuel	dispatched	objects	 to	




The	 voyage	 of	 the	 two	 Portuguese	 ambassadors	 is	 amply	 narrated	 in	
Portuguese	 chronicles.	 While	 they	 were	 in	 Surat	 they	 were	 given	 two	 kaftans	
(cabaias),	because	“it	was	the	usage	of	the	land”.	Diogo	Fernandes	argued	that	“the	
ambassadors	of	the	king	of	Portugal,	in	whose	name	they	had	been	sent,	had	not	the	




On	their	way	to	meet	Muzafar	Shah	 II	 they	were	 instructed	and	advised	on	
the	protocol	customs	of	 the	court	by	several	 intermediaries	 to	whom	they	offered	

























	The	 Sultan	 received	 the	 Portuguese	 ambassadors	 in	 Ahmedabad	
(Madoval),	but	before	being	in	his	presence	they	exhibited	their	gifts	to	the	aguazil	
mor.	







holding	 the	 necklace,	 the	 dagger,	 the	 basin	 and	 pitcher.	 The	 alderman	 then	 offered	
those	things	to	the	king	who	asked	for	those	things	to	be	placed	over	his	bed,	and	held	
the	 dagger,	 and	 removed	 it	 from	 the	 scabbard,	 showing	 his	 appreciation,	 and	 kept	







given	 two	 brocade	 kaftans	 –	 while	 their	 attendants	 were	 given	 coloured	 velvet	
kaftans,	 a	 lesser-valued	 cloth	 –	which	 they	 dressed	 right	 away.
374












catle,	 com	 todos	 os	 Capitães	 do	 seu	 Reyno	 postos	 pelas	 paredes	 em	 ordem,	 segundo	 seuas	






ElRey,	 que	mandou	que	o	 collar	pusesse	 sobre	o	 catele,	 e	o	punhal	 tomou	elle	na	mão,	 e	 tirou	da	
bainha,	com	que	mostrou	que	folgava,	e	o	esteve	olhando,	e	o	esmalte	que	nunqua	vira;	e	o	bacio,	e	


















This	 gift	 further	 included	 “a	 beast,	 because	 it	was	 a	monstruous	 thing	 and	






arrived	 in	 Surat	 in	8	May	1514	and	 spent	 the	winter	 in	 the	 city,	 only	managing	 to	
arrive	 in	 Goa	 on	 15	 September.	 The	 rhinoceros	 was	 sent	 to	 Lisbon	 where	 it	 was	





In	 January	 1514	 Albuquerque	 finally	 arrived	 in	 Goa	 after	 a	 long	 period	 of	
absence.	 He	 met	 two	 ambassadors	 sent	 from	 the	 kingdoms	 of	 Pegu	 and	 Siam	
bringing	 “very	 rich	 pieces”.
382
	Accompanying	 them	 was	 Manuel	 Fragoso,	 a	
Portuguese	 man	 that	 had	 been	 sent	 with	 Miranda	 de	 Azevedo	 to	 Siam	 with	





















eventually	 return	 to	 Surat.	 	(ALBUQUERQUE	1973,	 IV,	 p.	 98:	 “O	Rey	de	Cambaya	aborrecido	do	que	o	
Embaixador	fizera,	despachou-o	que	se	fosse,	tendo-o	já	desenganado	do	requerimento	a	que	viera,	e	
deo-lhe	dous	Alifantes,	e	huma	alimaria,	que	se	chama	Ganda,	e	outras	muitas	peças	em	retorno	do	















of	 the	 land,	 and	 the	 location	 of	 its	 ports.”
383
	Both	 the	 gifts	 and	 the	 book	 were	
promptly	ordered	to	be	sent	to	the	ships	loading	for	Lisbon.	
	 One	 of	 the	 most	 significant	 and	 awe-inspiring	 diplomatic	 receptions	 to	 a	
foreign	 ambassador	 in	 Goa	 was	 intended	 for	 a	 Vijayanagara	 envoy	 in	 1514.	 The	
ceremonial	 will	 be	 further	 examined	 in	 the	 subsequent	 chapter	 as	 it	 reveals	 a	
complex	knowledge	of	social	conventions	from	Albuquerque.	The	governor	arranged	
the	gifts	 to	be	brought	 to	him	carried	by	 “honourable	Hindu	men”	each	 sitting	on	
one	of	 the	 four	elephants	 sent	by	him	 to	bring	 the	ambassador.	Each	man	carried	




Inside	 the	 palace,	 the	 governor	 received	 the	 ambassador	with	 great	 pomp	
and	the	ambassador	was	even	allowed	to	place	the	jewellery	he	brought	around	the	
governor’s	 neck,	waist,	wrists,	 and	 ankles.	 The	 ambassador	 told	 Albuquerque	 that	
his	king	“would	like	to	see	a	spear,	a	sword	and	a	shield	used	by	[Portuguese]	men	in	
war”.	 The	 complex	 understanding	 of	weapons	 in	 the	Hindu	 empire,	which	 drew	 a	









The	 Islamic	 practice	 of	 exchanging	 and	 asking	 for	 gifts	 –	 which	 was	 not	








	ALBUQUERQUE	1973,	 IV,	 pp.	 139-140:	 “...trazia	 diante	 de	 si	 quatro	 Alifantes	 com	 seus	 castelos	 de	
madeira	emparamentados	de	seda,	e	em	cada	hum	delles	vinha	hum	homem	honrado	Gentio,	com	







pique	 e	 huma	 rodella,	 dizendo	 o	 Governador	 que	 aquellas	 erão	 as	 armas	 da	 guerra,	 que	 também	
tinhão	outras	mais	pequenas	pera	folgar,	que	trazião	quando	nom	pelejavão”	
 85	
common	 in	 Europe	 in	 this	 period
387
	–	 seems	 to	 have	 flattered	 Albuquerque.	 The	
Islamic	 literature	 that	 codified	 gift-giving	 customs,	 such	 as	 the	Book	 of	 Treasuries	
and	Rarities	and	the	Book	of	Rarities	and	Gifts,388	had	no	European	equivalent.	
	In	the	end	of	his	mission	the	ambassador	was	dispatched	with	“a	present	of	



















a	 silver	 cup,	 a	 partially	 gilded	 silver	 pitcher,	 a	 small	 silver	 candlestick,	 and	 a	 silver	
bowl	(bernegal).393		
HORMUZ,	PERSIA	(1515)	
In	 February	 1515	 Afonso	 de	 Albuquerque	 embarked	 to	 Hormuz.	 Upon	 his	
arrival	he	met	Miguel	Ferreira	–	the	ambassador	he	had	sent	in	late	1513	to	Persia	–	
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	For	a	 study	on	European	gift	exchange	 see	BUETTNER	2001;	 the	author	argues	 that	 reciprocity,	 in	
























who	 had	 returned	 with	 a	 gift	 to	 the	 governor.
394
	This	 was	 a	 personal	 present	 to	





and	 other	 Persian	 arms;	 two	 suits	 made	 of	 brocade,	 trimmed	 with	 gold	 buttons;	 a	
girdle,	 target,	 and	 short	 broadsword;	 other	 objects	 all	 made	 of	 gold;	 and	 half	 an	











swore	an	oath	of	peace	and	 submission	of	 the	Hormuzian	 kingdom	 to	Portugal.
396
	
After	 the	 ceremony,	 Albuquerque	 offered	 Reixnordim	 a	 brocade	 kaftan	 with	 gold	
buttons	and	a	strand	of	large	coral	beads.	To	the	king	he	sent	via	Miguel	Ferreira	–	
who	 was	 now	 acquainted	 with	 Persian	 protocol	 conventions	 –	 a	 gold	 enameled	
necklace,	 asking	 to	 be	 pardoned	 “for	 his	 gifts	 were	 not	 worthy	 enough	 for	 him	
receiving	 them”.
397
	He	would	 later	offer	 the	king	a	 strand	of	gold	beads	 filled	with	




























in	a	 reception	coordinated	at	 length	by	Albuquerque	with	 instructions	provided	by	
Miguel	 Ferreira.
401













According	 to	 Correia	 when	 Albuquerque	 was	 presented	 the	 kaftan	 the	
Persian	 ambassador	 “urged	 him	 to	 wear	 it,	 and	 the	 dagger	 and	 the	 wide-bladed	
sword;	and	so	the	governor	draped	the	kaftan	over	his	shoulders,	wraped	its	sleeves	
                                                
398






the	 necklace,	 of	which	 10	 cruzados	were	 due	 to	 its	 shape	 and	workmanship.	 It	 is	 curious	 that	 the	
precious	objects	of	unrenowned	Portuguese	men	could	be	considered	fit	for	kings.		
401
	CORREIA	 1860,	 p.	 423:	 “E	 dizendolhe	 Miguel	 Ferreira	 o	 presente	 que	 lhe	 avia	 de	 trazer,	 o	
Governador	lhe	disse	a	ordem	em	que	todo	avia	de	vir”	
402
	CORREIA	 1860,	 pp.	 423-424:	 “Primeyramente	 diante	 hião	 as	 trombetas	 tangendo,	 e	 logo	 dois	
mouros	em	 rocis,	 que	 levavam	sobre	as	 ancas	duas	onças	 caçadoras	prezas	nas	 trelas;	 e	 logo	após	
elles	quatro	cavallos	ginetes,	sellados	e	enfreados,	gornições	de	prata,	acubertados	até	mea	perna	de	
cubertas	de	laminas	assentadas	sobre	acolchoado	d'algodão,	e	envernizadas	que	reluzião	como	ouro,	
e	 em	 cyma	dos	 arções	 dianteyros	 huma	 saya	 de	malha	 fna;	 e	 logo	 vinhão	 os	 homens	 de	 dous	 em	
dous,	 com	 as	 peças	 nos	 braços,	 as	 primeyras	 tafetás,	 então	 ceys	 e	 damascos	 com	 rosas	 d'ouro,	 e	
então	brocadilhos,	e	então	brocados	riqos,	que	todos	serião	quatrocentas	peças;	e	atrás	dous	bacios	
d'agoa	 mãos,	 cheos	 de	 pedras	 troquezas	 por	 lavrar,	 e	 atrás	 hum	 bacio	 e	 hum	 gomil	 d'ouro,	 que	
ambos	pesarão	 sessenta	marcos,	e	huma	adaga	e	 traçado	com	suas	cintas,	 tudo	d'ouro	e	pedraria,	
que	foy	estimado	em	vinte	mil	cruzados,	e	huma	cabaia	de	brocado	da	propia	pessoa	do	Xequesmael,	
muy	 rica;	 e	 atrás	 o	 embaixador	 nobremente	 vestido,	 que	 trazia	 a	 carta	 do	 Xequesmael	 em	 folha	
d'ouro,	enrolada,	metida	nas	voltas	da	touqa”	
403
	ALBUQUERQUE	1973,	 IV,	 p.	 176:	 “Vinham	 logo	diante	de	 todos	dous	Mouros	de	 cavallo,	 que	eram	
caçadores	de	onças,	com	cada	hum	sua	nas	ancas,	e	apôs	elles	vinham	seis	cavallos,	hum	diante	do	
outro,	selados	com	suas	cubertas	muito	ricas,	e	testeiras	de	aceiro,	com	saias	de	malha	nos	arções;	e	
apôs	 elles	 hiam	doze	Mouros	 a	 cavallo	mui	 bem	 vestidos,	 que	 levavam	 as	 joias	 de	 ouro,	 peças	 de	
seda,	e	brocado	em	bacios	de	prata	de	agua	ás	mãos”;	CORREIA	1860,	II,	pp.	423-424	
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Persian	kaftan	 in	a	vestment	 for	 the	 image	of	Nossa	Senhora	da	Serra,	 kept	 in	 the	
chapel	 he	 founded	 in	 Goa.
405
	The	 articles	 of	 the	 gift	 were	 for	 the	 greater	 part	
distributed	among	the	Portuguese	captains,	but	he	sent	the	barding	(crimson	horse	
caparisons	with	gold	damascening	in	their	chanfrons,	a	saddle	garnished	with	silver,	














Portuguese	 diplomatic	 agents	was	 related	 to	 the	 gathering	 of	 information.	 As	 had	
previously	happened	with	Manuel	Fragoso,	who	had	produced	a	book	about	Siam,	
                                                
404
	CORREIA	1860,	p.	424:	“e	 lhe	apresentando	a	cabaia,	dizendo	que	o	Xequesmael	 lhe	rogava,	como	
bom	 amigo,	 que	 a	 vestisse	 e	 trouxesse	 com	 o	 traçado	 e	 adaga.	 O	 Governador,	 mostrando	muyto	
prazer,	tudo	tomou,	e	deitou	a	cabaia	sobre	sy,	abraçando	as	mangas	polo	pescoço,	e	pôs	o	treçado	e	




























a	 Joham	 de	 briones	 meio	 xerafim	 que	 terá	 gasto	 por	 ter	 a	 seu	 cargo	 os	 açores	 enviados	 pelo	 Xa	
Ismael”	
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In	 that	 way,	 when	 Fernão	 Gomes	 de	 Lemos	 left	 Hormuz	 to	 Persia	 in	 May	
1515
412
	he	was	 in	 possession	of	more	 information	 about	what	 he	would	 find	 than	
any	 of	 the	 previous	 envoys.
413
	This	 was	 the	 third	 ambassador	 sent	 to	 Persia	 by	
Albuquerque	 and	would	 be	 the	 last	 embassy	 he	 would	 prepare	 before	 his	 death,	
later	that	year.	Fernão	Gomes	de	Lemos	was	provided	with	10.000	reis	to	spend	on	
his	 clothing	 and	 travel	 expenses,
414







gunpowder	 and	 their	 devices;	 some	 cold	weapons	 from	head	 to	 foot,	with	 their	mail	
skirts;	two	breastplates	in	crimson	velvet	with	their	surrounding	plate	skirts;	one	sword	
garnished	with	gold,	with	its	handle,	nozzle,	and	black	velvet	sheath	with	some	buttons	
held	 in	 gold	 thread	 and	 lined	 with	 green	 silk,	 and	 its	 belt	 garnished	 with	 gold;	 one	
enamelled	 dagger	 garnished	 with	 gold,	 handle	 and	 nozzle,	 and	 a	 gold	 sheath;	 four	
crossbows	with	their	ornaments,	case	and	spare	strings;	two	spears	with	head	and	shaft	
lined	 with	 beaten	 gold;	 one	 black	 velvet	 cap	 in	 the	 style	 of	 the	 ones	 from	 the	 Shah	
Ismail,	garnished	with	gold	and	181	rubies;	two	gold	bracelets,	one	very	 large	and	the	
other	smaller,	having	the	larger	a	very	big	ruby,	6	small	rubies	and	29	diamonds,	while	
the	 smaller	 bracelet	 had	 a	 big	 cat’s	 eye,	 2	 middle-sized	 rubies,	 23	 small	 rubies	 all	
around,	 62	 small	 diamonds,	 3	 emeralds,	 and	 20	 small	 emeralds;	 four	 enamelled	 gold	
rings,	three	with	three	perfect	large	rubies,	and	one	with	a	sapphire	and	27	surrounding	

































(…)	 one	 rich	 chair	 with	 Portuguese	 brocade,	 commissioned	 for	 this	 purpose,	 with	
two	 cushions	 of	 the	 same	 brocade,	 and	 one	 riding	 saddle	 with	 the	 pommel	 in	
crimson	 satin,	 richly	wrought	 in	 gold	 thread.”
417
	The	 rifles	 and	 cannons	were	 sent	
together	with	gunmen,
418
	including	the	best	 rifler	 (espingardeiro),	who	was	sent	 to	
demonstrate	his	skill	in	front	of	the	Shah,	and	a	young	captive	to	load	and	shoot	the	
cannons.	









On	 the	 other	 hand,	 four	 enameled	 rings	 were	 sent,	 displaying	 a	 European	
technique	 that	 aroused	 great	 interest	 in	 India	 and	 Persia.	 The	 neck	 jewellery	was	









tres	 esmeraldas	 e	 bj	 pequenas;	 Item	 –	 quatro	 anees	 douro	 anilados,	 os	 tres	 delles	 com	 tres	 Robys	
grandes	em	perfeiçam,	e	outro	com	hua	çafira	e	xxbij	Robys	ao	Redor;	 Item	–	hua	 joya	de	pescoço	
com	hum	Roby	 grande	 no	meyo	 da	 sorte	 dos	 anees	 e	 tres	 Robys	meãos	 e	 xx	 pequenos	 com	duas	
turquesas	e	tres	perlas	da	feição	de	perilha	na	 joya	e	huua	muito	gramde;	 Item	–	hua	pera	dambar	




quintaes	 de	 canela,	 xx	 quintaes	 daçuquar,	 hum	 quintal	 de	 cardamomo,	 x	 quintaes	 destanho,	 x	
quintaes	de	cobre,	duas	farculas	de	beijoy,	bj	peças	de	beatilhas.”	
417
	CORREIA	1860,	 p.	 443:	 “hum	 arnês	 branco	 enteiro,	 dourado	 por	 partes,(...)	 	 e	 lhe	mandou	 huma	
riqua	 cadeira	 de	 brocado	 do	 Reyno,	 que	 pera	 ysso	mandou	 fazer,	 com	 duas	 almofadas	 do	 teor,	 e	








twelve	 rubies,	 probably	 from	 Vijayanagara	 or	 Ceylon,	 two	 turquoises	 from	 the	
Persian	plateau	and	three	drop	pearls	from	Gujarat.	
The	 articles	 sent	 to	 Persia	 in	 1515	 were	 bought	 by	 Albuquerque	 from	 the	
Portuguese	 captains	 in	 Hormuz	 (the	 weaponry	 and	 armour
420










The	 receipt	 lists	 the	 two	 bracelets	 (with	 rubies,	 diamonds,	 the	 cat’s	 eye,	 and	
emeralds),	 the	 four	 enamelled	 rings	 (with	 rubies	 and	 a	 sapphire),	 the	 neck	 jewel	
(with	 rubies,	 turquoises,	 and	 pearls),	 the	 amber	 pear	 (with	 gold,	 rubies	 and	
diamonds	 and	 a	 gold	 chain),	 and	 the	 black	 velvet	 cap	 (with	 gold	 and	 rubies),	
indicating	 the	 number	 of	 gems	 and	 the	weight	 or	 value	 of	 the	 gold	 spent	 in	 each	
piece.
423
	This	 information,	 together	with	 the	great	number	and	 types	of	gems,	 is	 a	





                                                
420








weighting	 2	marcos,	 6	onças	 and	 2,5	oitavas	 [c.	 639,4	 g],	 one	of	which	was	 offered	 to	 the	 Persian	
ambassador	and	 the	other	 to	a	Persian	captain	 (CAA,	VI,	p.	339).	The	 factor	of	Hormuz,	Manuel	da	
Costa,	 received	6.075	 reis	 for	 a	 gilded	 silver	ewer	weighting	2	marcos	and	2	onças	 [c.	 516	g]	 to	be	











	On	 contemporary	 goldsmiths	working	 in	 Goa	 see	 CRESPO	2015,	CRESPO	&	PENALVA	2014,	and	 SILVA	
2008a.	
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“things	 from	 [one’s]	 land”	 listed	 in	 every	 diplomatic	 gift.	 The	 perception	 that	 the	
Portuguese	 were	 dealing	 with	 rich	 states	 and	 were	 being	 given	 precious	 articles	
unavailable	 in	Portugal	not	only	persisted	but	also	 increased	 in	time.	The	tendency	
to	select	representative	things	from	the	land	as	gifts	may	have	been	caused	both	by	
the	 cultural	 expectations	 and	 as	 a	 strategy	 to	 demonstrate	 their	 commercial	
potential.		
	 As	 the	 Portuguese	 in	 India	 did	 not	 receive	 from	 Portugal	 as	 many	
representative	and	valuable	possessions	as	desirable	–	which	one	can	imagine	would	
ideally	be	 similar	 to	 those	brought	 in	1508	by	Diogo	Lopes	de	Sequeira	 to	offer	 in	
Malacca
427
	–	 a	 share	 of	 the	 articles	 looted	 was	 converted	 into	 potential	 gifts	 and	
kept	 in	 the	 government’s	 treasury.	 Nevertheless,	 a	 small	 amount	 of	 Portuguese	
pieces	 was	 always	 mentioned	 in	 the	 lists	 of	 gifts	 given.	 These	 Portuguese	 pieces	
were	 often	 bought	 from	 Portuguese	 captains	 and	 noblemen	 (fidalgos)	 and	
frequently	refined	with	better	materials.	This	practice	is	mostly	clear	after	the	1513	
decline	 in	 the	shipment	 from	Portugal	 to	 India	of	precious	articles	–	 likely	because	
they	were	expected	to	be	received	in	Portugal,	not	the	other	way	around	–	and	the	











Portuguese-style	 articles,	 such	 as	 some	of	 the	 pieces	 sent	 in	 1515	 to	 Persia,	were	









to	 the	management	 of	 his	 personal	 authority.	 It	was	 important	 for	 governors	 and	
viceroys	to	publicly	demonstrate	their	legitimacy	and	authority	in	order	to	effectively	





communicational	 and	 representational	 content.
430
	Numerous	 attempts	 have	 been	
made	to	define	 ‘court’	and	to	provide	a	viable	analytic	 framework	 for	 the	study	of	
this	 phenomenon.
431
	In	 this	 chapter	 ‘court’	 will	 be	 broadly	 understood	 as	 the	
apparatus	 surrounding	 the	 highest-ranking	 person	 in	 the	 state	 (the	 governor),	
including	 his	 residence	 and	 accompanying	 people.	 All	 of	 these	 aspects	 could	 be	












Gesellschaft	 originally	 published	 in	 1969,	 and	 translated	 into	 English	 as	The	 Court	 Society	 in	 1983),	






individually	 manipulated	 to	 fit	 a	 larger	 program	 connected	 to	 representation	 and	
production	of	one’s	power	and	perceived	authority.	





societies	 –	 chiefly	 the	 rival	 Indian	 sultanates	 –	 and,	 on	 the	 other	 hand,	 between	
court	elite	and	its	subjects	–	both	the	captains	Albuquerque	desired	to	control	and	




The	 understanding	 of	 a	 complex	 and	 composite	 court	 as	 those	 devised	 in	
Lisbon	or	Évora	was	not	likely	 in	the	mind	of	the	first	captains	of	Portuguese	India.	
However,	 the	 overseas	 court	 had	 to	 fulfil	 a	 more	 diversified	 role,	 serving	 as	 the	
setting	 where	 states	 met	 and	 “were	 forced	 to	 make	 sense	 of	 one	 another”.434	
Foreign	 ambassadors	 were	 received	 in	 courtly	 ceremonies	 and	 were	 expected	 to	













State	 ceremonial	 was	 the	 medium	 that	 externally	 communicated	 the	






















for	 Albuquerque	 to	 present	 himself	 as	 a	 serious	 contender	 for	 the	 leadership	 of	
Portuguese	India.		





	–	did	 the	Portuguese	develop	a	 idea	of	power	associated	 to	a	more	
permanent	 foundation.	 But	 the	 definition	 of	 Goa	 as	 capital	 city,	 or	 the	
circumscription	of	a	Portuguese	State	in	India,	did	not	occur	at	once.439	The	capital	of	
any	 state	 can	 be	 defined	 by	 the	 permanent	 presence	 of	 its	 sovereign	 and	 all	 the	
bureaucratic	 apparatus	 surrounding	 him.	 In	 a	 political	 entity	 subordinate	 to	 the	
sphere	of	a	kingdom,	such	as	the	State	of	 India,	the	centre	of	government	and	the	



































of	 the	 city;	 the	 second	 occurrence	was	 in	 Hormuz,	with	 the	 city’s	 intermediary,	 a	
Muslim	captain	of	a	ship	belonging	to	the	sultan	of	Gujarat.	On	both	occasions	the	
captain	 sat	 on	 the	 quarterdeck	 on	 a	 ‘rich	 chair’	 covered	with	 velvet	 cushions	 and	
golden	 furnishings,	placed	on	 top	of	 a	 carpet	with	another	 cushion	where	his	 feet	
rested.
443










worth	 from	 the	 way	 one	 is	 attired”.
446
	The	 awareness	 of	 a	 ‘stately	 manner’	 [de	
Estado]	 constrasts	 with	 the	 ‘celebration	 manner’	 [de	 festa]	 mentioned	 about	 a	
second	Hormuz	 encounter	with	 the	 ruler	 of	 the	 city.	 The	 choice	 of	words	may	 be	

















	CASTANHEDA	 1552,	 II,	 LIV,	 p.	 102:	 “E	 ele	 se	 pos	 destado	 pareles,	 porq	 os	 mouros	 daqlas	 partes	




concerned	 with	 the	 occasion	 more	 than	 the	 material	 features	 of	 the	 ceremony.	
However,	a	difference	can	be	noted	in	the	overall	attire	of	the	participants.	
In	 Qalhat	 Albuquerque	 wore	 “a	 brown	 velvet	 doublet	 and	 pants,	 and	 a	
crimson	velvet	French	gown	[roupa	francesa]	 lined	with	brown	satin;	in	his	head	he	
wore	a	bonnet	in	the	same	brown	velvet	on	top	of	a	gold	coif”.	The	captain	also	put	
on	 an	 enamelled	 gold	 collar	 in	which	 hung	 a	 gold	whistle.
447
	He	 did	 not	 carry	 any	
weapons	besides	the	estoc	placed	over	the	cushion,	but	was	surrounded	by	armed	
captains	 and	 fidalgos	 sitting	 on	 carpet-covered	 benches	 on	 the	 quarterdeck.	 In	
Hormuz,	 Albuquerque	 was	 armed	 with	 “brocaded	 cuirasses	 with	 bocetes448	and	 a	
thin	mail	 skirt,	 and	 a	 gold	 helmet”
449
	and	 he	 rose	 to	welcome	 the	Muslim	 captain	




Albuquerque’s	 attire	 was	 exclusively	 composed	 of	 European	 objects	 and	
clothing,	worn	in	a	European	fashion,	selected	among	his	personal	belongings.	Later	
when	 Albuquerque	 was	 received	 by	 the	 king	 of	 Hormuz	 in	 the	 cerame451,	 the	
                                                
447
	CASTANHEDA	1552,	 II,	 LIV,	p.	102:	 “...tinha	vestido	huu	gibão	de	veludo	pardo,	&	humas	calças	do	
mesmo,	&	huma	roupa	frãcesa	de	veludo	carmesim	forrada	de	cetim	pardo,	&	hua	gorra	na	cabeça	do	
mesmo	 veludo	 encima	 dhua	 coyfa	 de	 rede	 douro,	 &	 hu	 colar	 douro	 esmaltado	 em	 q	 tinha	
dependurado	hu	apito	tãbee	da	mesma	maneyra.”	
448
	BLUTEAU	1712	 [vol.	 2]	 describes	 “BOCETE,	Bocête.	 Couraças	de	brocado,	 com	Bocetes,	&	 Fralda".	










pé	 toda	armada;	&	estava	 com	 tanta	majestade	que	bee	 se	 sentio	no	 capitão	da	nao	meri	quando	





	“Afonso	 Dalboquerque	 levantandose	 com	 gasalhado	 o	 recebeo	&	 fez	 assentar	 a	 sua	 ilharga	 em	
huas	almofadas	de	seda.”	Before	this	deceitfully	warm	welcome	Albuquerque	had	specifically	ordered	
the	Meri	 captain	 to	 come	 into	 the	 ship	 from	 the	 side	 of	 the	 bombard	 carriages,	 so	 that	 he	 could	







governor	wore	 a	 ‘celebration	 attire’.	 Castanheda	 explains	 this	 to	 be	 a	 velvet	 satin	
french	gown	[roupa	francesa]	lined	with	tawny	satin,	a	crimson	velvet	doublet	over	a	
velvet	 shirt,	 an	 estoc	 hanging	 from	his	 belt,	 and	 scarlet	 pants	with	 crimson	 velvet	
shoes,	all	topped	by	a	crimson	velvet	bonnet	on	top	of	a	black	silk	coif.	The	somber	
colors	 used	 in	 the	 previous	 receptions	 (described	 as	 the	maneira	 de	 estado)	were	
replaced	with	a	much	more	colourful,	more	celebratory	display	maneira	de	festa).	A	
page	was	 beside	 Albuquerque	 dressed	 in	 the	 same	 colourful	manner,	 carrying	 his	
buckler.
452























hu	 estoq	 rico.	 E	 junto	 coele	 hu	 paje	 vestido	 do	mesmo	 que	 lhe	 levava	 hua	 adarga.	 	 Hião	 coele	 os	
capitães	da	frota,	&	assi	os	fidalgos	todos	cô	vestidos	ricos,	&	assi	hia	a	môr	parte	da	outra	gête”	
453









cõtracto	 jurado	 por	 elrey	 &	 seus	 governadores	 &	 por	 Afonso	 Dalboquerque,	 em	 hua	 ponte	 de	
madeira	tã	metida	dêtro	no	már	q	podésse	elrey	estar	nella	cõ	todo	aparáto	de	seu	estado,	&	Afonso	
Dalboquérque	em	os	seus	batées.	(...)	veo	elrey	a	esta	ponte	acõpanhado	de	Cóge	Atar,	Raez	Nordim,	
&	 de	 seus	 officiaes	 &	 mires	 de	 sua	 casa	 que	 sam	 os	 nóbres	 della,	 vestidos	 de	 fésta	 com	 todolos	









time:	 November	 1510	 to	 April	 1511,	 early	 1513,	 and	 from	 January	 to	 December	
1514.		
Castanheda	recalls	that	“it	was	a	beautiful	thing	to	see	all	those	ambassadors	
and	 how	 much	 they	 ennobled	 the	 city,	 making	 it	 feel	 as	 if	 a	 great	 court	 was	 in	






foreign	 courts	 and	 who	 would	 later	 incorporate	 and	 adapt	 ther	 knowledge	 to	
Portuguese	protocol.		
Up	to	1511,	 the	emphasis	of	Albuquerque’s	 receptions	seems	to	have	been	
placed	 on	military	 issues:	 the	 governor	made	 sure	 all	 ambassadors	 could	 see	 the	
fortresses	under	construction	and	the	Portuguese	military	equipment,	while	courtly	
ceremonial	was	kept	at	a	bare	minimum.	






The	 1513	 Persian	 ambassador	 was	 the	 second	 Safavid	 envoy	 Albuquerque	
met,	after	the	1510	encounter	in	Goa,	and	once	again	Albuquerque	did	not	properly	
receive	him.	This	was	both	due	to	the	ambassador’s	unpreparedness	–	he	intended	
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	CARITA	1995,	p.	22.	The	Sabaio	palace	was	abandoned	in	1554	during	the	government	of	D.	Pedro	










captain’s	 flagship.	 The	 implications	 of	 this	 choice	 are	 clear.	 Galleys	 were	 used	 in	






brocade	 cushions	 covered	 with	 crimson	 satin	 [almofadas	 de	 brocado	 forradas	 de	
cetim	carmesim].	 This	 appears	 to	have	been	a	 very	private	meeting,	 similar	 to	 the	
previous	receptions,	which	would	explain	 the	 lack	of	detail	provided	 in	Portuguese	
narratives.	The	only	other	men	present	were	Portuguese	captains,	the	clerk	and	the	
interpreter.	















	Gaspar	 Correia,	 writing	 during	 the	 first	 half	 of	 the	 sixteenth	 century,	 adds	 to	 his	 contemporary	
readers	 that	 that	was	 the	 fashion	of	Albuquerque’s	 time	 [com	pelote	e	 loba	aberta	 roçagante,	que	
então	se	costumavão].	
459




	CORREIA	 1860,	 pp.	 356-357:	 “...e	 se	 embarcou	 na	 galé	muito	 concertada	 à	 popa	 com	 alcatifas,	 e	
armada	de	 veludos	 de	Meca,	 com	os	 capitães	 vestidos	 louçãos,	 e	 o	 governador	 com	pelote	 e	 loba	
aberta	roçagante,	que	então	se	costumavão,	tudo	de	damasco	preto	barrado	de	veludo	preto,	e	na	
cabeça	uma	crispina	de	fio	de	ouro	e	preto,	e	em	cima	uma	grã	gorra	de	veludo	preto,	das	antigas,	e	
na	 cinta	um	cris	 de	ouro	e	pedraria	que	 valia	 15.000	 cruzados,	 e	 ao	pescoço	um	colar	de	 adobens	
grosso,	e	a	barba	branca	e	comprida	com	um	nó	nas	pontas,	com	que	tinha	muy	honrada	presença.	
(...)	 o	 qual	 [embaixador]	 entrando	 fez	 ao	 governador	 grande	 acatamento,	 o	 qual	 se	 alevantou,	 e	 o	
tomou	 pola	 mão	 e	 o	 assentou	 no	 banco	 da	 popa,	 onde	 ele	 estava	 assentado,	 recostado	 a	 umas	
almofadas	de	brocado	forradas	de	cetim	carmesim.	Em	pé	diante	do	governador	com	o	barrete	fora	
 101	
By	 1514	 Albuquerque	 had	 already	 gathered	 a	 significant	 amount	 of	
information	provided	by	his	envoys	to	Vijayanagara,	Gujarat,	and	Kerala.	In	that	year	






The	 two	most	 striking	and	complex	 receptions	coordinated	by	Albuquerque	
happened	in	1514	–	in	Goa,	to	an	ambassador	from	Vijayanagara	–	and	in	1515	–	in	
Hormuz,	 to	 a	 third	 Persian	 ambassador.	 The	 Goa	 reception	 is	 the	 only	 state	
ceremony	that	undoubtedly	took	place	in	the	Sabaio	palace	inside	the	city.		
In	 January	 1514	 an	 ambassador	 from	 Vijayanagara	 arrived	 bearing	 gifts.	
Albuquerque	gave	him	lodging	in	the	house	of	a	rich	Hindu	tanadar-mor,	Crisna,	who	
seems	 to	 have	 advised	 Albuquerque	 on	 the	 coordination	 of	 the	 celebration.	 It	
included	 a	 monumental	 parade	 to	 fetch	 the	 ambassador	 from	 Crisna’s	 house,	
featuring	more	 than	 one	 thousand	men	 and	 elephants,	 whose	 drivers	 carried	 the	
gifts:	 two	ankle	bracelets	and	 two	wrist	bracelets,	one	belt	 [arelhana]	with	a	neck	
jewel,	 a	 string	 of	 pearls,	 and	 a	 gold	 dagger	 [gemedar]	 set	 with	 gems,	 valued	 at	
50.000	pardaus	-	in	silver	plates.462		
                                                                                                                                      













arravalde,	 nas	 casas	 de	 Crisna	 hum	 gentio	 que	 era	 tanadar	 mór	 e	 justiça	 dos	 gentios,	 que	 tinha	
grandes	casas	(…)	e	ordenou	com	o	Crisna	o	dia	que	o	embaixador	lhe	avia	de	lecar	o	presente	com	
grandes	aparatos,	que	foy	por	esta	maneyra,	a	saber:	que	o	capitão	da	cidade,	com	toda	a	gente	de	
cavallo	 e	 com	 seus	 alabardeiros,	 trarião	 o	 embaixador;	 diante	 virião	 os	 naiques	 com	mil	 piães	 da	
terra,	 esgrimindo	 com	 suas	 armas,	 com	 seus	 atabaques	 e	 tangeres	 e	 trombetinhas,	 e	 detrás	 os	
alifantes	 todos	 em	 fo	 hum	 após	 outro,	 todos	 cobertos	 com	 alcatifas,	 e	 em	 cyma	 seus	 naires,	 que	
trazião	nas	mãos	bacios	de	prata	d’agoa	mãos	e	em	cyma	cada	hum	sua	peça,	que	erão	duas	manilhas	
dos	pés	e	duas	dos	braços,	e	huma	arelhana	com	huma	joya	pera	o	pescoço,	e	hum	fio	de	perolas,	e	





front	 of	 the	 palace	 a	 gun	 salute	was	 fired	 from	 the	 fort	 and	music	 (trumpets	 and	





reception	 room	was	 decorated	with	 tapestries	 on	 the	walls	 [muito	 bem	 armada],	
and	the	governor	was	sitting	on	a	crimson	velvet	chair	under	a	brocade	canopy,	with	










Because	 they	 were	 turning	 outside	 the	 city	 walls	 and	 reentering	 the	 city	
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	CORREIA	1860,	pp.	376-377:	“Com	a	qual	ordem	forão	ás	casas	do	Governador,	onde	estavão	com	


















da	 cadeira	 em	 que	 estava	 assentado,	 e	 esteve	 em	 pé,	 fazendolhe	 o	 embaixador	 grande	 çalema,	 e	
chegando	 mais	 perto	 tornou	 a	 fazer	 outra.	 Então	 o	 Governador	 deu	 hum	 passo,	 e	 tomou	 o	
embaixador	pola	mão,	o	qual	 lhe	apresentou	as	peças,	dizendo	que	ElRey	de	Bisnegá	como	grande	
amigo	lhe	mandava	aquellas	peças,	e	lhe	rogava	que	as	tomasse	como	amigo,	que	elle	com	sua	mão	
lhas	avia	de	 vestir.	 (....)	 Então	o	embaixador	 com	sua	mão	 lhe	pôs	ao	pescoço	 ‘arelhana	e	o	 fio	de	



























occasion.	 Its	walls	and	 floor	were	covered	with	 tapestries	and	the	governor’s	chair	
was	placed	on	top	of	the	three	steps.	Albuquerque	wore	a	black	damask	coat	[sayo]	
and	 gown	 [loba],	 with	 his	 necklace	 and	 gold	 kris,	 and	 “his	 beard	 very	 long	 and	
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	CORREIA	1860,	p.	378	“O	Governador	tinha	ordenados	a	gente	da	ordenança,	que	estavão	prestes	














	GÓIS	1949,	 III,	 121v:	 “ho	 reçebeo	em	hua	praça	publica	em	cadafalso	alto,	 em	 lugar	donde	elRei	
Dormuz	podia	ver	tudo,	de	hua	janella	dos	seus	Paços,	nas	quaes	vistas	deu	ho	Embaixador	a	Afonso	
Dalbuquerque	algus	presentes	pera	elRei	dom	Emanuel,	entre	os	quaes	vinha	esta	carapuça	que	eu	
mesmo	 tive	 na	 guardaroupa	 do	 dito	 senhor	 em	 meu	 poder,	 &	 assi	 outros	 parelle	 que	 reçebeo”;	
CORREIA	1860,	p.	423:	“Então	o	Governador	mandou	chamar	Miguel	Ferreira,	e	 lhe	disse	que	falasse	











Gaspar	 Correia,	 who	 witnessed	 the	 event.	 The	 parade	 started	 with	 trumpeters,	
followed	 by	 two	 hunting	 cheetahs	 riding	 on	 horses	with	 their	 handlers,	 four	well-
bred	 horses	 with	 their	 barding	 and	 caparisons,	men	 carrying	 pieces	 of	 cloth	 (first	
taffetas,	 then	 satins,	 damasks,	 and	 brocades,	 amounting	 to	 four-hundred	 pieces)	
who	walked	two	by	 two,	 two	men	carrying	silver	basins	 filled	with	 turquoises,	and	
other	men	 carrying	 a	 set	 of	 gold	 basin	 and	 ewer,	 a	 gold	 dagger	 and	wide-bladed	
sword	set	with	gems,	and	a	brocade	kaftan	belonging	to	Shah	Ismail	himself.	Behind	
the	gifts,	the	ambassador	entered	in	the	square	with	the	gilded	letter	from	the	Shah	
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	CORREIA	 1860,	 p.	 423:	 “Pera	 este	 recibimento	 foy	 feito	 hum	 estrado	 grande	 de	 tres	 degráos,	
paramentadas	 as	 paredes	 derrador	 com	 hum	 rico	 drosel;	 o	 estrado	 alcatifado,	 e	 o	 Governador	
assentado	em	cadeira	gornicida,	vestido	em	sayo	e	loba	de	damasco	preto,	e	seu	collar,	e	crís	d'ouro,	
como	 já	 disse,	 com	 sua	 barba	 grande	 comprida	muyto	 branca;	 ao	 redor	 do	 estrado	 os	 capitães	 e	














mil	 cruzados,	 e	 huma	 cabaia	 de	 brocado	 da	 propia	 pessoa	 do	 Xequesmael,	 muy	 rica;	 e	 atrás	 o	
embaixador	nobremente	vestido,	que	trazia	a	carta	do	Xequesmael	em	folha	d'ouro,	enrolada,	metida	
nas	voltas	da	touqa;	e	detrás	d'elle	Miguel	Ferreira,	com	dom	Gracia	e	Pero	d'Alboquerque;	e	detrás	









Gaspar	 Correia	 mentions	 how	 the	 ambassador	 took	 off	 his	 shoes	 before	
stepping	 on	 the	 carpeted	 dais,	 and	 how	 the	 governor,	 who	 sat	 atop	 the	 three-
stepped	platform,	rose	to	meet	him	on	the	second	step.	The	ambassador	made	his	
curtsey	by	touching	Albuquerque’s	right	hand	with	the	tip	of	his	fingers	and	kissing	
it,	 “which	 was	 the	 greatest	 curtsey	 he	 could	 have	 made”.	 The	 Safavid	 kissed	 the	




As	 was	 examined	 in	 the	 previous	 section,	 the	 ambassador	 proceeded	 by	
presenting	 the	kaftan	and	urging	Albuquerque	to	wear	 it	 together	with	 the	dagger	
and	wide-bladed	sword,	as	it	would	be	a	great	token	of	friendship	for	the	Shah,	but	
Albuquerque	“draped	the	kaftan	over	his	shoulders,	wrapped	its	sleeves	around	his	





city’s	 elite	 –	 could	 easily	 perceive	 the	 postures	 of	 subordination	 and	 superiority	




The	 convention	 of	 the	 robe	 of	 honor	 [khilat]	 had	 a	 long	 tradition	 in	 the	
                                                                                                                                      




fazer	 outra	 cortezia.	 Então	 o	Governador	 se	 levantou	 em	pé,	 e	 tendeo	 a	mão	 direita,	 a	 qual	 lhe	 o	
embaixador	toquou	com	as	pontas	dos	dedos,	com	que	foy	á	boca	e	beijou,	que	he	a	mór	cortezia	que	
se	 podia	 fazer,	 e	 então	 beijou	 a	 carta,	 e	 a	 pôs	 sobre	 a	 cabeça,	 e	 a	 deu	 ao	 Governador,	 e	 lhe	







bom	 amigo,	 que	 a	 vestisse	 e	 trouxesse	 com	 o	 traçado	 e	 adaga.	 O	 Governador,	 mostrando	muyto	
prazer,	tudo	tomou,	e	deitou	a	cabaia	sobre	sy,	abraçando	as	mangas	polo	pescoço,	e	pôs	o	treçado	e	
adaga	 com	 as	 cintas,	 dizendo	 ao	 embaixador	 que	 nom	 vestia	 a	 cabaia	 porque	 a	 nom	 podia	 vestir	
senão	Rey	como	elle,	mas	que	a	guardaria	e	mostraria	por	sua	grande	honra”	
 106	
Islamic	 and	 Hindu	 practices	 of	 gift	 exchange.
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	Despite	 that	 in	 later	 years	 the	practice	of	 receiving	a	
robe	 from	 a	 sultan	 came	 to	 be	 described	 as	 an	 exotic	 experience	 for	 European	
envoys,
	





Had	Albuquerque	 accepted	 the	 kaftan	 he,	 as	 a	 representative	 of	 a	 foreign	 power,	
would	 imply	 the	 symbolic	 acceptance	 of	 the	 sultan’s	 authority,	 but	 in	 draping	 it	
around	 his	 own	 neck	 while	 fabricating	 and	 acceptable	 excuse	 for	 not	 wearing	 it,	
Albuquerque	did	not	entirely	despise	the	gift	as	a	sign	of	allegiance.		




Court	 rituals	were	 the	privileged	medium	that	 internally	 communicated	 the	
hierarchy	 of	 the	 society.
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from	 the	 Red	 Sea	 in	 September	 1513	 and	 early	 1515.	 Correia’s	 portrayal	 should	
however	be	read	with	caution	since	his	intention	was	probably	to	inform	his	readers	
of	 the	 dissimilarities	 between	 the	 Goan	 and	 Lisbon	 lifestyles	 and	 on	 the	
idiossincrasies	of	the	governor,	therefore	not	being	comprehensive.	
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	About	the	tradition	of	the	khilat	in	pre-colonial	and	colonial	India	see	the	essays	in	GORDON	2003,	in	












Albuquerque	 used	 to	 wake	 up	 at	 dawn	 and	 go	 from	 the	 Sabaio	 palace	 to	
church	–	probably	Nossa	Senhora	da	Serra,	 the	chapel	he	commissioned	 in	1513	–	
with	 his	 personal	 guards	 carrying	 halberds.	 After	 mass,	 Albuquerque	 went	 to	
supervise	the	construction	work	in	the	fortress,	riding	alone	with	a	stick	[cana]	and	a	
straw	 hat	 [sombreiro	 palhete]. 478 	Horse	 riding	 was	 an	 exclusive	 practice	 of	













	He	 had	 his	 personal	 French	 chef,	 João	 da	 França,
482
	and	
accompanied	 all	 his	 meals	 with	 the	 sound	 of	 trumpets	 and	 kettledrums.
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	The	














	CORREIA	 1860,	 p.	 364.	 After	 attending	 Mass	 together	 with	 their	 men	 [gente	 de	 sua	 mesa],	 the	
















and	 several	 of	 his	 captains	 were	 poisoned	 by	 a	 displeased	 Portuguese	man.	 CORREIA	1860,	 p.	 397:	










	In	 March	 1515,	 upon	 his	 arrival	 to	 Hormuz,	 the	 governor	 received	
Miguel	 Ferreira	 aboard	 his	 ship	 and	 had	 a	 Flemish	 tapestry	 and	 all	 his	 silverware	
placed	on	the	sideboard	[copeira]	in	the	European	courtly	fashion.487	
On	Sunday,	the	governor’s	men	[homens	que	comiam	à	mesa	do	governador]	
wore	 their	 richest	 weapons	 and	 armour,	 covered	 themselves	 with	 silk	 capes	





weapons.	Weapons	 embodied	 a	 role	 in	 society	 that	was	 fully	 conditioned	by	 their	
many	uses,	from	luxury	object,	to	diplomatic	gift,	and	to	battle	instruments.	
Despite	 having	 a	 great	 number	 of	 rifles	 their	 use	was	 not	 yet	 widespread.	
Men	who	knew	how	to	handle	firearms	were	scarce,	as	the	recently	failed	attack	on	
Aden	 had	 made	 clear.	 To	 solve	 this	 shortage	 Albuquerque	 instituted	 a	 weekly	
shooting	 competition	on	Sundays	with	 the	 reward	of	a	half	arratel	 [c.	229,5	gr]	of	
gunpowder	and	one	cruzado.	He	further	determined	that	all	men	who	could	serve	as	
riflemen	would	also	be	paid	one	cruzado	each	month	and	be	certified	as	gunners.489	
In	 the	 afternoon,	 the	 governor	 and	 all	 captains	 and	 fidagos	 went	with	 the	 state’s	
horses	outside	the	city	to	practice	fighting	and	riding	in	the	Arab-style	saddles.	Twice	










	This	 appears	 to	 have	 been	 an	 amusement	 for	 them,	 as	 in	 the	 end	 the	men	who	 revealed	 their	
identities	were	invited	by	the	captain	to	his	table.	CORREIA	1860,	p.	363:	“E	tanto	trazião	os	homens	o	
ponto	 da	 honra	 e	 cavallaria,	 que	 todas	 suas	 gentelezas	 erão	 quem	 teria	 mais	 riqas	 armas,	 e	 ao	
domingo,	por	galantaria,	se	armavão	de	riqas	armas	e	cubertas	de	 jorneas	de	seda,	e	rebuçados	os	








onde	 elle	 tambem	 hia	 com	 seu	 pique	 ás	 costas	 metido	 antre	 todos,	 e	 quando	 se	 recolhia	 fazia	












Sundays	 in	 Goa	 were	 the	 days	 where	 the	 representative	 apparatus	 and	
ritualized	 pomp	 tended	 to	 be	 concentrated.	 Besides	 the	 shooting	 contest	 and	 the	
practices	of	 fighting	and	riding,	 the	naiques	–	 the	Hindu	captains	–	each	with	 two-
hundred	 armed	 men	 filled	 the	 square	 in	 front	 of	 the	 governor’s	 palace,	 playing	
trumpets	and	demonstrating	their	fighting	abilities.
493	
More	 than	 state	 ceremonials,	 the	 everyday	 apparatus	 surrounding	
Albuquerque	 would	 be	 distinctly	 foreign	 for	 any	 European	 observer.	 To	 fulfill	
pressing	 representational	 needs	 Albuquerque	 seems	 to	 have	 adopted	 some	 Asian	
customs	with	exceptional	facility,	always	placing	himself	at	the	centre	of	the	routine.	
OBJECTS	AND	IDENTITY	
There	 are	 clues	 that	 suggest	 Albuquerque	 chose	 to	 associate	 himself	 with	
specific	 types	 of	 objects	 during	 his	 term	as	 governor.	 Some	of	 those	objects	were	
premeditated	and	of	his	individual	choice,	while	others	resulted	from	the	initiative	of	
other	 people	 or	 from	 circumstances	 that	 Albuquerque	 manipulated	 to	 his	 own	





to	 construct	 his	 personal	 identity	 intertwined	 with	 the	 collective	 memory	 of	 the	
Portuguese.	









The	 kris	 and	 gold	 collar	 are	 frequently	 mentionned	 in	 the	 description	 of	
Albuquerque’s	 stately	 attire.	 Albuquerque	 had	 a	 precise	 understanding	 of	 what	 a	
Javanese	dagger	was	as	in	April	1512	he	wrote	to	Lisbon	describing	two	crises	as	“the	
daggers	 used	 by	 the	 Javanese,	 with	 golden	 sheaths	 and	 gems,	 with	 their	 handles	
made	 out	 of	 gold	 set	 with	 precious	 stones.”
494
	In	 spite	 of	 this	 perception,	 the	
Portuguese	 chroniclers	who	associated	 it	with	 the	governor	 could	use	 the	 term	 to	
broadly	 mean	 an	 Asian	 dagger.	 In	 1596	 Linschoten’s	 Dutch	 Itinerario	 would	 still	
describe	“the	daggers	made	 in	Minangkabau	which	they	call	crises	 in	 India	and	are	










	These	 pictures	 present	 a	 series	 of	 problems	 and	
cannot	 be	 trusted	 to	 depict	 his	 likeness	 since	 all	 of	 them	 were	 made	 after	
Albuquerque’s	death	and	the	most	paradigmatic	–	the	picture	of	the	former	Gallery	




However,	 the	 governor	was	 portrayed	 from	 life	 by	 several	 Persian	 painters	
during	the	last	year	of	his	life.	As	the	previous	section	recalled,	in	1513	a	servant	of	
the	 Persian	 ambassador	 portrayed	 the	 Portuguese	 governor	 and	 the	 picture	 was	









	The	 sixteenth-century	 portraits	 comprise	 the	 painting	 formerly	 in	 the	 Old	 Goa	 gallery	 of	 the	
viceroys	and	governors	of	Portuguese	India,	commissioned	by	D.	João	de	Castro	in	1547;	the	drawing	
in	 the	 ‘Lendas’	 by	 Gaspar	 Correia;	 and	 the	 painting	 in	 the	 ‘Livro	 de	 Lizuarte	 de	 Abreu’	 (c.	 1560).	
According	 to	 the	readings	of	REIS,	MATEUS	&	REIS	2015,	p.	227-228	 it	 is	 scholarly	agreed	that	“Gaspar	
Correia	 (d.	 1560)	 gave	 instructions	 to	 a	 local	 painter	 regarding	 the	 first	 portraits	 of	 the	 12	 rulers”	
before	 Castro	 in	 the	 gallery	 of	 the	 viceroys	 and	 governors,	 explaining	 why	 all	 sixteenth-century	















Goa	 in	 1510,	 and	Malacca	 in	 1511.
499
	In	 both	 cases	 this	was	 the	 first	money	 ever	
issued	 inside	 the	cities.	Through	the	correspondence	with	D.	Manuel	 it	 seems	that	
Albuquerque	planned	to	issue	coin	in	Hormuz	as	well,	in	1515,	but	the	task	could	not	
be	 finalized	due	to	 the	governor’s	health.	The	 first	coinage	does	not	seem	to	have	
been	 a	 long	 premeditated	 action.	 After	 the	 occupation	 of	 Goa	 in	 1510,	 a	 visiting	
Persian	 ambassador	 requested	permission	 to	 issue	 Persian	 coin;	 this	 request	 for	 a	
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	ALBUQUERQUE	1973,	IV,	297v:		“E	porque	a	fama	de	sua	pessoa	&	grãdezas,	corria	por	todas	aquellas	
partes,	&	 tinhã	 nova	 dos	 embaixadores	 que	 lho	 Xeque	 ismael	mandava	 (que	 elles	 aviam	 pola	mór	
cousa	do	mûdo)	mandavã	criados	seus,	q	lho	levassem	tirado	polo	natural”	
499
	Many	 studies	 have	 been	 produced	 concerning	 the	 so-called	 Indo-Portuguese	 numismatics;	 the	
most	relevant	are	CUNHA	1883,	PERES	1924,	PERES	1959,	PERES	1960,	and	THOMAZ	1994,	pp.	327-343	
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	According	 to	Castanheda,	 there	were	 in	Goa	silver	esferas	and	meias	esferas,	 gold	manueis,	 and	
copper	leais,	all	with	the	Christ	Cross	and	D.	Manuel’s	insigna,	the	Sphere	(CASTANHEDA	1552,	III,	XLVII,	
p.	 95).	 The	Malacca	 coin	 should	have	been	 tin	dinheiros,	 soldos	 and	 bastardos,	 gold	catholicos	and	
silver	malaques	 (CASTANHEDA	1552,	 III,	 LXI,	 p.	 129)	 and,	 Góis	 stresses,	 they	were	 stamped	with	 the	
Portuguese	 stamp	 and	 insignia.	 (GÓIS	 1949,	 III,	 p.	 41:	 “todos	 cunhados	 do	 cunho,	 &	 armas	 destes	
regnos”)	
 112	
However,	 Albuquerque	 did	 not	 identify	 himself	 with	 the	 coinage	 merely	
because	 he	 was	 its	 promoter.	 According	 to	 Gaspar	 Correia	 –	 perhaps	 the	 most	
problematic	 of	 the	 great	 sixteenth-century	 chroniclers	 –	Albuquerque	 had	 insisted	
on	placing	his	personal	insignia	over	one	side	of	the	coin.	Correia	describes	the	Goan	


















catolica,	 with	 the	 image	 of	 a	 crowned	 king	 holding	 a	 sword	 surrounded	 by	 the	
inscription	 “COM	 ESTA	 CONQUISTADA	 E	 GANHADA“	 (‘with	 this	 [sword?]	 [Malacca	
was]	 conquered	 and	 won’)	 on	 the	 obverse	 and	 the	 Portuguese	 quinas	 (five	
escutcheons	with	 five	 bezants	 each)	 surrounded	 by	 the	 inscription	 “GLORIA	 PARA	
SEMPRE	MEMORIA”	(‘glory	[is]	forever	memory’)	on	the	reverse;	and	a	coin	with	half	
the	 value	 of	 the	 catolica,	 called	meos	 catolicos	with	 the	 armillary	 sphere	 and	 the	
inscription	“ESPERA	EM	DEOS	PERA	MAIS”	(‘wait	[espera	=	wait	/	sphere]	in	God	for	







	CORREIA	1860,	 p.	 77:	 “E	 tendo	 assy	 feitas	 estas	moedas,	 todo	 visto	 e	 justificado	 com	o	 Timoja	 e	
Cogebequi,	 e	 os	 principaes	 e	 antigos	 da	 cidade,	 toda	 ouverão	 por	 muy	 boa.	 Então	 ámostrou	 aos	
capitães,	que	a	todos	pareceo	muyto	bem,	indaque	alguns	murmurarão	contra	a	lettra	do	A,	que	era	








Albuquerque’s	 association	 with	 the	 Portuguese	 political	 program	 is	 at	 the	
same	time	clearly	explicit	and	very	ambiguous	in	the	conception	of	the	images	and	
the	inscriptions	they	illustrate.	Although	it	is	humble,	because	Albuquerque	puts	his	
name	together	with	 the	admission	of	being	a	 slave	 (of	God	and	of	D.	Manuel),	his	
insignia	is	parallel	to	the	king’s.	
The	 attempt	 to	 produce	 a	 common	 currency	 was	 a	 clear	 sign	 of	 political	
independence	 from	 the	 Portuguese	 governor,	 much	 in	 the	 same	 way	 as	 it	 was	
practiced	 in	 contemporary	 Italy.
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	However,	 the	 validity	 of	 Correia’s	 assertions	
cannot	be	verified	and	is	not	corroborated	by	any	other	account.	The	exception	is	a	







celebratory	 character,	 as	 the	 various	 competing	 currencies	 operating	 across	 the	
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quinas,	 e	 letras	 derrador	 que	 dizião,	 GLORIA	 PERA	 SEMPRE	 MEMORIA.	 A	 esta	 moeda	 pôs	 nome	
catolica,	e	d’esta	fez	meos	catolicos	de	preço	de	quinhentos	e	vinte	reaes,	a	que	pôs	de	huma	parte	a	
espera	com	letras	que	dizião,	ESPERA	EM	DEOS	PERA	MAIS,	e	da	outra	banda	o	A	grego,	e	letras	que	














own	 program	 of	 individuality.	 By	 the	 same	 token,	 Albuquerque	would	 send	 Asian	
objects	 to	 Portugal,	 which	would	 intercede	 for	 his	 immediate	 interests	 as	 well	 as	
ensure	that	he	would	be	remembered.	In	fact,	as	soon	as	1511	–	after	the	capture	of	
Malacca	 –	 Albuquerque	 adopted	 the	 title	 of	 ‘captain-general	 and	 governor	 of	 the	
Indies	and	Persia,	 and	 the	kingdom	and	 lordship	of	Hormuz,	and	 the	kingdom	and	
lordship	 of	 Goa,	 and	 the	 kingdom	 and	 lordship	 of	 Malacca	 in	 the	 name	 of	 our	
king’.
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direct	 actions	 can	 be	 traced	 in	 a	 number	 of	 episodes,	 which	 can	 be	 systematised	
under	three	main	categories:	religious	donations,	gifts	to	the	royal	family,	and	gifts	
to	 others.	 These	 shipments	 can	 be	 traced	 through	 receipts	 and	 letters	 where	
Albuquerque	mentioned	his	 intention	of	 sending	 specific	 articles	 together	with	his	
writings,	as	well	as	 from	chronicles	 that	 recall	 the	objects’	 reception	 in	Lisbon	and	
from	mentions	in	the	governor’s	testament.	Albuquerque’s	testament	was	written	in	






dos	 Francos,	 Nossa	 Senhora	 da	 Conceição	 in	 Atouguia,	 Santo	 Agostinho	 da	Graça,	
Nossa	Senhora	do	Cabo,	Nossa	Senhora	da	Ajuda,	Nossa	Senhora	da	Merceana	and	
Nossa	 Senhora	 da	 Pena),	 Bom	 Jesus	 de	 São	 Domingos	 de	 Lisboa,	 and	 Senhor	 de	
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	“Capitão-mor	 e	 governador	 das	 Índias	 e	 Pérsia	 e	 do	 reino	 e	 senhorio	 de	 Ormuz,	 e	 do	 reino	 e	
senhorio	de	Goa,	e	do	reino	e	senhorio	de	Malaca	por	el-rei	Nosso	Senhor”	see	BAIÃO	1913,	p.	63.	
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the	 sole	 explanation	 for	 the	 shipment	 of	 precious	 articles	 to	 Portugal.	 An	
investigation	on	Albuquerque’s	friendship	network	reveals	how	much	the	nature	of	
his	interpersonal	relations	had	an	influence	on	who	the	governor	sent	what.	For	the	




One	 of	 Albuquerque’s	 memorialistic	 estrategies	 consisted	 in	 the	 direct	
approach	to	the	(literal)	writers	of	his	memory:	the	chroniclers.	João	de	Barros	in	his	
mid-sixteenth	 century	 narrative	 denounced	 Albuquerque’s	 practice	 of	 offering	
incentives	 to	 the	 royal	 chronicler	 [cronista-mor],	 Rui	 de	 Pina,	 so	 he	 would	 write	




sent	 to	 Rui	 de	 Pina	 (royal	 chronicler	 of	 this	 kingdom),	 as	 I	 have	 read	 in	 letters	 he	
[Albuquerque]	 wrote,	 did	 nor	 serve	 the	 memory	 he	 wanted	 to	 build	 but	 rather	
disappear,	the	lions	in	the	lowlands	of	Aru,	and	the	rings	in	Rui	de	Pina’s	oblivion.	And	it	




these	accounts.	And	since	 I	have	 to	bear	 their	 ingratitude,	 I	 cannot	decide	whether	 it	
would	 have	 been	 fairer	 to	 leave	 the	 lions	 and	 the	 rings	 in	 the	 hands	 of	 those	 who	
profited	from	them.	However	–	because	the	dead	cannot	be	blamed,	and	those	who	are	
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[uma	vestimenta	de	 seda	e	um	cálice	de	prata],	da	Ajuda	 [uma	vestimenta	de	 seda	e	um	cálice	de	
prata],	da	Merceana	[uma	vestimenta	de	seda	e	um	cálice	de	prata],	da	Pena	em	Cintra	[uma	cabeça	
de	prata];	ao	Bom	Jesus	de	S.	Domingos	de	Lisboa	[30	xerafins	de	panos	de	seda,	que	manda	comprar	
na	 India	para	paramentos	do	altar],	ao	Senhor	de	Matosinhos	 (Crucifixo	de	Bouças)	 [30	xerafins	de	







rings.	 And	 from	 these	 lions,	 and	 rings,	 and	 all	 that	 was	 consigned	 to	 oblivion	 by	my	





Barros’	writings	 contaminated	 both	 the	memory	 of	 Albuquerque	 and	 Rui	 de	
Pina,	 who	 has	 since	 been	 regarded	 as	 a	 corrupt	 and	 discredited	 chronicler	 of	 the	
Portuguese	 history.	 But,	 as	 Barros	 predicted,	 in	 time	 Albuquerque’s	 deeds	 would	









be	placed	under	 his	 tomb.	According	 to	Gaspar	 Correia,	 the	metal	 lions	may	have	
had	precious	 gems	placed	over	 their	 eyes	 and	mouth,	 although	 that	 seems	not	 to	
have	 been	 the	 case	 as	 there	 is	 not	 any	 other	 mention	 in	 coeval	 descriptions	 to	
precious	 stones.	 The	 intention	 however	 may	 have	 been	 part	 of	 Albuquerque’s	
practices	of	enhancement	of	Asian	objects.	










algum	 prémio	 que	 me	 obrigára	 sofrer	 os	 trabálhos	 desta	 escriptura,	 que	 segundo	 me	 carrega	 a	




























1565	Albuquerque’s	 remains	were	 transferred	 to	 his	 family’s	mausoleum	 in	Nossa	















THE	 CONSTRUCTION	 OF	 THE	 FORT	 OF	 COCHIN,	 FOUGHT	 IN	 CALICUT	 WHERE	 HE	 REACHED	 THE	 KING’S	
HOUSES,	 FOUGHT	 IN	 ADEN,	 WAS	 THE	 FIRST	 CAPTAIN	 TO	 ENTER	 THE	 RED	 SEA	 UP	 TO	 KAMARAN,	 AND	
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	See	 the	 discussion	 on	 the	 fortune	 of	 Albuquerque’s	 tomb	 and	 the	 discovery	 of	 the	monument	
today	in	the	Sociedade	de	Geografia	de	Lisboa,	in	Lisbon,	in	the	late	19th	century	in	GONÇALVES	1896	
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1ª	FACE	 2ª	FACE	 3ª	FACE	 4ª	FACE	
AQUI	IAZ	O	MVITO	MA	 (N)IFICO	SENHOR	☐	Aº	DALBVQVERQ(E)	 FILHO	DE	GONÇALO	 DE	ALBOQVERQVE	E	DE	DONA	LIANOR	DE	MENE	
SES	SEGVNDO	CAPITAM	 (M)OR	DA	YMDIA	☐	ESFORCADO	CA	 VALRO	QUE	NESTA(S)	 PARTES	FEZ	ASINADOS	SERVICOS	A	ELREI	DOM	
MANVEL	SEV	SENHOR	 (Q)VE	O	CA	MAN	☐	DOV	DAM	ESTE(S)	 GANHOU	ESTA	CIDADE	 AOS	MOVROS	DVAS	VEZES	POR	FORCA	DAR	
MAS	E	DA	SEGVNDA	A	 (S)OSTEVE	E	DEFE	☐	DO	GANHOV	O	(R)	 EINO	DORMUZ	GANH	 OV	O	REINO	DE	MALACA	FOI	EM	AIVDA	DO	FAZI	
MENTO	DA	FORTALEZA	 (Z)A	DE	COCHIM	D	☐	EV	EM	CALECV(T)	 CHEGOV	AS	CASAS	DEL	 REI	DEV	COMBATE	EM	ADEM	FOI	O	PRRMEIRO	CA	
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At	 the	centre	of	 the	second	 long	side	there	 is	a	scraped	area	of	38	by	32	cm	
where	 Albuquerque’s	 coat	 of	 arms	 may	 have	 been	 placed,	 which	 –	 according	 to	





Albuquerque	 was	 not	 merely	 concerned	 with	 his	 earthly	 memory.	 The	
afterlife	and	the	intercessory	power	of	religious	figures	on	his	behalf	were	rewarded	
with	material	objects	offered	by	the	governor.		
The	most	 emblematic	 instance	 of	 divine	 intervention	 in	 Albuquerque’s	 life	
was	 recorded	 during	 the	 siege	 of	 Benastarim	 in	 1512.	 The	 accounts	 differ	 on	
whether	he	was	in	fact	hit	or	merely	present	and	apprehensive	for	his	own	life	after	
witnessing	 a	 man	 being	 killed	 by	 a	 cannonball.	 In	 Castanheda’s	 version,	 as	
Albuquerque	was	 being	 hit	 on	 his	 chest	 by	 the	 projectile,	 he	 invoked	Our	 Lady	 of	
Guadalupe	 and	was	 simply	 knocked	 down.	However,	 according	 to	 other	 accounts,	





the	 cannonball,	 which	 would	 later	 be	 sent	 to	 the	 monastery	 of	 Santa	 María	 de	
Guadalupe	with	1.000	cruzados	in	alms.523	Brás	adds	that	his	father’s	instructions	for	
                                                                                                                                      
PITAM	QVE	EMTROV	O	 (M)AR	ROXO	TE	CA	☐	MARAM	PELEIO(V)	 OVTRAS	VEZES	POR	SE	 RVICO	DE	SEO	REI	COMA	LEAL	VASALO	QVE	ERA	


















congruent	 with	 the	 notices	 known	 of	 his	 testament.
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Our	 Lady	 of	 Guadalupe	 was	 the	 traditional	 patroness	 of	 navigators	 and	
traditionally	 received	 pious	 donations	 after	 successful	 journeys.
526
	This	 tangible	
reality	 evoked	 the	 memory	 of	 Albuqueque’s	 divine	 protection	 and	 his	 deeds.	 In	














                                                                                                                                      
com	 que	 ardesse	 pera	 sempre	 hua	 alampada	 diante	 da	 imagem	 de	 nossa	 senhora,	 &	 està	 esta	
alampada	antre	as	alampadas	dos	reys.	E	os	frades	do	mosteyro	de	nossa	senhora	de	goadalupe	tem	


















	AZEVEDO	 1903b	 ,	 pp.	 336-339;	 VITERBO	1904,	 p.	 7:	 “Na	 era	 de	 b
c
	 e	 xb	Aos	 xxb	 dias	 de	 novembro	
trouxeeram	a	este	convento	hu	bordam	e	hua	vieira	e	huas	contas	tudo	douro	as	quais	peças	madou	
afonso	dalboquerque	da	India	pera	ho	noso	patrã	Santiaguo	as	quajs	hos	freires	e	crelliguos	da	villa	co	




cavaleiro	 da	 sua	ordem,	nam	 se	 esqueceo	deste	 favor	 q	 delle	 reçebeo,	&	mandou	 ao	 convento	de	
Palmela	 hu	 bordam	 de	 seys	 palmos	 de	 comprido	 da	 grosura	 de	 hua	 lança	 delgada,	 todo	 forrado	
douro,	 lavrado	de	tauxia,	&	a	cabeça	do	bordam	com	perlas	&	rubis	&	hum	ramal	de	contas	douro	
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leather	 said	 to	 be	 from	 the	 animal	 that	 produces	 musk,	 sent	 by	 Afonso	 de	
Albuquerque”.
532
	However,	 from	 the	 governor’s	 letters	 to	 the	 king	 it	 is	 known	 he	
sent	 a	 sizeable	 amount	 of	 Asian	 articles	 and	 a	 complete	 survey	 on	 all	 the	 objects	
effectively	arrived	in	Lisbon	would	be	a	long-winded	project	on	itself.	Apart	from	the	
diplomatic	 gifts	mentioned	 in	 earlier	 chapters	 –	 which,	 as	 we	 have	 seen,	 were	 in	
most	 cases	 sent	 to	 the	 king	 –	were	 also	 shipped	personal	 gifts	 and	 commissioned	
goods.	
As	early	as	1508,	after	the	signature	of	the	contract	of	vassalage	with	the	king	
of	 Hormuz,	 Albuquerque	 shipped	 objects	 to	 Lisbon.	 The	 Hormuzian	 king	 gave	 the	
governor	two	copies	of	his	part	of	the	contract,	one	written	 in	Farsi	on	paper	with	

















roxo	 cortydas	 que	 diz	 que	 sam	 das	 alymaryas	 em	 que	 naçe	 o	 almyzcare,	 que	 mandou	 Afonso	
d’Alboquerque”	
 121	
bestowed	on	Albuquerque	 inside	a	 silver	 casket.	 In	 return,	 the	Portuguese	captain	




Together	 with	 the	 casket	 with	 the	 golden	 contract,	 other	 objects	 sent	 to	
Lisbon	on	the	occasion	include	two	large	pearls	handed	over	as	part	of	the	tribute	to	






After	 the	 1510	 conquest	 of	 Goa	 a	 metal	 crucifix	 was	 found	 buried	 under	
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	GÓIS	1949,	II,	56v:	“Destes,	&	doutros	artigos	contheudos	nas	ditas	capitulações,	se	fezeram	duas	
patentes,	 hua	 scripta	 em	 papel	 com	 letras	 douro,	 &	 pontos	 azues,	 em	 língoa	 Persia,	 pera	 ficar	 á	
Afonso	dalbuquerque,	&	outra	em	lingoa	Arabia	pera	mandar	a	elrei	dom	Emanuel,	&	esta	era	de	hua	


















que	houvera	de	Cojeatar,	 em	desconto	dalgua	parte	 das	 pareas	 que	 elRei	 d	Ormuz	 era	 obrigado	 a	
pagar	 cadano,	 &	 quatro	 Persio	mançebos	 nobres,	 frécheiros,	 que	 captivára	 em	 Ormuz:	 hos	 quaes	
dous	capitães	se	perdéram,	sem	nuqua	se	delles	saber	novas”	
535
	GÓIS	 1949,	 III,	 6v.	 Sylvie	 Deswarte	 has	 suggested	 that	 the	 comparisons	 between	 Indian	 and	
European	 architectures	 drawn	 by	 sixteenth	 century	 Portuguese	 writers	 such	 as	 João	 de	 Barros,	




In	 1512,	 from	 Mamale,	 then	 the	 ruler	 of	 Cannanore,
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	Albuquerque	 was	




the	 great	 treasures	 received	 in	 Lisbon	 in	 January	 1513	with	 the	 fleet	 arrived	 from	





































































In	 1512,	 before	 departing	 to	 the	 Red	 Sea,	 Albuquerque	 dispatched	 to	 D.	
Maria	one	large	ruby,	together	with	three	gold	bowls,	and	bracelets	set	with	stones	
he	had	received	 from	the	mother	of	 the	Siamese	king.	To	 this	 the	governor	added	
“some	 leather	pouches	to	cool	water,	very	valuable,	because	the	 leather	 is	 tanned	
with	a	very	expensive	compound	and	they	have	a	very	faint	odor,”	and	two	pieces	of	








	We	 wait	 for	 Alexandra	 Pelúcia’s	 soon-to-be	 published	 biography	 of	 Afonso	 de	 Albuquerque	 to	
uncover	 the	 nuances	 of	 the	 curious	 relationship	 between	 Albuquerque	 and	 D.	 Maria.	 A	 recent	
biography	 of	 this	 queen,	 together	 in	 the	 same	 volume	with	 those	 of	 the	 two	 other	 consorts	 of	 D.	
Manuel,	 avoids	 this	 topic	 altogether	 (COMBET	&	 SÁ	 2012).	 For	 a	 short	 (but	 deserved)	 note	 on	 the	
political	influence	played	by	queen	D.	Maria	see	PELÚCIA	2004,	pp.	290-292.	
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	CASTANHEDA	1552,	XLV,	p.	86:	“mandou	 lhe	 [a	Nuno	Vaz]	hu	 regimento	em	que	 lhe	mandava	que	
das	moças	q	tomara	em	Goa	a	primeyra	vez,	que	estavão	em	Cochi	como	disse,	tomasse	vinte	quatro	
que	 logo	 hião	 nomeadas,	 &	 as	 repartisse	 por	 tres	 capitães	 dos	 que	 avião	 dir	 pera	 o	 reyno,	 q	 erã	

















–	 and	 the	 king’s	 sister	 –	 also	 named	 D.	 Isabel,	 duchess	 of	 Bragança	 –	 were	




Among	 the	 articles	 received	 in	 Lisbon	 some	 have	 clearly	 had	 an	 enduring	
impact	 on	 the	 Portuguese	 modes	 of	 production	 and	 consumption	 of	 material	











Some	of	 the	animals	 received	 from	the	Asian	potentates	–	 including	one	of	
the	 four	 elephants	D.	Manuel	 had,	 a	 cheetah,	 and	 a	 rhinoceros	 –	were	 converted	
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	CASTANHEDA	1552,	III,	p.	200:	“escreveo	ho	governador	a	elrey	seu	señor	a	vitoria	de	Malaca	&	ho	























into	gifts	 fit	 for	 the	Pope.
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It	 is	 from	the	 time	of	Albuquerque’s	government	 that	 can	be	 identified	 the	
oldest	documented	European-based	objects	commissioned	by	the	Portuguese	to	an	




have	 produced	 an	 effect	 on	 the	 Portuguese,	 since	 as	 early	 as	 1518	 an	 Indian	




The	 most	 significant	 long-term	 effect	 produced	 by	 Asia	 in	 the	 Portuguese	
engagement	 with	 its	 material	 culture	 seems	 to	 have	 been	 on	 the	 practices	 of	
consumption.	 More	 than	 the	 religious	 dimension	 of	 consumption,	 its	 diplomatic	
scope	 provided	 a	 common	 basis	 that	 served	 as	 a	 translation	 mechanism,	 since	 it	
provided	 an	 equivalence	 that	 made	 sense	 for	 both	 parts.
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	Gifts	 rarely	 failed	 to	
please	the	Portuguese,	as	Albuquerque	himself	acknowledged:	“with	their	presents	
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	Curiously,	in	1515	Albuquerque	also	converted	the	Persian	gift	of	two	cheetahs	into	a	gift	for	the	




navegações	 da	 India	 mãdou	 per	 elle	 hum	 presente,	 em	 q	 entrava	 hua	 capa,	 manto	 almategas,	 &	
frontal	de	brocado	de	peso,	todo	borlado,	&	guarnecido	d	perlas,	&	pedraria	de	muito	preço,	a	cousa	










	MITTER	 1977,	 p.	 30.	 Asian	 material	 culture	 when	 stripped	 of	 its	 religious	 contents	 (or	 at	 least	
perceived	 as	 such)	 did	 not	 present	 problems	 of	 assimilation.	 The	 importance	 of	 the	 religious	






Gift	 giving	 persisted	 as	 a	 register	 with	 its	 own	 rules.
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	The	 inequality	 of	
exchange	 between	 Asians	 and	 Portuguese	 that	 had	 become	 apparent	 in	 the	 first	
years	of	the	century	was	evened	by	the	progressive	awareness	of	the	other’s	values	
and	 valuables.	 While	 the	 Portuguese	 provided	 new	 technologies	 –	 mostly	 in	











individualistic	 style	 in	 local	 administration.	 His	 choices	 depended	 upon	 his	











Asian	material	 culture,	 for	 both	 internal	 consumption	 (inside	 Asia)	 and	 abroad	 (in	
Portugal).	 Between	 1498,	 when	 Vasco	 da	 Gama	 first	 arrived	 in	 Calicut,	 and	 1505,	
when	D.	Francisco	de	Almeida	departed	to	Asia	carrying	a	regimento	as	first	viceroy	
of	 Portuguese	 India,	 the	 Portuguese	 did	 not	 reveal	 a	 particular	 interest	 for	 Asian	
material	culture.	In	fact,	they	knew	artifacts	could	be	dangerous,	and	the	interaction	
with	 the	 rich	 potentates	 could	 originate	 asymmetrical	 situations	 where	 the	
Portuguese	 could	 not	 reciprocate	 in	 equal	 terms.	 A	 clear	 indication	 of	 this	 is	 the	




                                                
1	CAA,	II,	p.	326	and	chapter	II.2.2	of	this	thesis.	
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objects	 to	 the	sultan	of	Malacca.2	Still,	 the	 regimento	consigned	 to	Sequeira	noted	
that	he	should	give	the	presents	as	if	they	were	his	own	and	not	from	the	king.3		
Later,	when	Albuquerque	 took	Almeida’s	position,	 he	broke	 the	non-gifting	
decree	and	started	an	intense	movement	of	gifting	of	Asian	objects	to	Portugal	and	
inside	 Asia.	 The	 first	 gift	 Albuquerque	 bestowed	 without	 the	 advice	 or	 provision	
from	 D.	 Manuel	 dates	 from	 1511,	 when	 the	 governor	 sent	 to	 Siam	 his	 second	
ambassador,	 Simão	 de	 Miranda	 de	 Azevedo.	 According	 to	 Gaspar	 Correia,	 the	
present	was	 instigated	by	some	Portuguese	captains	who	advised	 that	 the	mission	
“should	 not	 be	 so	 simple,	 and	 should	 include	 gifts,	 which	 was	 customary	 among	
these	people”.4	The	present	included	at	least	three	cloths	of	arms	that	had	belonged	
to	 the	 sultan	 of	Malacca,5	which	 is	 the	 first	 recorded	 instance	 of	 an	 Asian	 object	
being	 translated	 as	 a	 Portuguese	 diplomatic	 gift	 to	 be	 offered	 to	 another	 Asian	
potentate.	 Up	 to	 then	 the	 “things	 from	 [one’s]	 land”	 were	 the	 preferred	 type	 of	
objects	 (or	 technologies)	 to	 be	 offered,	 and	 remain	 one	 of	 the	 frequent	 requests	
made	by	Albuquerque	to	foreign	rulers	and	conversely.6	
The	year	1511	and	the	experience	gathered	in	Southeast	Asia	seem	to	have	
transformed	 Albuquerque’s	 habits	 of	 consumption.	 The	 intense	 exchange	 of	
ambassadors	and	objects	expanded	up	to	1513,	when	at	the	same	time	Albuquerque	
was	faced	with	an	increasingly	disinterested	Portuguese	court.	After	the	failed	attack	
to	Aden,	he	wrote	 to	D.	Manuel	complaining	about	 the	decline	 in	 the	shipment	of	
precious	articles	from	Portugal.	However,	despite	the	reduced	number	of	European	
















Safavid	 ambassador,	who	 carried	 a	 precious	 gift	 (including	 a	 khilat	 from	 the	 Shah	
personally	 granted	 to	 Albuquerque)	 and	who	was	 returned	with	 a	 ‘countergift’	 of	
objects	made	in	India	in	the	Portuguese	(and	possibly	also	local)	fashion.		
Albuquerque	 also	 seldom	 failed	 to	 remember	 that	 he	 was	 the	 official	
representative	of	the	Portuguese	king	inside	Asia.	The	need	for	a	clear	public	display	
of	his	authority	had	to	be	conveyed	both	to	foreign	courts	and	societies,	and	to	his	
hierarchical	 subordinates.	 This	 communication	 was	 achieved	 in	 series	 of	
progressively	 more	 complex	 receptions	 –	 where	 the	 material	 environment	 was	
carefully	manipulated	–	and	through	daily	court	rituals	–	where	he	assimilated	both	
local	and	Portuguese	traditions.	Albuquerque	also	chose	to	associate	himself	and	his	
memory	with	 specific	 types	of	objects	during	his	 term	as	governor.	 Some	of	 these	
objects	have	been	identified,	such	as	his	old-fashioned	dark	attire,	his	kris	and	gold	
collar,	and	the	coinage	he	minted	with	his	insignia.	
Afonso	 de	 Albuquerque	 boasted	 of	 sending	 to	 Portugal	 all	 the	 gifts	 he	
received	 in	 the	 name	 of	 the	 king,	 without	 taking	 anything	 for	 himself.	 In	 fact,	 he	
often	intervened	in	some	of	the	articles	he	knew	would	be	sent	to	Portugal	before	
dispatching	 them. 7 	However,	 Albuquerque	 was	 also	 concerned	 with	 his	 own	
program	 of	 individuality	 and	 frequently	 sent	 Asian	 objects	 to	 intercede	 for	 his	
immediate	 and	 future	 interests	 in	 Portugal.	 From	 these,	 those	 identified	 include	 a	
ring	set	with	a	diamond	sent	to	a	Portuguese	chronicler,	Rui	de	Pina,	Albuquerque’s	
tomb	 in	 Goa,	 and	 gifts	 to	 the	 monastery	 of	 Santa	 Maria	 de	 Guadalupe,	 among	
others.	
Between	 1509	 and	 1515	 the	 Portuguese	 developed	 an	 interest	 for	 Asian	
objects	 that	 was	 previously	 unknown.	 While	 earlier	 experiences	 framed	 Asian	
material	 culture	 inside	 the	European	worldview,	 that	 same	material	 culture	would	
come	 to	 be	 developed	 into	 a	 more	 encompassing	 practical	 view.	 However,	 the	
generally	 accepted	 practical	 concerns	 of	 convenience	 as	 the	 foundation	 for	 an	
interest	in	Asian	material	culture	are	an	insufficient	argument	to	explain	why	these	
                                                
7	CAA,	I,	p.	317	 
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objects	 would	 later	 in	 the	 sixteenth	 century	 be	 widespread	 in	 Lisbon.	 As	
Albuquerque	 updated	 his	 knowledge	 on	 the	 potential	 of	 Asian	 objects	 and	 new	
practices	 of	 consumption	 (such	 as	 diplomatic	 gift-giving)	 he	 moved	 towards	 the	
creation	of	a	common	point	of	valuation	between	Europeans	and	Asians:	the	matter	
of	the	artifacts.	As	has	been	proven	by	Ulinka	Rublack,	matter	was	not	a	trivial	issue,	
and	 the	 substance	 of	 which	 any	 object	 was	 composed	 was	 the	 fundamental	




and	 its	 consumption	 shaped	 the	 outcome	 rather	 than	 just	 merely	 illustrating	
encounters	 of	 Portugal	 and	 Asia.	 But	 the	 answers	 reached	 remain	 challenging.	
Objects	played	a	role	 in	 initiating	and	controlling	social	relations	 in	early	sixteenth-
century	 Asia,	 but	 what	 we	 do	 know	 of	 them	 is	 surely	 limited	 by	 the	 remaining	
written	 records.	 How	 much	 of	 what	 was	 projected	 and	 intended	 was	 actually	
achieved	by	 the	workmanship?	How	was	 the	geopolitical	 character	 (Portuguese	or	
Islamic,	 Persian,	 Hindu…)	 of	 the	 objects	 perceived	 by	 the	 different	men	 involved?	
What	 changed	 in	 the	 function,	 the	 adornment,	 the	 usage,	 and	 the	 shape	 of	 the	
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krot	 vnd	 van	 dicken	 schaln	 überleg	 fast	 fest	 vnd	 ist	 in	 d[e]r	 gros	 als	 ein	
helffant	 aber	 nÿdrer	 vnd	 ist	 des	 helfantz	 tott	 feint	 es	 hat	 for[n]	 awff	 der	
nasen	ein	 starck	 scharff	 hore[n]	und	 so	dz	 tir	 an	helfant	Kumt	mit	 jm	 zw	
fechten	so	hat	es	for	albeg	sein	/	hore[n]	an	den	steinen	scharbff	gewestzt	
vnd	lauff	dem	helfant	mit	dem	Kopff	zwischen	dy	fordere[n]	pein	dan	reist	
es	 den	 helfant	 awff	 wo	 er	 am	 düsten	 hawt	 hat	 vnd	 erwürgt	 jn	 also	 der	
helfant	fürcht	jn	ser	übell	den	Rhÿnocerate	dan	er	erwürgt	jn	albeg	wo	er	
den	helfant	 aukumt	dan	er	 ist	woll	 gewapent	 vnd	 ser	 freidig	 und	behent	
D[a]z	tir	würt	Rhinocero	in	greco	et	latino	Indico	vero	gomda“	
Translation:		
“In	 the	year	15[1]3	 [this	should	read	1515]	on	1	May	was	brought	 to	our	







































Kunig	 von	 Portugall	 Emanuell	 gen	 Lysabona	 pracht	 aus	 India	 ein	 sollich	
lebendig	Thier.	Das	nennten	sie	Rhinoceros...'	
Translation:	
'On	 1	May	 1513	 [this	 should	 read	 1515]	 was	 brought	 from	 India	 to	 the	
great	and	powerful	king	Emanuel	of	Portugal	at	Lisbon	a	live	animal	called	a	
rhinoceros.	 His	 form	 is	 here	 represented.	 It	 has	 the	 colour	 of	 a	 speckled	
tortoise	and	it	is	covered	with	thick	scales.	It	is	like	an	elephant	in	size,	but	
lower	on	its	legs	and	almost	invulnerable.	It	has	a	strong	sharp	horn	on	its	
nose	 which	 it	 sharpens	 on	 stones.	 The	 stupid	 animal	 is	 the	 elephant’s	
deadly	enemy.	The	elephant	is	very	frightened	of	it	as,	when	they	meet,	it	
runs	with	 its	head	down	between	 its	 front	 legs	and	gores	 the	stomach	of	
the	elephant	and	throttles	it,	and	the	elephant	cannot	fend	it	off.	Because	
the	animal	is	so	well	armed,	there	is	nothing	that	the	elephant	can	do	to	it.	
It	is	also	said	that	the	rhinoceros	is	fast,	lively	and	cunning.’	)	
Inscription	and	translation	from	the	British	Museum	website:		
http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_detail
s.aspx?objectId=720573&partId=1&searchText=rhinoceros&people=127877&page=1		
(accessed	on	25.XI.2015)	
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Figure	 9.	Akbar	hunting	with	cheetahs,	Miskina	and	Mansur,	watercolour	and	gold	
on	paper,	ca.	1586-1589.	321	x	188	mm 
V&A,	London	(Museum	Number:	IS.2:56-1896)	
©	Victoria	and	Albert	Museum,	London.	
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